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SUMMARY 
It was the objective of this investigation to show the implemen-
tation of an analog and digital computer combination for the curve 
synthesis by a plane four-bar mechanism. The available equipment made 
it necessary to simulate the analog computer on the digital machine for 
obtaining complete control of the analog operations by the digital 
component. 
This analog simulation was adapted for the coupler point motion 
and is able to reproduce the complete path obtained from any plane four-
bar chain including a double rocker chain. The key to the entire program 
is the idea of measuring the error between the obtained and the desired 
point positions around the path during several trial runs and of effec-
tively minimizing these errors by an evaluation of the preceding trial 
runs. 
A new and more accurate definition of the error between the 
achieved curve and the specified precision point is developed, which 
measured the length of the normal between the point and the curve. This, 
together with the large number of specified desired accuracy points and 
the introduced differentiation method, allows the process to be rid of 
any complicated analytical computations. 
The developed method results in a powerful optimization process 
which consists of a combined relaxation and gradient mode. Relaxation 
is used for the initial steps in preference to the gradient method; the 
gradient method, however, is most effective for the final iterations. 
An attempt is made to explain the observed phenomenon by the help 
of a multidimensional surface which, in general, must have a concave 
form with three equal minimums. Due to the multitude of dimensions and 
the high analytical order, it seems to have a great number of crevices 
which tend to block any orthodox minimization process. 
The developed procedures are applied to a Joukowski airfoil as an 
example: 30 accuracy points are selected for fitting. However, it uses 
only nine points for its initial iteration steps because this uses less 
computer time and also demonstrates a better convergency. Once the 
roughing-in process is completed, the accuracy or precision point number 
is increased to 30. 
The start of the program required the dimensions of a four-bar 
chain with a coupler curve which at least will surround the desired curve. 
If no such mechanism is known, the use of Sandor's four accuracy point 
method with some minor modifications is suggested because it serves the 





The attempt to synthesize a general plane curve by the utilization 
of mechanisms is not very old. In general a mechanism can become quite 
an elaborate and sophisticated piece of machinery and may have a leather 
long chain of various links which can become difficult to analyze for 
their displacements, velocities, and accelerations (jerks). Further, it 
is found tho.t, in general, it is more economical to handle a given prob-
lem with the least possible number of links, because o:1" the Increasing 
manufacturing costs with a larger number of mechanism links. Tnis leads 
to the crank-slider mechanism and the four-bar mechanism, of which the 
latter deserves special attention, because of the technological advant-
ages of Its link connections. These circumstances made it particularly 
Interesting to discover how well a given problem could be solved by the 
application of such a four-bar chain and, therefore, the material selected 
for this presentation is the synthesis of a plane curve or the path gen-
eration by the use of a four-bar chain, 
If, however, the generation of a straight line is considered as a 
special case of a plane curve, then one must admit that such attempts do 
go back as early as 1784. This was the time when James Watts fused a 
four-bar mechanism for the approximation of a straight line motion for 
his reciprocating steam engine. It was needed to substitute for a plane 
surface of a slider which could not be machined at that time. The planer 
was not invented until l8l7« It was much later, in 186H, when a higher 
order device of more than four links was found "by Peaucellier which was 
used for drawing a perfect straight line [1,2,3]- His problem setting 
was completely different from J. Watts'. In a few words, he was asking, 
how straight is a straight line? There was no question about a circle 
to be circular, if drawn by the help of a compass, but a straight line 
drawn by the aid of a ruler depended entirely on how straight the ruler 
was. He saw an inperfection in this method and invented a compass for 
straight lines, as one has others to draw ellipses and other plane 
curves. 
There were many other approximations of straight lines. Always, 
".•he aim was to achieve the best results by the use of as simple a device 
as possible. A more recent dissertation by D. Tesar [h~\ indicates that 
there still exists an interest in the improvement of the straight-line 
motion generators. Attention turned to the general type of path gen-
eration about the year 1920; a graphical method to synthesize a curve 
through as many as five precision points [5*6] was developed. But it 
would not be fair to overlook all the spade work which was done up to 
this time. There is a vast amount of material of which only a few items 
have been mentioned. 
First, there was Cayley and Samuel Roberts who published around 
1870 an analytical expression for the coupler curve; that is the curve 
traced by a point attached to the link which has no pin connections with 
the stationary link (Figure l) and is used in the synthesis of a path 
generator. The analytical form shown in most texts uses cartesian coor-
dinates which have the x-axis in the direction of the frame BQAQ and the 
Figure 1. Semantics of Four-Bar Me eta riism 
origin in the point B0. This simplifies the expression considerably but 
was still general enough for the analysis made by the two mathematicians. 
It has a tricircular character and is of the sixth degree. S. Roberts 
discovered the existence of the three cognate mechanisms by purely mathe-
matical deductions. That means that for each four-bar chain there exist 
two others which will be capable of generating exactly the.same coupler 
curve [7,8,9,10]• 
The publications by Reuleaux, Burmester, Grubler and Miiller do 
show a keen interest in fundamental research in the areas of pure analy-
tic geometry and kinematics [11,12,13,1^,16,17,l8]. They appeared at 
the end of the nineteenth century and deal mostly with the general curve 
characteristics and the motion of a moving system through a series of 
intermittent positions. It was Miiller who described in 1889 the multiple 
points of the coupler curve located on the circle of foci [15]• It is 
also Interesting to see some early attempts to use elliptic functions 
for the coupler curve theory by Darboux [ 19] and the use of complex num-
bers by Morley [20]. In later periods the elliptic functions becanvs 
almost forgotten and only the complex numbers were used at an increased 
rate [21,22,23,2^-]. Also, an attempt by Bennett to introduce a new co-
ordinate system was not too successful [25]. He used the three focus 
points as coordinate reference. 
There are numerous publications which all have some relation to 
the kinematics of the four-bar mechanism; some are collected in texts 
and others appeared in single papers. Beyer wrote a text with the title 
"Kinematische G-etriebesynthese" which includes a mt it: tu<"; of original 
methods on the construction of coupler curves with special characteris-
tics [27] and it is interesting to read in his earlier text, "Technische 
Kinematik," on page 315 about the difficulties of solving the coupler 
curve equation for its nine parameters [26]. This would not be the equa-
tion as found by Cayley and Roberts but a more general form which uses 
a coordinate system as shown in Figure 1. This difficulty led to the 
idea of replacing this equation by an approximating expression which 
could be put into its explicit form a A had less operational difficulties. 
These are the use of the Chebichev's polynomials [28] suggested by 
Bloch [29] and an interesting approach of using periodic functions by 
Meyer zur Capellen [30,31,32,33]. 
First attempts to generate a coupler curve through an arbitrary 
set of points are shown by Alt [ 5] • He found a graphical method which 
uses an inversion of the crank and follower motions to determine the pin 
positions Al and B1. This method will not really synthesize an entire 
curve but is able to find a mechanism with a coupler curve going through 
five points spaced at finite intervals. These points are called accu-
racy points or precision points. The obtained results are not unique 
and depend entirely on some random selections of items needed for the 
construction. This situation does indicate that it must be possible to 
increase the number of points, trading them against fewer random selec-
tions. Following this trend, a point reduction method was developed by 
Hain [3̂ -] which would allow an unlimited number of points; however, 
they cannot be of any general location. With this restriction on the 
desired precision points, the method lost its generality and became of 
limited use in its application. Bloch suggested a graphical comparison 
method [ 35] and the text by Hirschhorn shows a good collection of avail-
able graphical method:; [ 36] . 
An analytic method wnich was adapted for the use of a digital 
computer was shown in 1959 "by Sandor and Freudenstein [37,38]. However, 
it had the same restrictions as the graphical procedures with certain 
needed random selections and an upper limit of five precision points. 
The method uses complex numbers and does show very useful approaches 
to the computational problems involved. It is unfortunate that these 
selections for the free variables do not warrant the proper sequence 
of the precision points and represent a disadvantage against the graphi-
cal approach which allows an observation of the developing result during 
its construction. The resulting error of the curve sections between 
the selected precision points can become very large and depends entirely 
on the selections made for the free variables. A later paper by Freuden-
stein [39] suggests a spacing of the precision points to get better re-
sults and does show a function generator problem but no application to 
the path generator. The idea is basically the same as shown by Bloch 
who applied it to the straight line mechanism. 
For the path generator with a large number of precision points, 
it became difficult to define the obtained error, and various methods 
have been suggested [ 39,̂ -0] • They are more or less approximations only 
which, in some cases, may yield misleading results. There are more 
papers published for function generators with a larger number of points 
[Ul,U2] than there are for path generate 1 [.t.3̂ 1̂1,45] , but a]most any 
path generator method could also, with so Tie modifications, t > applied 
to the function generator problems. In general, it is a tiring experi-
ence to find in most of these publications an insufficient amount of 
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information which makes a detailed check on the claimed results impos-
sible. It seems that some of the published procedures and computer 
programs may not converge to the desired end result as well as they are 
demonstrated for function generators and need to be read with caution. 
In general, it should be noticed that certain procedures which are oper-
ating for function generators may very well not be operating for path 
generators where the conditions are much more severe. A function genera-
tor represents a mechanism with an established relation between the input 
and the output angles. This eliminates the positioning of the frame 
link in relation to the reference plane and the positioning of the coup-
ler point C In relation to the moving plane of the coupler link. Also 
the error definition is rather simple compared to the problem of finding 
the perpendicular distance of a point to the coupler curve (see the sec-
tion on error definition In chapter IV"). 
With the indefinitely increased number of desired precision points 
the synthesis procedure seems to call for a method with a continuous out-
put facility for the coupler point coordinates. Such devices have been 
found in the analog computer which is capable of tracing coupler curves 
on coordinate plotters or on a scope with two input circuits [̂ 6,̂ -7,̂ -8, 
^-9j50]. Again, special caution is needed because some proposed methods 
will work only for well behaved situations and cannot be used in general 
for any type of four-bar mechanisms. None of the published methods can 
be applied to mechanisms wt Lch have an input link with, a rocker motion. 
Such an input link cannot rotate through 3̂ 0 degrees but does reverse 
its motion and would require an extra logic circuit for this purpose. 
All these methods are used for the curve generation of a given mechanism 
and are not used for any synthesis problems. 
In our computer age with facilities working with the speed of 
light, one would desire to make best use of these available tools and 
one should proffer for the path generator problem the facilities of a 
hybrid computer which can combine the functions of a digital and an 
analog computer. The presented investigation does show how it is pos-
sible to make such a use of the combination of these two computer sys-





The complexity of the attempted synthesis problem rests entirely 
in the structure of the analytical expression for the coupler curve of 
the four-bar mechanism. The path generator requires a process which will 
modify this coupler curve to take a shape and position as close as pos-
sible to the desired curve called the path. In the ideal case, this path 
and the coupler curve should become identical and only, if such a solu-
tion cannot be obtained, then the path and the coupler curve should be 
fitted as close as possible. With the varieties in the possible shapes 
of a coupler curve it becomes impossible to predict which desired path 
can be fitted perfectly and which one can only be approximated. 
The subject matter of this investigation shall be to generate the 
path representing the locus of various point positions of a traveling 
point and should be well distinct from a different problem which deals 
with the positions of a -/raveling plane. In order to specify the posi-
tions of a traveling plane in a two dimensional space, one requires the 
knowledge of the motion of a second point which is moving equidistant to 
the first one. This, in fact, would require the simultaneous generation 
of a second path fulfilling the requirement of having certain specified 
equidistant points. Eurmester published in his text [12] a graphical 
method for such a synthesis of five positions of the moving plane which 
mostly results in more than one solution but in rare cases may not yield 
any results at all. More recently this method was computerized and helps 
to synthesize the motion of a plane through five positions [51]. If so-
lutions exist, the coupler plane will move exactly through the specified 
positions but will not meet any other requirements between those five 
positions. 
Also the methods for generating a single path do include graphical 
methods of up to five accuracy or precision points. The methods with a 
higher number of points lost their generality as it was mentioned on page 
five. Some of these accuracy point methods were computerized but do not 
exceed five precision points. Whatever advantage there may be in a free 
selection of the input angles, these methods cannot be considered satis-
factory in a theoretical point of view. To explain this statement better, 
it might be best to compare it with the synthesis of a circle through 
three point positions. It is well known that three points in a plane 
are sufficient to specify a circle but also two points will specify a 
circle with two different positions if one has preselected a radius for 
it. That means one has traded one precision point against one random 
selection. I admit that the synthesized circle through the three posi-
tions may have an inconvenient radius but one should not deny the fact 
that it has a great value to know that three points will always synthe-
size uniquely a circle with a specific radius which is found by the syn-
thesis. Coming back to the coupler curve problem, this would mean to 
say, how many jjrecision points do specify uniquely a certain coupler 
curve which is derived from a specific four-bar mechanism, Once such a 
mechanism is found it Is known that by the Roberts' Theorem [10] there 
exist two other four-bar mechanisms, the cognates, which will produce an 
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identical coupler curve. In this manner each solution actually repre-
sents a threefold solution. 
As it was remarked by Beyer [26], it should be possible to define 
a coupler curve uniquely by specifying nine accuracy points (see also 
page h). This would represent an increase in precision points from five 
to nine by trading the additional precision points against four input 
angles. (The starting position of the input crank is used as reference 
position.) Several test runs of the developed procedure verified this 
statement; however, it was found that no arbitrary sequence can be used 
for the selected nine points (see Figure 2). For the circle example, 
the sequence does not matter, because it is possible to follow any chosen 
point succession by maintaining a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. 
However, it is not possible to do the same with four or five points on 
a conic. Here the sequence is important and is usually found by inspec-
tion. The increased number of points to nine for a coupler curve, how-
ever, makes the selection of the proper sequence almost impossible due 
to the diversity of the coupler curve forms. 
It is true that the analytical computation of a conic through five 
points normally does not need any point sequence and that the obtained 
result will represent the only solution. However, for the coupler curve, 
if specified by nine points, no such analytic method is available. If 
it were, it would most likely turn out some surprises in the point se-
quence as the one shown in Figure 2. It would be possible to specify 
the required four-bar mechanism, but it would not guarantee any sequence 
nor the fact that all nine points should be on one curve. The shown 
figure illustrates what is to be expected from an analytical accuracy 
coupler curve (part one) 
d̂esired curve 
B4 B5 
coupler curve (part two) 
Figure 2. Maximum of Nine Accuracy Points 
point method for nine points selected on a desired curve. Point one 
is on a different part of the coupler curve as all other eight points 
and the points from four to seven have a wrong succession. This type 
of result can already be found with the methods proposed by Sandor [ 37] 
for four and five accuracy points. In his methods, a correction can be 
made by changing the assumed angles and finally may, after several trials, 
render the desired coherent curve. But any fictitious nine accuracy 
point method would not allow an angle correction and the result shown 
would simply indicate that, if the nine points are selected in the wrong 
sequence, it is not possible to synthesize these points by a coherent 
curve. 
The only remedy for this situation would be a relocation of the 
nine points on the desired curve. This may eventually render a result 
of a mechanism with a coupler curve through all nine points in the re-
quired order, but it will not be able to include the first set of points 
shown in Figure 2. It then becomes obvious that it should be possible 
to approximate the desired curve as shown, but the coupler point C will 
not have its path exactly through the nine selected points but will rep-
resent a close approximation of the desire 1 curve. In this manner, it 
will become the task to find the best distribution of the nine accuracy 
points on the desired path. It should be noticed that the desired and 
the obtained path will always have an even number of Intersections or 
accuracy points if the paths are given as closed loops. 
Such a method would require a continuous repetition of a given 
accuracy point method with a comparison of previous results until a best 
solution is found. The quality of the result can be best determined by 
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taking measurements of the positioning error at certain crucial points 
of the desired path. This perception, together with the convenience to 
specify any shape of path by a larger set of points, helped to aim this 
investigation towards a multiprecision point method with the aim to mini-
mize the sum of all obtained positioning errors. 
Coupler Curve 
The coupler curve formed by the path of the coupler point on a 
four-bar linkage system represents the core of this simulation technique. 
The variety in its form appears to make it possible to generate almost 
any type of closed or open curve. This is, if one will allow the mech-
anism to take any dimensions and if one excludes certain types of curves 
where the four-bar simulation seems to be hopeless, such as spirals, 
larger sections of involutes, cycloids, and trigonometric curves or, for 
example, multi-leaved roses. The emphasis is here on the generated path 
and not on the practicality of the mechanism, or in other words, on how 
close a given path can be synthesized without any restrictions to the 
physical dimensions of the generating four-bar linkage system. 
If this curve can assume such a v riety of forms, it becomes in-
teresting to study it more closely and t find, if possible, some clues 
as to what shape it could assume. In general, it is a curve of sixth 
order. For example, the bipartite curves shown in Figures 1 and 2 are 
of sixth order if the two sections are counted as one unit, but it can 
be seen that each section alone forms a curve of the fourth order. It 
is found that the closed section could assume a second, a fourth, or a 
sixth order. The sixth order section will not have any second part, be-
cause the analytical expression for this curve shows an equation of sixth 
degree and the curve, therefore, cannot assume any higher order. How-
ever, if one section is of second order, the other one must be of fourth 
order to give a total of six, that is, it must be possible to place a 
straight line in such a way that it will have six intersections with the 
two curve sections. 
The interest in the analytic analysis of higher order curves is 
not new. The mathematician Roberts [52,53] already analyzed the coupler 
curve and was able to describe some of its characteristics. It is called 
a tricircular sextic because it has three imaginary circular or cyclic 
points out in infinity. The designation for those points originates from 
the fact that any ordinary circle has also the same cyclic points out in 
infinity and two imaginary asymptotes. Similarly, there are two sets of 
three parallel asymptotes with the coupler curve. They are all imaginary 
lines but intersect at three real and six imaginary points, the so called 
singular foci [5U]. The sides of the triangle between the three real 
foci form the base or frame links for the three cognate mechanisms which 
have a common coupler curve. The curve itself may have as many as three 
double points which can form cusps or crunodes and one section can be of 
second, fourth, or sixth order. 
All this knowledge does help to make a preliminary decision whether 
or not a particular path has some prospects to be simulated by the four-
bar mechanism but will not allow an actual generation of the path with 
a minimum deviation. There are graphical methods which show how to ob-
tain certain curve characteristics or accuracy points, but they do not 
allow the simulation of an entire curve. 
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The main obstacle for the curve simulation is given by the sophis-
ticated analytic equation for the coupler curve. There was no effort 
spared to simplify this equation to a more workable form by the use of 
complex numbers, elliptic functions, and the introduction of new coordi-
nate systems. The observation shows further that due to the high non-
linearity of sixth degree, any linearization attempt for the desired 
optimization fails to furnish the desired result. It is for this reason 
that a more powerful and more general applicable optimization method had 
to be found. 
Computer Application 
After a thorough study of the past and present methods for the 
path generator and in view of the difficult expression for the coupler 
curve, an attempt was made to avoid some of the obstacles by using a 
point by point approximation method. This, in turn, calls for a repeated 
operation which has to evaluate the diversions of the point locations 
and, therefore, becomes a typical computer application. For an increased 
accuracy of the generated curve, an increased number of precision points 
is needed and a more powerful and faster computer equipment becomes de-
sirable. It was for this reason that it was felt it would be best to 
apply the facilities of a modern hybrid computer. The analog components 
of this type of computer with its speedy response could be used to its 
best advantage wherever possible, and the digital component would serve 
as an auxiliary to control initial conditions and to take readings of 
final and intermittent results. However, efforts to receive access to 
the required hybrid failed, and a compromise of an analog simulation on 
the digital computer had to be substituted. It is obvious that this de-
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vice was not able to fully replace a hybrid computer but made it possible 
to analyze the prospects of such a computer combination. 
Any such optimization process will be most successful if the start-
ing conditions are not too far off the desired end result. This should 
not mean that the developed process will fail but that a good start does 
represent a time saving on the computer. The mentioned four accuracy 
point computer method should serve this purpose and was adapted to this 
application. It was selected to save some computer time because it is 
less elaborate compared with the five accuracy point method. However, 
it was found that both methods, using four or five points, cannot fore-
see whether or not all points will have the proper sequence and whether 
or not they all will be on the same curve, in case of a two sectional 
coupler curve. This malfunctioning of the initial approximation may 
render a rather poor starting mechanism which could be poorer than any 
other initial guess known from other sources [ 55]• For this reason, a 
final testing process was added, but it still is suggested that one should 
use this accuracy point method only for cases in which no other guess is 
available. 
The four accuracy point method [ 37] requires five angle selections 
which are fed as input data to the computer. Three of them can be selec-
ted at random, but the remaining two must be within a certain range. The 
developed procedure will automatically assume more than one angle within 
the permissible range and finally test the resulting mechanisms for their 
physical proportions and a coherent curve for all four accuracy points. 
The mechanism with most uniform link lengths is selected and processed 
further to be optimized by the combined gradient and relaxation method. 
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It was not possible tc find a simple check for the sequence of the de-
sired point positions at "hat point of the procedure. 
Next, the selected result is transferred to an analog type simula-
tion program which takes actual readings on the diversions of the ob-
tained point locations and will include all specified precision points 
in the desired sequence. Here, no limit is set to the number of points. 
The readings are recorded and added together to a sum of all absolute 
values of these errors which indicates the quality of the obtained result. 
The hybrid facilities would also permit making the curves visible on a 
scope screen and a more direct supervision of the computer progress could 
be achieved. The analog simulation was modified for the use with rocker 
inputs. Those are driver links which cannot rotate through 3^0 degrees. 
This change was obtained by the use of the digital components and a modi-
fied Grashof Theorem [56], explained in chapter III. The readings and 
the specified points will be taken step by step and in the sequence as 
they are supplied in the computer input data. In this form the minimi-
zation process will tend to correct possible contingent misconceptions 
in the sequence and the continuity of the curve. 
Optimization Process 
After all of this previous preliminary work, the mir mj<ation of 
the resultant error between the desired and the actual cir _ became the 
salient point of this investigation. In this respect, it was interesting 
to read a publication by a mathematician in Zurich, Professor Stiefel [ 57], 
which confirmed the suspicion that for some optimization problems none of 
the conventional methods seemed to work satisfactorily and that the so 
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called relaxation method appears to be more promising than any other. 
If one could apply some geometric analysis in its wide meaning to this 
problem, one should be able to explain better the reasons for this be-
havior. 
It is known that the general coupler curve of a four-bar chain 
has nine parameters which are independent and do specify a certain mech-
anism including its position in the fixed reference plane. The independ-
ency could be assumed for a wide range and would have its limit at those 
boundaries for which the four link chain becomes unable to close to a 
moving linkage system. This situation occurs when one link becomes 
longer than the three remaining ones added together. However, if the de-
sired coupler curve requires a mechanism with a wide sweeping motion, 
this boundary should not be approached because of the rather limited 
mobility in its close neighborhood. Any link motion will die out at 
this boundary and, if the optimization process is effective, one should 
not need to be concerned about its existence. 
Considering this independency of the nine components, it must be 
possible to represent each mechanism by a nine dimensional vector in the 
nine dimensional space of those components. It is one step further to 
see the accumulated coupler curve error of each mechanism as an additional 
dimension added to the nine dimensional space. This dependency of the 
tenth dimension will render a surface in the ten dimensional space. 
This formulation of the problem would be similar to the presenta-
tion of a surface in a three dimensional space formed by a z-component 
dependent to each point of the x-y plane. In the presented situation, 
the x-y plane would compare to a media with nine dimensions to which the 
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tenth dimension is added. 
The character of such a surface does depend on the degree of its 
analytical equations. As one can see from the two dimensional curves, 
the number of depressions and their depth are increasing with the degree 
or the powerfactors of such equations. This applies even more so to a 
three dimensional or to a ten dimensional surface. In view of this con-
sideration, it should be realized that the surface which represents the 
error function must be filled with a large number of deep depressions 
but has basically a concave form with three equal minimums, of which each 
represents a cognate mechanism of the other minimum. 
Considering this representation, it becomes evident that a pure 
steepest descent or gradient method will most likely be trapped in the 
many crevices without being able to find one of the desired minimums. 
However, the relaxation method applies a different principle to the prob-
lem. It follows the general outlines of the surface taking into consider-
ation only major trends in its form. However, the practical experience 
shows that also this approach can become deadlocked. In order to free 
the procedure from such a halt, the procedure will change back to the 
gradient method and stay with it until it cannot achieve any further 
progress. The procedure will alternate between these two basic methods 
and pull the computations from the deadlocked positions until the de-
sired result is found. It must act in a similar way as the overrelaxa-
tion suggested by Southwell [58,59]* The demonstrated problem shows the 
capabilities of this optimization process. If this method is applied to 
other problems with different peculiarities, it should be realized that 
certain constant factors of the presented program may need to be changed 
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and are subject to the skill of the operator. 
It should be noticed that the process has no built in restrictions 
for the purpose of limiting any velocity or acceleration factors. It 
was contended that it must be more Important to find out whether or not 
a good approximation of a given curve is possible without hampering the 
process by any type of restrictions. 
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CHAPTER III 
ACCURACY POINT METHOD 
General Comments 
The accuracy point method developed by Sandor and Freudenstein 
[37j38] accommodates as many as five accuracy points but requires a free 
selection of four angular displacements which are related to the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth accuracy point relative to the positions of the 
first one. The four accuracy point method is somewhat simpler in its 
computations but requires the choice of five angles which, again, relate 
the positions of the driver and the driven link to the chosen accuracy 
points. In general, the fewer the specified accuracy points are the more 
parameters have to be selected and their selection has a deciding effect 
on the usefulness of the end result. Or in other words, a larger number 
of desired accuracy points will require the selection of fewer parameters 
and will yield a more unique solution; and, as it was stated by Rudolf 
Beyer in his book Technische Kinematik on page 315 paragraph 189 [26], 
it should be possible to use as many as nine accuracy points. This 
would eliminate all selective parameters and should yield a unique solu-
tion without the need of selecting any parameters. However, as he fur-
ther states, the character of the required nine equations, that is one 
for each point, is so complex and highly nonlinear that no solution was 
obtained so far. 
The presented Investigation does not limit itself to any number 
of accuracy points and uses the four accuracy point method only for the 
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initial approach to the path generator. It was noticed that both the 
selected four and also the five accuracy point method for the digital 
computer may not render the desired sequence or curve continuity due to 
the selected points with their related parameters. As explained in the 
General Comments to chapter II, the outcome of such an accuracy point 
method depends entirely on the selected angles for the crank positions, 
and even worse, because some coupler curves may have two independent 
sections, the procedure may produce a mechanism with a few points on one 
part and the remaining on the other part. Although the possible two sec-
tions are derived from the same mechanism, they cannot be reached by a 
complete turn of the mechanism. In order to recognize such solutions, 
a modified version of the Grashof Theorem was applied and in recognizing 
these difficulties only a four accuracy point method was selected and 
improved to serve as a preliminary approximation for the actual path 
generator. However, it Is recognized that even a poor preliminary ap-
proximation may be just as good for the start of the path generator syn-
thesis and that such a known preliminary guess would entirely eliminate 
the difficulty of selecting the proper crank angles for each accuracy 
point. 
Modified Grashof Theorem 
The Grashof Theorem [^6] says, if the sum of the lengths of the 
longest and the shortest link is less than the sum of the lengths of 
the other two links, then the shortest link is able to rotate through a 
full revolution of 3^0 degrees. This makes it necessary to find the 
longest and shortest links before any mechanism can be tested for Its 
mobility. It was found that in the presented procedure it Is not Impor-
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tant to know which of the links, if any, can rotate. Such an analysis 
is needed only for the driver and in rare cases for the follower. It, 
therefore, became more profitable to apply a modified version of this 
theorem. 
Let Z-j. , Zg, Zg , and Z4 define the lengths of the frame, the driver, 
the coupler, and the driven link or follower, as shown in Figure 3- Con-
sidering the Grashof's condition, there can be two stipulations; either 
they are or they are not satisfied. For the first case, if they are sa-
tisfied and when realizing that the role of the driver and the follower 
is interchangeable, then there are three basically different cases of 
motions to be de_ ined. 
1. The frame with the length Z1 represents the smallest link. 
Here the three other links Zs, Z3, and Z4 will be able to rotate through 
360 degrees. 
2. Either the driver or the follower represent the shortest link. 
Here this shortest link will rotate through a full revolution and the 
other ones will have only a limited rotation. In this way the shortest 
link will act as a crank and the other ones as rockers. 
3. The coupler link does represent the shortest link. 
Now, neither the driver nor the driven link will be able to rotate through 
a full revolution. Only the coupler will rotate through 360 degrees and 
its coupler point will still describe two independent closed curves. 
It should not be too difficult to see that every one of these three cases 
has two independent closed curve sections which can only be obtained, one 
after the other, by disassembling the mechanism after completion of the 
first section and by reassembling it in its symmetry position about the 
Zl . . . frame 
z2 . . . driver 
z3 . . . coupler 
z„ . . . follower 
AQ, BQ . fixed pins 
Ai, Bj . moving pins 
Figure 3' 
Figure k* Figure 5. 
Figure 6. Figure 7-
Motion Limitations 
frame link or about one of the diagonals in the quadrilateral. it is in 
no case possible to reach both of these sections without a reassembly 
job of the mechanism. 
Cases with equal link lengths will rarely occur and are not in-
cluded in this analysis. This omission can be justified because the 
computer almost never will develop two equal real numbers. Each real 
number carries a random error in its machine representation and will 
make it almost impossible to receive two links of identical length. 
For the second condition, if the Grashof criterion is not satis-
fied, then none of the links can rotate through 3̂ 0 degrees and the 
obtained coupler curve is a closed curve with only one section. Here it 
is not possible to assemble the chain in any other way if the sequence 
of the links from one to four is to be maintained. 
These various cases may cause too many repeated operations in the 
computer program; therefore, it should be shown whether the evaluation 
of the two following inequalities could serve all requirements for the 
computations. 
Zi+Zs * Z3+Z4 (1) 
|Zi-Za| * |Z3-Z4 I (2) 
The Boolean expression with the inequality (1) will add the length of the 
frame to the length of the driver and compare it with the sum of the 
lengths of the coupler and the driven link. The Boolean of inequality(2) 
has the differences of the same quantities but taken as absolute values 
and with an inversed inequality sign. 
The analysis does show that it is possible to state: 
a. If both relations are true of a particular four-bar mechanism, 
then link two can rotate through 3o0 degrees. 
b. If only one of the relations is true, then link two is restric-
ted in its motion and none of the links can fully rotate. 
c. If both relations are false, then either link three or link 
four does freely rotate but link two has two separated areas in which 
it can move within thejr boundaries. 
This leaves the question whether or not it is possible to derive from 
equations (l) and (2) a clue which will indicate the link, if it exists., 
which does rotate through a full rotation. 
The above relations were used in Sandor's accuracy point method, 
but for the following proof it will be better to analyze the various pos-
sibilities from the inversed inequalities which will eliminate the equal 
signs. 
Z!+Z2 > Z3+Z4 (3) 
|Zi-Za| < |Z3-ZJ (U) 
Figure k shows that a true equation (3) will make it impossible for kink 
two to rotate beyond the stretched position of the links three and four. 
They are forming one side of a triangle together with the remaining links 
one and two. There are two such positions limiting the motion of link 
two, either in a clockwise or in a counterclockwise direction, and they 
are symmetric about link one. Figu• • 5 S >ws t; 2 situation for the case of 
a true equation (k). Here the links thr.e and four are folded and again 
form a triangle together with the two others. link two cannot enter the 
indicated area. The absolute signs are needed to a.-v̂ ure a valid result 
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for which Zg or Z4 may be larger than the other values of the pair. 
Again a symmetry position about link one does exist. Hence, equation (3) 
indicates a restriction of the motion of link two in the upper and the 
lower area symmetric about link one and equation (h) indicates a similar 
restriction of link two in the opposite direction. This proves theorem 
one. 
Theorem 1. Equations (3) and (h) indicate a restriction of the mo"ion 
of link two and the type of restriction. 
Corollary: If both equations (3) and (k) are true, the mechanism 
will-not be able to reach its symmetry position without disassembly. 
This can be easily understood, because link two cannot reach the 
symmetry position without going through any one of the inaccessible areas. 
It remains to show which one of the links, if any, is able to ro-
tate through a full rotation. This is done by omitting the absolute signs 
of relation k and by analyzing the resulting cases. 
1. If Z1>Z2 and Z3>Z(j. then the absolute sign can be omitted to 
the form 
Zi-Zs < Z3-Z4 (5) 
form 
2. If Z2>Z1 and Z3>Z4 then the relation has to be set Into the 
Ze-Zi < Zg-Z4 (6) 
3* I f Z ^ Z g and Z 4 >ZQ t h e n one h a s 
Zi -Zs < Z 4 -Z 3 (7) 
k. I f Z2>ZX and Z4>Z3 t h e n i t f o l l o w s 
Za-Zx < Z4-Z3 (8) 
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Now equation (3) together with the parts of equation (5) will represent 
the following inequalities. 
ZX>Z2 (5a) Z3+Z2 > Z1+Z4 (5b) 
Z3>Z4 (5a) Zx+Z2 > Z3+Z4 (3) 
Adding equations (5t>) and (3) "will supply the equation 
Z2>Z4 (5c) 
And further substituting the equations (5a) and (3) will develop 
2 Zj > Zi+Zs > Z3+Z4 > 2 Z4 or Zx >Z4 (5d) 
The new equations (5c) and (5d) together with the parts of (5a) allow 
the ordering of the links according to their lengths in three different 
ways and show that link four is always smallest and that either link 
three or link one is the longest one. 
a. Zz > Z2 > Z3 > Z4 
b. Zl > Z3 > Zs > Z4 
C • ZJO -̂ * Zj\ ^ ZJO "-> /LiA 
Equation (5t>) indicates that the cases a and b do satisfy the Grashof 
requirement and that link four does rotate through 360 degrees. Equation 
(3) indicates that case c also satisfies the Grashof equation and, again, 
link four is able to r;ta: i through a complete revolution. In an equal 
manner, it is possible io .;ow that, in equations (6), it is also link 
four which can rotate fchxf igh 3̂ 0 degrees; however, for equations (7) and 
(8), it is link three which does rotate freely. 
It is interesting tc look into the last two cases to see what type 
of restriction link four may have, whether or not it acts like a rocker 
similar to link two for the two first cases, 1 and 2, with the combined 
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restrictions as shown in Figures h and 5. Analyzing the third case, the 
inequalities 7 can be rearranged to obtain 
Zx+Z4 > Z2+Z4 > Z!+Z3 > Zs+Zg or Zx +Z4 > Zg+ZQ (7a) 
Also the inequality 3 .can be rearranged to the form 
Z4-Z1 < Z2-Z3 (7b) 
Equation (7a) indicates a restricted motion for the link four as shown in 
Figure 6, and equation (7b) indicates a restriction for the same link in 
the other direction as illustrated in Figure 7- This would mean that 
link four acts like a rocker with restrictions in its motion in both di-
rections. That is, provided one can show that equation (7~b) has posi-
tive values on one side, to insure the proper direction of the inequality 
sign and no absolute signs with a similar meaning as in equation (k) 
would have to be added. 
When equation (3) is cc::bir-.;d "rith the conditions for the case 3j 
it is found that 
2 Zl > Zl+Z2 > ZG+Z4 > 2 Z3 or Z1>Za (7c) 
And again it is possible to order the links in three different arrange-
ments. 
a. Z1 > Z2 > Z4 > Zg 
b. Z1 > Z4 > Z3 > Za 
c. Z 4 > Z1 > Z% > Za 
That indicates that Z3 is the smallest link and that the right hand side 
of 7b must always remain positive. Hence, it is found that the inequality 
sign of equation (7b) is proper and the link four has two restrictions, 
one to each side. But from equations (3) and (7)* one can also see that 
link two has th: saine type of restrictions and, similarly, can only act 
as a rocker. Should, however, only one of the relations in the pair 3 
and 4̂ he false, then none of the links has an unrestricted motion, be-
cause it is not possible to satisfy the Grashof's condition. There will 
be only one type of restriction in link Zg and in link Z4, depending on 
which relation became false. 
Should both relations of the set 3 and h be false, then link two 
will trade its role with four and link one with three. The rest remains 
the same and one could again undertake the same analysis with four dif-
ferent cases when eliminating the absolute signs of equation (h). 
This indicates that equations (3) and (k) establish the motion 
of the mechanism and it is possible to set up the following theorems. 
Theorem 2. If the angular motion of link two Is restricted as indicated 
by equations (3) and {h), then either the link four or the link three 
can rotate through an angle of 3̂ 0 degrees. 
Theorem 3- If both links two and four have a double restriction and do 
act as rockers, then it is the link three which can freely rotate through 
36O degrees. 
Theorem h. If there Is only a single restriction on link two, then none 
of the links can make a full rotation and every one has a single restric-
tion only. 
Corollary: Using the established facts of inversion, it becomes clear 
that, if link three rotates freely and is interchanged-with the frame 
(link one), then all other three links will be able to rotate through a 
full rotat'on. 
For the presented procedure, it was important to establish the 
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mobility of the driver vhich was sufficiently specified by both equations 
(3) and (k ), and only in a very few cases the mobility of the driven 
link was needed which was then easily established by a modified set of 
relations similar to the ones for link two. 
The computer evaluated these relations in a Boolean expression 
and established the restricting angles as needed. The entire process 
was combined in a procedure which can be called and modified as required 
by the main program. 
Four Accuracy Point Method 
The four and five accuracy point methods can be found in Sandor's 
dissertation [37]• Here the four accuracy point method is suggested 
with a few modifications. 
Instead of selecting three displacements of the coupler angle, 
those of the input angle were chosen by a tentative guess. Should it 
happen that this choice yielded no useful solution at all, then a new 
selection for the same three angles was required and the halted pro., •"am 
was to be repeated. The required additional displacement angles of .he 
coupler and follower links must be selected with In tk compatibility 
limits. However, as it is known, t'.ese limits are betiding two separate 
angular areas and allow a mi Lti"t" e of solutions. Here, one solution 
out of each area w:: selecv '. ar ;., with all permissible symmetry posi-
tions rendered at least two .:-r more solutions. 
With these multiple solutions at hand, it is possible to build 
upon Sandor's work and to proceed to select the one with all accuracy 
points on one curve by the use of the modified Grashof Theorem. For 
this purpose, equations (3) and (k) are evaluated. Then the type of re-
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strictions obtained will make it possible to establish the motion pat-
tern of links two and four. A check of the displacement angles against 
the limiting positions of the obtained mechanisms will allow recognition 
of all useful solutions. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALOG COMPUTER USE 
Ge ne r al Comrne nt s 
As it was mentioned earlier, it was the intention to use the 
facilities of a hybrid computer for this analysis. When it became ap-
parent that no such facilities with the required memory space and the 
required interpreter between the digital and analog computer will be 
available, a detour had to be found to get around the obstacle. A first 
thought was given to the various Analog Simul .tion programs for digital 
computers which are readily available and won"d perform almost the same 
functions a., an analog machine bu" at a very slow pace [60,61,62,63,6U? 
65]• The publications on analog simulations are praising their methods, 
but it is obvious that such programs will never replace completely the 
actual analog computer performance. The analog is built to give a con-
tinuous flow of readings by measuring the output current, whereas the 
digital computer can only allow an intermittent output in a binary num-
ber system. This does not permit a continuous flow of information as is 
possible with the analog device and, for some applications, forms an 
essential part even though it may not have the high accuracy in its out-
put as the digital computer. 
For the developed method, it would have been an advantage to have 
a continuous output which could have been recorded on an x-y plotter and 
would have shovm the entire coupler curve as a continuous flow of infor-
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mation from the respective analog terminals. The digital computer is 
only able to trace this curve by calculating intermittent points, and, 
the finer the steps between those points,, the more computer time 
will be needed to obtain the desired output. The analog computer can 
change the plotting speed by a simple change of a time variable and with 
a high speed would make it possible to reproduce the entire curve on an 
oscilloscope. Such a device would respond instantaneously to any changes 
in the mechanism dimensions. Analog computer programs for the coupler 
curve of a four-bar mechanism are readily available [ 46,47,48,50], and it 
would have been a small effort to modify the existing methods for the 
use with mechanisms in which none of the links can rotate through a 3̂ 0 
degree angle. 
Because of all these advantages of an analog system, an attempt 
was made to produce a method which would get by with a minimum of dis-
advantages of the digital simulation and which would allow transfer to 
the use of a proper hybrid computer at a later date. For this reason, 
a simplified version of the simulation program was developed which does 
permit a speedier result. The developed method begins to move the link 
system in larger steps and reduces them as the mechanism does come closer 
to the desired position exactly opposite the desired accuracy point. 
Each step checks and corrects the positioning error until the final posi-
tion within a prescribed accuracy is reached. Then, the distance between 
the obtained coupler point position and the desired precision point is 
recorded and eventually accounted to the error between the actual and 
the desired point position. Also, the angular position for each point 
is memorized for reducing the initial steps in obtaining the same point 
positions during the next "run" around the coupler curve. In this form, 
the computer records and memorizes each "run" through a complete cycle 
of the coupler curve and is able to "learn from this experience" for its 
consecutive "run" around the same curve when some minor modifications 
are made. The magnitude and the type of these adjustments are automated 
and represent an important part of the optimization process. 
Specification of the Desired Curve 
Considerable thought was given to the method in which the desired 
curve should be specified and which would best adapt to the path genera-
tor synthesis. It appears that already the question of the curve specifi-
cation points in a distinct direction. 
Many curves which might be a desired object for the synthesis may 
not be expressed by an analytic expression and may be best represented by 
a series of points. For these cases, an analytic approximation could be 
found by using polynomials or ether functions which are set up in higher 
orders depending on the type of accuracy desired. Such a function series 
can become a very long expression if a high accuracy is demanded. How-
ever, it may well be that in some cases the points, specifying the curve, 
are obtained from the desired positions of a machine part with special 
importance and with intermittent steps during a prescribed operation. In 
these cases it may not matter so much what the curve positions are in 
between the specified points. Then the precision points become of pri-
mary importance and may very well be used directly for the mechanism 
synthesis. Moreover, such a specification of a set of points will re-
present the most general form and will also include all analytic curves. 
The polynomial approximation of nonanalytic curves would introduce an 
additional error and its computation would increase the required com-
puter time. For these reasons it was felt to be best to use the point 
coordinates directly without any in between approximation procedure and 
without any long expressions for a function series. In this way, it be-
came necessary that the developed method will not set any limit to the 
number of specified precision points. 
The developed procedure will take any number of precision points 
and will check out each point for the distance between the desired and 
the actual obtained positions of the coupler point- It is obvious that 
it will take more time to check a larger number of such points compared 
to say only nine points. Therefore, it appears best that, if those nine 
points can be set up in appropriate intervals, they should be used for 
the beginning of the synthesis process to obtain a speedier performance 
of the computer and finally, the number of points can be increased step-
wise to the total number Gf points of '.he entire path. This routine 
may require a modification to suit the individual application. 
For the Investigator, it was important to recognize the advantages 
and disadvantages of an analytical representation of the desired coupler 
curve at an early stage. Once it was found that the representation by a 
set of points would be the most general and best adaptable one, an In-
vestigation of this principle of the synthesis was made and it was found 
th t the proposed hybrid method would also be most suitable to this form 
of curve representation. 
Error Definition 
There are various publications with definitions for the error be-
tween the desired and the actual obtained curve, and it appears that none 
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of the presented definitions conform to the need of an arbitrary appli 
cation. 
A paper by Fox [̂ 0] suggests the use of the integral 
E = 
.b 
(y-y )2-dx (9) 
a ^ 
representing the square of the area between the desired and the obtained 
curve (Figure 8). This representation may become useful for an explicit 
function representation of the path but becomes inconvenient for the pro-
posed point by point representation. Therefore, the above paper proposed 
the use of a summation instead of the first integral. 
n 
2 
E = Ax- I (y.-yg.. 
For the curve shown in Fipire 9j it may become difficult to find a good 
expression for the interval width Ax, especially when the curve should 
follow the direction of the y-axis. In such cases an arbitrary interval 
choice for Ax may distort the obtained result quite badly, although it 
might be effective for curves which are following more or less the direc-
tion of the x-axis. The squaring of the difference of the y components 
is needed to eliminate the negative areas between the curves. It appears 
that, because of the involved inaccuracy, the paper by Fox suggests that 
the constant value Ax be changed to a weight factor for the evaluated 
error in comparison to other errors like the angular position of the me-
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Another publication, by Lewis [66], proposes the use of an expres-
sion 
r. 
E = I [(v-xi)2 + (ygi-
yi )2 ] 
i=i 
in which both sets of coordinates, the ones of the desired and of the 
generated points, are depending on a parameter X. This method is equally 
good for any direction of the curve but it actually does account for the 
hypotenuse of the error triangle as shown in Figure 10 and, due to the 
selected parameter X, may yield a much bigger value than the true dis-
tance between the desired and the generated curves. The parameter X, 
which brings the points in a relation to each other, may become difficult 
to handle and adds a restriction to the synthesis which may hinder the 
procedure to converge to the desired best solution. The above mentioned 
paper presents this added restriction as a feature of the proposed syn-
thesis which will make it possible to preselect an angular link position 
for each precision point. It should be admitted that this restriction 
may be of some value in certain cases but does not allow one to find the 
most general and best solution to a given path generation problem. It 
is clear that the best match of a given curve can only be obtained If 
no restrictions are implied to the problem. 
A similar method was suggested by Suh [̂ 5] in his paper which 
shows examples with five precision points but only indicates methods for 
as many as nine precision points. 
An earlier paper published by Freudenstein [39] suggested the use 
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k2 
cision point as shown in Figure 11. The error D can be calculated from 
the equation 




in which x2 and y are the coordinates of the intersection point between 
the line y=const through the precision point M. and the generated curve, 
and x and yl are the coordinates of the intersection between the line 
x=const and the curve. Figure 11 shows clearly that with this method a 
poor approximation of the error will be obtained for curve areas with 
larger curvatures. And worse than that, it may happen that certain posi-
tions of the point M. will not have any intersection points C . and C . 
with the generated curve and the results can become misleading answers 
when x2 or y1, or both increase to a very large value in the above equa-
tion. 
Consideration was given to all these methods with an attempt to 
overcome their shortcomings. The integral method seemed to be most at-
tractive but could not be carried out because of the previous decision 
to specify the desired curve by a larger number of precision points and 
not by an approximating function. This implied seeking for a summation 
of the errors at each precision point and taking an accurate account of 
all perpendicular distances between the desired and the obtained curve. 
One also had to decide whether those distances should be taken perpen-
dicular to the desired curve or perpendicular to the generated curve. 
With the given curve definition as a set of points, it was simpler to 
use a direction perpendicular to the generated curve. This, together 
h3 
with the intended application of an analog computer, provided the guide 
lines which lead to the definition of the perpendicular distance. 
If one was able to obtain from the analog computer the coordinates 
of the coupler point tracing the generated coupler curve, then it must 
also be possible to obtain the time derivatives of these coordinates, 
x and y, which define the direction of the tangent but also of a perpen-
dicular line. Using the angle (3 of this line with the positive x-axis 
and positive in the CCW direction, the equation for |3 becomes 
tg P = - 7 (10) 
y 
This is a simple problem for the analog computer but was not quite that 
simple for the digital simulation program. 
If the notation as shown in Figure 12 is used for the link dimen-
sions and the angles, it is possible to derive the following two equations 
x = z7+z1«cos X + Zg-cos $ + z5«cos 9 + z6 • sin 6 (ll) 
y = ze+zl- sin X + z3•sin $ + z5-sin 9 - zs-cos 9 (12) 
All link dimensions and angles are measured positive in the indicated 
directions. The dimensions for z1, z%, z 3 , and z4 are limited to positive 
values because they will change their angular directions if these links 
should change to the opposite direction. For such situations, the angles 
X, $, 6, and \Jj will change their values by 180 degrees. The equations 
(ll) and (12) can be differentiated to the time and will render the two 
velocity components x and y of the coupler point which represent at the 






. position of point 
C in moving plane 
. position of mechanism 
in fixed plane 
. angular position of 
mechanism 
NOTE: 
All positive directions as 
indicated. 
Zj . . 
Z2 • • 
z3 . . 
ẑ  • • 
z5» z6 
z7» z8 
<J) . . . crank angle 
8 . . . coupler angle 
\\> . . . follower angle 
X . . . position angle 
v . . . velocity direction 
of coupler point 
x, y . . coordinates of 
coupler point 
x, y . . velocity components 
C . . . coupler point 
P31 . . momentary pole of 
coupler link 
Figure 12. Notation Used in Analog Simulation 
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d i r e c t i o n of the p o i n t C a t any given i n s t a n t -
x = - z 2 *$*s in $ - 9 . ( z 5 . s i n 9 - z 6 . c o s 9) (13) 
y = z 2 *$-cos § + 9 . ( z 5 . c o s 9 + z6 . s i n 9) (1*0 
These two forms substituted into equation (10) will make it possible to 
evaluate the direction $ of the perpendicular for any point on the coupler 
curve. The needed relations between the angles 9 and $ are found from 
the mechanism configuration in relation to the input angle $. It was 
found that the angular velocities $ and 9 presented some problems which 
are not mentioned in reference [hG]. 
The equations of closure for the link Zj, zs, z3, and z4 take the 
forms 
Zi'cos X +- z2.cos $ + Z3.C0S 9 = z4 . cos ty (15) 
Zi«sin \ + zs.sin $ + z3 . sin 9 = z4 . sin ijj (16) 
and their differentiation becomes 
- z2 • $• sin § - z3 • §• sin 9 = - z4 • ty. sin \j  (17) 
z2 • $• cos § + z3 . 9 . cos 9 = z4 • \|j. cos ijr (18) 
Eliminating z4 • \|r from equations (17) and (l8) yields 
z2-$-(- sin §-cos \J; + cos $.sin \|f) 
+ z3«8.(- sin 9. cos \Jf + cos 9. sin \jf) = 0 or 
e „ . i^g.. 44*4) 
z3 sm(8-t) 
(19) 
This equation would allow one to calculate the angular velocity 9 for a 
selected input velocity $, used in equations (13) and (l^-), and would 
allow one to complete the evaluation of the desired angle $• 
It was found that is is best to use a coordinate system which is 
parallel to the link zl with a zero angle for \. This helps to avoid 
misconceptions of the required angle differences in various Boolean ex-
pressions. It, therefore, was felt to be best to transfer the coordi-
nates each time the analog simulation is needed in the computer procedure. 
Further, it was found that equation (19) had an infinite large 
value for 6, for 6 equal to \|r. Analytically, it seemed to present no 
problems but in the computer no infinite large numerical quantities can 
be represented. Once the largest number of the computer is reached, the 
machine will shut off the computations. Besides, any error in the cal-
culation of the sinus function in the denominator will amplify tremen-
dously to a large error in the final value for 8. It was clear that the 
values of § had to be reduced for these situations and had to approach 
zero for the critical position. Additionally, a different computation 
method for such positions of the mechanism had to be sought. 
Instead of eliminating \|r, one could eliminate $ from equations 
(17) and (l8) and derive the form 
e = ̂ .sin(M) (20) 
T z3 sm(§-8) 
which for the extreme case reduces to the form 
9 = 4fz4/z3 
because then sin($-\|r) becomes equal to sin($-8). 
But it is also possible to find the numerical ratio x/y more di-
hi 
rectly and to eliminate the use of the values $, 8, and \j  entirely. 
The sketches of Figures 13 and ik show the two possible cases in 
which the sin(9-\[f) vanishes. It can be seen that in both of these cases 
the momentary pole P3l is at the end of link z2 . This link will go 
through a period of zero angular velocity while link z3 will rotate about 
the pole P3i, which is identical to the pin between the links z2 and z3. 
For these two configurations, the sought tangent direction can simply be 
found as a line perpendicular to the connection between C and P3i- These 
components of the sought direction become 
x = z5.sin 9 - z6.cos 9 
y = - zB«cos 9 - zs•sin 9 
and the ratio for the perpendicular direction is 
. o * /* 4- z5-sm 9 - z6«cos 9 , v 
tg 3 = - x/y = ± —2 2 : (21) 
' z5-cos 9 + z6•sin 9
 v 
The plus or minus sign has to be selected in reference to the rotation 
sense of link z4 and the position of link z3. The stretched position of 
Figure 13 does require the plus sign and the folded position of Figure 
lk the negative sign for a positive rotation of link z4. With a few 
Boolean expressions, it is possible to establish the sign in the equa-
tion for the angle p. It is interesting to notice that the same result 
could be obtained from dividing equation (13) by equation (lU) and set-
ting § equal to zero. This agrees completely with the observations made 
above which indicated a period of rest for link z2 -




Dwell Positions for Link z2 
of any angular displacements. Both arguments of the sinus functions in 
equations (19) and (20) are differences between two angles. Figure 15 
shows 6-\|f for a \<TT. Figure l6 shows the same mechanism but rotated to 
a position in which \>TJ and with the relative link positions kept the 
same. . One can observe that the value for 0-t|i became negative and the 
complementary angle to 3̂ 0 degrees. This change has no effect on the 
end result of the sinus function, but it may cause difficulties in the 
various logical expressions used throughout the computation. This shows 
how important it was to bring the coordinate system into a position in 
which the positive x-axis became parallel to the link Zj. 
Once the ratio of x to y is established, it is possible to write 
the equation for a line normal to the coupler curve at any arbitrary 
position of the point C. 
x±-(x±-x) + yi-(yi-y) - 0 
Here x. and y. are the coordinates and x. and y. the velocity components 
th of the i position of the coupler point C. The values x and y are the 
coordinates of a variable point on the normal line itself. It should 
be observed that the left side of this equation, is equal to zero and it, 
therefore, does not matter whether the values for x. and y. are the cor-
? 1 J 1 
rect values as long as the proper ratio x./y. is maintained. If this 
equation is normalized and if the variables x and y are replaced by the 
coordinates of a precision point, it becomes 
• • / 2 * 2 
xi-(xi-xo) + yi-(yi-yQ) - p- /xx + yl (22) 
With p representing the perpendicular distance from the precision point 
Figure 15. Figure 16. 
Inversion of Angle Differences 
NOTE : 
The distance e becomes 
the error for p=0. 
generated curve 
Figure 17. Line Normal to Coupler Curve 
M to the line normal to the coupler curve and through the coupler point 
C as shown in Figure 17. The distance p will always be positive if it 
is on the side in which the positive velocity vector v of the point C is 
pointing. The developed process moves the point C along the generated 
curve, preferably in a CCW direction and stops at the positions in which 
p becomes reasonably small (in this case 10 8 ). For those positions, 
the points C and M must be on a line normal to the coupler curve, and 
the distance between those two points is given by 
e. = ± /UT^Y~r(y -y.)y (23) 
1 v o i w o i \ ~>s 
This equation produces the positioning error e and will be set positive 
for any e with M on the left hand side of the curve looking in the direc-
tion of the motion vector v and will be set negative for M on the other 




in which n is the number of specified precision points. 
Analog Simulation 
The desired process was a procedure which would produce the value 
of the errors e for all given points together with a sign indicating 
whether the detected error is to the left or to the right hand side of 
the generated curve. It, therefore, became impractical to simulate the 
complete operation of an analog computer and attention was given only to 
the problem of obtaining a listing for the errors associated with each 
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individual precision point. Hence, the problem setting was not to simu-
late the operation of an analog computer but to obtain all so called 
"matching errors" with their signs for a particular four-bar mechanism 
with a fixed orientation to the given set of precision points. The 
evaluation of these results for obtaining the needed changes of the 
physical mechanism dimensions was part of another section in the computer 
program. 
The required input data are: the dimensions of the mechanism and 
a list of precision points given in the sequence which the coupler curve 
has to follow. All of these positions for the specified precision points 
should be reached by the tracer point C without the need of any disas-
sembly of the mechanism. This required the program to take the coupler 
point through an entire closed section of the coupler curve with all its 
possible nodes and cusps. 
The procedure can be called and used in the program at convenience. 
It will use the given coordinates of the precision points along with the 
last physical dimensions and orientation of the mechanism with its ini-
tial crank position, and it will render the errors for each precision 
point along with its sign. The procedure itself does appear rather long 
but consists actually of a series of sections headed by logic expressions 
which allow the computer to select the needed sections and to eliminate 
those parts which become important for the momentary mechanism configura-
tion. In this form the computer will use only about one half of the 
listed statements, which will save a considerable amount of time for the 
process. 
The positioning of the coupler point C such that the normal line 
goes through the precision point M is based on a so called "regula falsi' 
method and was modified for this application. The value for the quantity 
p of equation (22) and Figure 17 is computed and indicates the distance 
of the normal line to the precision point under consideration. The ini-
tial position of the normal line should not be too far from the actual 
desired position, which is reached when p becomes zero and the normal 
meets the required precision point. It should always be possible to reach 
such a position by changing the angle § of the input link. The mechanism 
is preferably started at a point in which $ needs to be increased to reach 
the desired position. Figure 18 shows a diagram of the relation p = f(§). 
The basic equation of the regula falsi method for the variables p and $ is 
Pi 
or 
i+i i ' i~ i-i (p.-p.j 
A$i« = " A$i W. <25) 
1 
and it is not difficult to see from Figure 18 that this equation will pro-
duce a negative A$ for the diagram points p.=p and p. = p . This situ-
ation does occur very often and means that the value of p has to step 
first over a maximum before it can reach the desired value for $. Fig-
ure 19 shows a typical situation on the actual generated coupler curve 
in which the distance p is positive and does increase first before reach-
ing the desired position C . It also shows that by moving C in the nega-
tive direction it will result in a vanishing p but with a much larger 
error. When studying the last two sketches, one can see that the sign 
of A$. in equation (25) should depend on the sign of p. only. This 
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P = f(*) 
Figure l8. "Regula Falsi" Method 
positive motion of point C 
M precision point 
C coupler point 
€ = MC* . . positioning error 
Figure 19. Approaching Difficulties of the Point C 
to the Position C* 
• p i 
A$. = A§. • • • (26) 
1+1 ' i1 Ap. ' 
and will eliminate the outlined difficulty but will not render a fool 
proof result for the case in which M might have the position of M'. For 
that case, p0 and p^ would become negative and the calculated A3? would 
also become negative and one would still obtain an undesired motion of the 
point C and finally end up with the wrong error reading. For such rare 
cases, special attention was needed which requires some extra logic expres-
sions tailored to suit the individual application. 
Another problem was the need to determine the initial step size for 
$ until the first negative value for p was approached. The diagram, Fig-
ure 18, shows the first A3? between the values §0 and $x , which is selected 
as a first guess, then the calculated value for A$2 from equation (26) 
-x-
will become much too large and may finally lead to a wrong position of C . 
Therefore, a check was needed for each computed step and if found too 
large it will be reduced to a reasonable amount. The permissible maximum 
step size can vary from one synthesis problem to another and needs to be 
adjusted to the prevailing requirements. 
A further problem presented the sudden change of the slope in the 
curve p = f($) which, for example, will cause a too large step between 
$2 and §3, shown in Figure 18. A considerable reduction in the number of 
approximation steps would result if the position of $3 were found closer 
to $4. Therefore, it appeared important to find the cause of such sudden 
curvature changes and to develop an improved equation (26) for A$ which 
should be kept simple in its construction and avoid excessive computer 
time. In general, every computer statement of this section had to be 
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weighed carefully for its importance against the needed processor time, 
because they are the most often used statements of the entire program. 
Therefore, preference was given to the use of some variable which became 
available in a previous section of the simulation procedure. This con-
sideration should also explain why no attempt was made to find an exact 
analytic expression for the relation between the variables p and $. It 
was expected that, if such a relation can be found, it would be rather 
sophisticated and far more complicated to evaluate in comparison to the 
simple regula falsi method. 
The observation of the general motion of the coupler point C re-
vealed that basically it depends on two movements. The first one, given 
by the angular velocity $ indicating the rotation of the link z2, and the 
second one given by a relative rotation indicating the motion of the link 
z3 in respect to link z2. If the angle $ is directly related to the time 
and $ kept constant, then the variation of the relative velocity becomes a 
function of 9 only. 8 was previously calculated for the directions x and 
y. It was further found that an increased or reduced 8 meant a larger 
change of p for a certain value of A3? calculated from equation (26) . In 
other words, it appeared that the sudden change of the slope of the curve 
in Figure l8 was caused by the changing value 8. With this recognition, 
it was not too complicated to introduce a damping factor which would re-
duce the calculated values for A$. . The expression 
1+1 * 
II 5—I - n 
1-1 
would always remain positive but would become zero if there was no change 
in 0. against 9. . This simple form added to ~he denominator will reduce 
i to 1-1 * 
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the calculated value of A$. and the new equation (26) can be constructed 
as 
P-
A$ = [A*. I"; ; ~ ; r (2?) 
1+1 x
 P. -P- + e./e- - i 
1 i-i i' M i' i-i ' ' 
and was found sufficiently effective in its general response. 
This simulation procedure is called for each precision point and 
will basically follow the following steps. 
1. It will change the coordinates of the precision point M to a 
new coordinate system which is in line with the positive direction of the 
link zl and all angles are measured in relation to these new coordinates^ 
§ and T\. 
2. It will check the initial angle $ for its position which should 
be compatible with the mechanism motion. 
3. The angles ^. and 9. are calculated for their exact values from 
th 
the closure equations which read in complex form for the i position 
(Figure 20). 
i\|;. i$. i8. 
z4«e = Zj + z2 • e + z3.e (28) 
i«. 
D. = Z]_ + z3 -e 
The angles are evaluated in a manner similar to the one mentioned in 
chapter III and a choice between the symmetry angles is made on the ground 
of the magnitude of the previous angle \|i, fetched from the computer memory. 
k. The values for £, T\, %,, and T| are calculated including the required 
9 based on a constant $. 
5. The distance p is calculated and checked for its size. If 
cessible area 
link Z2 
z j . . 
z2 . . 
z3 . . 






. vectors positioning coupler 
point in moving plane 
Z7, ZQ . vectors positioning mechanism 
in fixed plane 
Zq . . . angular position of mechanism 
Ao» B0 . fixed pins 
Ai, Bi . moving pins 
Ci . . . coupler point 
P31 • . momentary pole 
i, y • . fixed coordinates 
€> n . . rotated coordinates 
Figure 20. Rotation of Coordinates about the Angle zg 
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found small enough the computer will exit the procedure by computing the 
error e and its sign. This is possible by the use of the values obtained 
last for £>, T\, £,, and T] from the generated curve together with the modified 
coordinates for the precision points £0 and T|0 , 
6. If p was not zero and was calculated for the first time, then 
an estimated A§ which entered the procedure is used, otherwise a new A$ 
is calculated by using the modified "regula falsi" method. 
7« The processed A§ is checked for its compatibility, that is 
whether or not it would change the angle $ to a value which forces link 
z2 into an inaccessible position (see Figure 20). 
8. Step 3 is repeated under the modified conditions with a new $ 
which was obtained by adding the last A§. 
9. The steps k down to 8 are repeated until p becomes sufficiently 
small and an exit can be made in step 5-
These nine steps of the procedure were quite effective for standard 
linkage systems and were found satisfactory until some special cases of 
double rocker mechanisms and others were tried. First it was found that 
the loop formed by the steps k to 8 may not be exited by some unforeseen 
reason and may cause the remaining computer time to go to waste. Under 
such conditions, a forced exit was found to be of great help and saved 
the remaining time for some further computations. In many cases, a single 
positioning mistake will correct itself during the next call for the pro-
cedure. For this reason, a time stop was added which will cause the exit 
if the loop runs too long. 
In addition, it was found that for certain positions of link z2 
it became almost impossible to obtain a proper convergency to a zero p 
6o 
condition. These cases were found to be in areas where the momentary 
pole of the coupler link z3 approached the location of the pin between 
z2 and z3 as shown in Figures 13 and 14. That is the case for which the 
denominator of equation (19) becomes infinitely small. For these ap-
proaching situations, it was found best to give the control of the me-
chanism motion to the angle \|r and to make the link z4 the driver. That 
meant to change the role of the driver with the driven link until the 





A paper published by Greville [67] did apply a matrix notation 
to the least square method for the solution of a set of linear equations. 
There were either more or less unknowns than equations. For this inves-
tigation, only the case of more equations than unknowns was of special 
interest. A further improvement represented the method developed by 
Diederich [68] which does allow a grouping of the equations. The first 
group which has to consist of fewer equations than unknowns, or inde-
pendent variables, will be solved exactly and the second group formed by 
the remaining equations is approximated by the least square. In this form 
one can put more emphasis on some equations in the program and let the 
others be approximated as good as possible. Because each equation re-
presents the result of one precision point and because there are as many 
equations as precision points, it became possible to put more emphasis 
on the synthesis of some important precision points. 
In this analysis, there are nine independent variables respon-
sible for the dimension of the four-bar mechanism and they are to be 
modified to an optimum solution. The number of precision points is as-
sumed to be larger than nine. However, if only nine points are needed, 
the outlined procedure will reduce itself to an ordinary matrix inversion 
after checking the rank of the matrix.. It is hard to believe tnuat find-
ing a dependency in the columns or rows of the matrix ever may happen. 
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But, there were so many unexpected events during this investigation that 
it was felt to be an asset to have this extra check in the matrix form 
of the least square method which then would work for any dependency case. 
It is not difficult to understand that the number of equations 
of the first group, which is to be solved exactly, cannot exceed nine. 
With nine equations in the first group, it is obvious that the remaining 
equations cannot be approximated, because the first group will become a 
straightforward matrix inversion and will not leave any choice of inde-
pendent variables for an approximation of the second group. In this 
manner, one can also understand that the general approximation of the 
second group will become a better one for a smaller number of equations 
in the first group and is best if this number approaches zero. Obviously, 
this last case will bring the procedure back to the ordinary least square 
inversion method. 
Matrix Inversion 
The inversion of a square matrix can be accomplished by the Gauss 
method, independent of the number of equations and variables, provided 
the determinant of the matrix is non-zero. 
The usual algorithm requires two loops in its computer program. 
Here a shorter method needing only one loop will be described. 
In the basic two-loop procedure, the first step Is to transform 
the square coefficient matrix into a triangular one, and the second step 
is needed to evaluate the unknown variables x beginning with the last 
one, x , and ending with the first one, x . This is well known. When 7 n 1 
the triangulation is completed, the last equation has only a single vari-
able and can be solved easily for its value. Here begins the second step 
with the calculation of x and, working backwards, the next unknown, 
x , can be found from the second last equation, etc. This latter pro-
cess cannot be combined with the triangulation of the matrix and normally 
has to be programed in a separate loop. The new procedure used for this 
matrix inversion was developed in order to avoid disappointments with 
library procedures, which sometimes do not perform as hoped, because it 
is difficult to build into those standard procedures all possible appli-
cations. The experience shows that one can increase the effectiveness 
of such procedures if they are designed for a particular job only. More-
over, the designer becomes very versatile in its application and can 
introduce any needed modifications without difficulties. 
The applied one-loop algorithm actually serves more than one pur-
pose. It will find the solution to a set of inhomogeneous equations, it 
will invert a matrix and at the same time will establish the rank of the 
matrix. Finally, it will tell which of the equations cause a dependency 
if the rank came out smaller than the number of equations. 
A. One-loop Method for the Solution to a Set of Inhomogeneous Equations 
Consider the set of linear equations in matrix form 
A x = a" (29) 
where A is a n X n matrix, and x and a are column vectors. If it is 
conceivable to transform A into the unit matrix I, then the right hand 
side would equate to x and will represent the sought solutions. 
I x = c" or x = c" (30) 
The used transformation is similar to the Gauss method but, instead 
of leaving the matrix in a triangular form, the transformation is carried 
on until a unit matrix is obtained. In order to simplify the representa-
tion, some new line vectors "s are introduced which comprise all coeffi-
cients of one equation with an additional factor at the right hand side 
representing the respective value of the vector a. The line vector "s 
has super and sub scripts to indicate the stage of transformation and 
the represented line. 
1 
CVJ 3 r n a 
1 1 I 1 1 i 
o — S* = a n a!2 hs • « air * ' ain ai ( 3 1 ) 
o — .a . . a a 
ar 2 n 2 
So = â , a -
** ^21 22 33 
3 1 3 2 3 3 * "3 T "3n "3 
o — 
S3 = a_ _ a. _ a. _ . . a_ . . a_ a 
0 — 
s = a a a . . a . . a a 
n ni ns ri3 nr nn n 
The first step is a simple transformation of the first column elements 
to obtain a "one" in position 11 and zeros in all others which then re-
present the first column vector of the desired unit matrix I. Using the 
line vectors and its representation in long forms, this transformation 
will produce a new form in which s21 stands for the first coefficient 
of the second line vector, that is the position 21 in the coefficient 
matrix A before the transformation was pe: ;.rmed. 
Sj = "sj/ slx = 1 , ajg/an , a13/a11 . . a^a^ 
s2 = S2 ~ S21 * "̂l ~ ® > ^ 2 
s3 = s3 _ s 3 1 • Sj = 0 , â  2 
xs = °s -°s ^Si = 0 , a - a ^ - , a - a 3̂JL . . a -a ̂ L_ 
n n ni L ns ma r i ra nian n ni axT 
The second step is a transformation which will change the second 
column to a unit vector but leave the first one unchanged. The notation 
appeared to be convenient for the design of the loop in the computer 
program. 
t 0 > s 13 - s 1 2 * s 23 • • • ST_ - S 1 2 *
 s 2 
> 1 > S2 3 / s 2 2 . . . S 2 / S 2 2 
> 0 > S3 3 ~ S3 2 ' S2 3 . . . S3 - S3 2 • Sg 
, U , S — S " So - a . . . S — S * Sp 
' n3 ns n n3 ^ 
The value 1s 2 represents here the computed first transformation of the 
second factor of the vector a which represented the inhomogeneous right 
hand side of equation (29)- It should be noted that the second trans-
formation has a procedure for the second row similar to the first trans-
formation for the first row. Each factor is divided by the first non-zero 
'emi of the row. The remaining rows •y. e then, one could say, pivoted 
about the one altered befo • ;n the transformation. This will form the 
H3. 
• a 2 l 7 " t a 3 3 - a £ l ' a 
a l 1 a l 1 
a^ - a 2 1 L n 
- a 3 1 LL2. 
hi 
, ^ 3 - a g 1-
l13 
hi 
&3 - a 3 1 
a l 1 
s l _ b l ~ b l 3 b2 _ ± 
s 2 ~ S2 / S2 2 = 0 
s 3 = s 3 ~ s 3 2 ' s 2 = 0 
"s = 1 s " - 1 S ' 2 s 2 = 0 
n n n2 ^ 
difference between each row itself and the product of the respective 
terms of the pivot row and the first non-zero factor of the row under 
transformation. 
Now it is possible to show the general transformation law which 
will allow one to transform the matrix A into a unit matrix I. If the 
row numbers are given by the index i and the transformation number by 
the index k, it can be presented by the two equations 
\ = k " 1 V k " l s i i for i = k (32) 
V ^ i - """HA f o r i * k (33) 
Here, k will take all values from 1 to n and i will also take all values 
from 1 to n for each value of k. Equation (32) must be evaluated first 
because its result is needed for the substitution of the last term in 
equation (33)- After the completion of the n transformation, all rows 
are transferred into unit vectors with the desired unknowns shown as last 
terms of the row. One should recall that each row of the vector s" had 
n+1 terms because of the addition of the factors from the vector "a- This 
was done to make it possible to include these terms in the recursive pro-
cess of the transformation. The term xx will be shown as the last term 
of the first row, xP as the last term of the second row, and x of the n ' e ' n 
row. 
It is easy to program the two equations (32) and (33) "with the 
outlined double loop, but one question remains. What should be done if 
one of the divisors In equation (32) becomes zero? And, there is also 
another matter which needs consideration in equation (33)- Here a differ-
ence is taken between values which may become extremely unequal for the 
case that the divisor of equation (32) was very small compared to its 
other value. This combined situc3,tion creates a difference between a 
large and a small value and will produce a rather inaccurate result for 
the next transformation. It, therefore, is essential to rearrange the 
equations in a form in which the larger coefficients become located in 
the diagonal of the matrix. It is easily recognized that such an inter-
change in the vertical direction fcr obtaining the larger values has the 
advantage of not having any effect on the sequence of the terms in the 
resulting vector x. Such a change has no effect on the positions of the 
unit vectors already established because they are excluded from the 
search for larger values. That is, the search will have to be limited 
to rows which have an index number larger than k, the number of trans-
formation. 
However, this advantage of leaving the sequence of x undisturbed 
had to be discarded, because it turns out that, for those cases in which 
a dependency exists in the matrix A, all factors of one column including 
the one in the diagonal vanish at the same time; whereas some remaining 
factors in higher order columns (with column numbers larger than k) will 
remain. This situation caused the computer to stop too soon in its pro-
cedure and left the remaining columns unconsidered for its inversion, 
although those columns may still be a part of the matrix which had no 
dependency. For this reason, it became necessary to search for the 
largest values along the diagonal of the matrix, and a rearrangement of 
the vector x has to be executed after the last transformation. Once the 
largest factor In the diagonal is found, its position is recorded for the 
later regrouping of the terms in x, and the rows and columns are inter-
changed as needed. In this form it is possible to keep dependent rows 
or columns to the last and to let the computer stop the procedure only-
after all independent terms are evaluated. 
B. Matrix Inversion 
Consider equation (29) again, but now for two sets of variables 
x and y and for two vectors a and b"; one will obtain the matrix relation 
A [x,y] = [i,b] (3*0 
The first set with the unknowns in sector x will equate to the factors 
in a and the second set of unknowns in y will equate to b~. It can be 
seen that the algorithm of section A can also be used for equation (3̂ 0 
and will simultaneously solve ne two sets of n equations. All that is 
needed is one additional; facto in each line s such that it will read 
°s. - a. a. a. . . . a. a. b. 
l n 12 13 m i l 
in which b. represents the respective factor from the vector b. After 
the nJ transformation, the equation (3̂ -) will assume the form 
I [x,y] - re,3] 
a:..i will render the desired solutions in the matrix ["c,c[], each in its 
respective position. 
It can be seen that this method, if good for two vectors, must 
also work for n vectors and has the general form 
A X = 3 (35) 
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in which also the forms X and B became n X n matrices. The transforma-
tion will again change A into a unit matrix and produce the form 
I X = C 
It is now interesting to find out what does happen when equation 
(35) has a unit matrix 1 instead of a general matrix B. One must remem-
ber that the transformation actually finds the product of the inverted 
matrix A with the matrix B. For equation (35) this would mean 
X = A"1 B = C 
If at the beginning one had, instead of B, a unit matrix I such that 
A X = I 
then the transformation will supply the inverted matrix of A 
X = A x I or X - A"1 
However, a full transformation can only be performed if A has a non-
vanishing determinant or, what is the same, if ^here were no dependency 
in the coefficient vectors of the rows or columns. It therefore becomes 
Important to investigate those cases in which a dependency does exist. 
For the case of a dependency in the columns, it is best to modify 
the equations (32) and (33) to a new form which uses the column vector "c 
V- -t-v. 
instead of the line vector s". The form c would represent the i column 
th after the k transformation and the transformation law can be shown in 
its general form as 
k— k-i— k-i— k . , / V\ 
c = c. - c • c for i>k (36) 
1 1 k ki w ' 
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This equation is only of limited value because of a different method for 
th the transformation of the k ' term in each vector. This one is simply 
divided by the k factor in the k column. 
\ i = " " ' V / ^ C . . f o r i > k 
ki ki kk 
For this reason, one cannot consider equation (36) as a full vector equa-
tion. However, it is valid when excluding the terms with an index k and 
will help to investigate the column dependency of the matrix A. 
Such a dependency is established if the relation 
a x: + 3 x2 + Y x3 . . . . a xn = 0 
exists for not all coefficients at, f3, Y • • c equal to zero. The gener-
ality of this investigation will not suffer if a simpler vector depen-
dency of the type 
°c = X-°c + Y'°c (37) 
r+i r ' r-i K^ J 
with only two non-vanishing coefficients is chosen. The pre-index 0 re-
fers to the original coefficients of the matrix A before any transforma-
tion was executed. 
The first question which arises is whether or not the transforma-
tion has any effect on the equation (37;. Excluding the first factors 
of each vector in equation (36) for the first transformation, it will read 
Lc. = °c. - °c ^c . 
1 1 1 1 1 
and the omitted first factors are 
Lc . = °c ./°c 
11 ir 11 
Substituting the values for 1 c, . the columns i and i-1 become b 11 
°c . 
*c. = °c. - ° c . . ^ and x c . - °c. , - 3c, - - ^ ^ 
i i i ̂  i-i i-i i °c 
Finally, adding these two equations and substituting equation (37) into 
it, it can be shown that 
o o ̂  
c c 
1— -v 1— », 1-r- -î O — 0— 1 A , ./o— 0— li"1 
e = X.-o. + y ' c w = H"c. - - c . ^ • y ^ •~jr c / \ i-1 1 c 
Ln Si 
But t h e r e i s a l so 
c. - X-°c. + Y- c. , and °c . = X-°c, . + Y*°c • 
1+1 I i - i n + i i i n - i 
which al low reducing the above form to 
Q c °c °c 
o^r o - x iN i , / o - o - l i - i A o - o - i i+ i Hu=± - u=i - ^ f ; + V = i - i - =i - ^ ) = " i + l -
 u=x • - c n 
The same finding will be discovered if stepping from the k to the k+1 
transformation and proves that the proposed transformation has no effect 
on the relations amongst the column vectors. 
Considering now the r-1 " together with the r transformation, 
equation (36) will have trie forms 
r"2c . 
r- xc. = r- 2c. - r~2c . - ^ - ^ i i - for i>r-l (38) 




rc. = r _ 1c. - r _ 1c - — for i>r (39) 




Studying the effects of these transformations on the r and r+1 column 
it is found that, in the first case, i becomes r in equation (38) and it 
will read 
r"ec 
r"lc = r"so - r-Ec £±-I_ (kO) 
r r r-i r-2 
r-ir-i 
and the r+1 column vector is formed by 
r"2c 
^ c = r'2c - r"2c ^ H i (hx) 
r+i r+i r-i r-2 
c 
r-i r-i 
for all terms with an index different from r-1. Introducing equation (37), 
which holds for the vectors but also for the scalar values of each vector 
component, equation (Hi) will take the form 
r-2c 
^ c = X-r"2c + Y.r"2c - r"2c .(Y + X ™-±-) (k2) 
r+i r r-i r-i \ r-2 /
 v ' 
c 
r-i r-i 
= X- T'Zc - r"Eo r"1 r 
r r-i r-2 c 
r-i r-i 
Now, also applying the transformation of equation (39) "to the r+1 column, 
it will yield 
r"lc 
rH = ^ c - r-xc 2^1 (̂ 3) 
r+i r+i r r-i 
c 
rr 




r- - /^r-2- r-2r r-i r 
r+i \ r r-i r-2 c r-i r-i 
r "=c r -
r " 2 c 
r - 2 ^ r-1 r 1 
r-i r-2 J 






because c must be zero according to equation (36), which indi-
r, r-i 
cates that k should not be larger or equal to i, but here i is equal to 
r-1 and k shows the r-1 transformation which will make c = 1 
r-i , r-i 
and c = 0 . This indicates that, if a dependency according to equa-
tion (37) exists, all elements of the vector "c with an index higher 
th 
than r will become zero after the r transformation. Because of the 
different transformation law of the r vector element in equation (V3), 
the result of equation {kk) becomes invalid for vector elements with an 
index smaller than r+1. And, because of the same difference in the diago-
nal elements of all previous transformations, this result also carnot be 
applied to any elements with indexes smaller than r. This, however, is not 
important for the demonstration that all elements with higher indexes 
vanish for a column dependency in the matrix A. The result shows that 
the procedure will find a zero in the r+1 column and, due to the search 
for a maximum value in the diagonal elements, will push'this column to 
the last position. Eventually, when there are no other non-zero elements 
left to carry on its transformation, the procedure will stop and all de-
pendent vectors will be collected at the right hand side of the matrix. 
For the second case of a dependency in the rows, it is somewhat 
easier to show which of the line vector elements will vanish. Using, 
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this time, the line vectors s. _, a general dependency can be expressed, 
as before, by 
s = X- s + Y- s (45) 
r+i r r-i 
Using the transformation of equation (33) for "the r-1 transformation, 
th th 
the equations for the r and r+1 line will change to 
r" 2s 
^ s = r " 2 i - r - 2 s ^i— (he) 
r r rr-l r-s 
s r-i r-i 
r' as 
r- ls = T-ZS - r" 2s ^ — (1,7) 
r+i r+i r+i r-i r-2 
s 
r-i r-i 
with equation (3^) substituted for the last term of equation (33)• Sub-
stituting equation (45) into (47) will render 
r - x ? , = \.r"2s + Y-r"2s (48) 
r+i r r-i v ' 
r- 2s 
. (x-r-2s , + y .
T - * s ) r"1 
rr-i r-i r-i r-2 
s r-i r-i 
r - £ 
- x- r% • r r - i 
:: - 1 
T~2 , 
- i r - i 
th Considering now the r transformation executed according to equation 
th 
(33) on the r+1 line vector will give 
r" ls 
r s j . 1 =
, - 1 a -r-lB L. (UQ) 




and substituting equations (̂-8) and (̂-6) and the r component from 
equation (h&), which is 
r_2s 
= \.^-2s - r'2s 
r+i r \ rr rr-i r-2 
r-i r-i 
i n t o equat ion (hty), i"t "will take the form 
r " s s 
Ts = X- r - » s - r " 2 s 
r+i L r r r - i r-2 
S r - i r - i 
r " 2 s 
X - ( r - 2 s 
(50) 
r r r r - i r -2 
s 
r - i r - i 
r - 2 _ r - 2 o 
s s 
r r r - i 
r - 2 - r-2 s r - i / ( r - 2 s -T-*s ^ i ^ ) = 0 
r r r r - i r -2 r-2 
s *? 
r - i r - i r - i r - i 
This shows again that, for a dependency of the type as in equation {h^), 
the r transformation will make all elements in the r+1 row with an 
index larger than r vanish. Due to the search for non-vanishing elements 
in the diagonal of the matrix, all dependent line vectors will be pushed 
to the bottom end and will again be recognized by the procedure as depen-
dent vectors in the matrix. 
In both types of dependencies t •" e two elements and the column ele-
ments, respectively, with an index larger than r became zero. The search 
in the diagonal for non-zero elements will in this form not only sort out 
all dependent vectors but will also give a better accuracy by dividing 
consistently by the largest diagonal element. 
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It is necessary, however, to remember that the computer is not 
able to execute any calculations without a small error at the last mani-
pulated digit. For this reason, a difference of two real numbers will 
never become exactly zero but will result in a very small value. To 
correct this deficiency and to help the recognition of dependencies, s 
statement was added which will recognize such small values and s-it; them 
precisely to zero. 
C. Recognition of Independent Section ana Rank of the Matrix 
It is known from the basic matrix calculus that the rank of a 
matrix is the number of independent row or column vectors. For the case 
that there are fewer independent columns than rows or vice versa, the 
smaller number will establish the rank of such a matrix. 
In the developed inversion procedure, an additional row with an 
index n+1 was added to the elements of the matrix A which will not be 
included in the transformations but will only keep a record of the posi-
tions of the column numbers from 1 to n. Each time a column position is 
altered, these numbers will change their positions accordingly. Wow it 
is not difficult to understand that, when the procedure comes to a halt 
before all n transformations are executed, the index of the last com-
pleted transformation is equal to the rank and the nil row will contain 
the numbers of those rows or columns wv '.ch caused the halt of the trans-
formation. They will be listed i:r the )osJ tions beyond those equal to 
the rank number. All independent \- actors will show with their numbers in 
positions up to and including the rank number. They can be regrouped to 
their original sequence together with the independent vectors in the 
matrix. Because of the interchanging of elements in the diagonal direc-
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tion, the recorded char 2s will affect either the rows or the columns, 
and the program will not be able to distinguish whether tt.c dependency 
occurred in' the rows or in the columns, but in this application this item 
has no effect on the end result. 
Matrix Inversion by the Least Square Method 
It is known that the least square method will not render the best 
possible solution if the aim is to minimize the sum of the absolute errors 
but that this method becomes a mathematical tool to rid the calculations 
of any inhomogeneity. 





e.| < 2, e? for e^l (52) 
If e is a function of one variable only and if it could be considered as 
a linear function at least for the area under investigation, the sum of 
the absolute values can be calculated on the coirpu';er rather rapidly and 
the minimum could be found by checking all critical points. In such a 
case the function for e is represented by a string polygon of which one 
of the knots forms the desired absolute minimum. 
However, the analysis of this paper uses an e which is nonlinear 
and a function of nine variables. For this situation, no method for the 
"absolute" minimum is known. But even if there were such a solution, it 
remains questionable whether or not this would help to improve the con-
vergency of the desired optimization which is the minimization of the 
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absolute values for e. As it shall be explained later in the chapter on 
relaxation, it is known that a certain amount of overrelaxation does help 
the speed of convergency and, therefore, the least square method may pos-
sibly provide such a condition and become the preferred method against the 
least absolute values. If e represents the sum of all e.. taken as abso-
lute values, then the equations (5l) and (52) do show quite clearly that 
all ef of e's smaller than one will be reduced and all ef of e's larger 
than one will be increased in their weight which contribute to the total 
value of e. This distortion turns out to be an advantage for the desired 
convergency similar to the desirable overrelaxation. The squaring itself, 
however, represents only a tool to overcome the difficulty of the absolute. 
values in the computation, because for finding a minimum for e it is 
necessary to find the differentials of all e's under the sum and, as it 
can be seen, these differentials would become discontinuous at points 
where one of the e. changes its sign. 
Then the question arises, why should not the standard least square 
method be used which can be programed without difficulties for nine un-
knowns and n linear equations? Yes, this is possible as long as there is 
no column singularity in the coefficient matrix of the linear equations. 
A row singularity or dependency would not disturb the process but a column 
dependency can cause a division by zero and would stop the process. It 
became necessary to eliminate such situations by establishing the rank of 
the matrix first and by using a certain amount of matrix calculus through-
out the computations. The analysis shown will exclude cases in which 
there are more unknowns than equations but the developed procedure would 
work for either case. 
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Using the same notation as in Zurmiihl [69,70], a set of linear and 
inhomogeneous equations with m unknowns can be combined into a single 
matrix equation of the form 
A x = a (53) 
A is a coefficient matrix with n rows and m columns, x represents a 
column vector of m elements and a is a column vector of n elements. It 
is obvious that there is an exact solution to these equations only for the 
case in which "a represents a dependent vector to the column vectors in the 
matrix A. The probability of having such a situation becomes smaller with 
an increasing difference between m and n. 
Assuming n > m and using first a non-singular matrix A (the case 
of a singular matrix will be better understood after the demonstration 
of a non-singular case) with a independent of A, the error can be repre-
sented by the vector "e with an equal number of elements as in a. Equa-
tion (53) can be rewritten into the form 
A x - a - "e (5h) 
This equation will always have an exact solution because "e is simply cal-
culated to suit the choice made for x. The question now is how to find 
an x which will minimize the elements of "e or the sum e. 
GT-e = ( x V - aT)-(A x - a) 
o -TAT- -T-2 x A a + a a 
__T — 
e does represent the transposed vector of e which is a row vector and 
e = .L ei = 
1=1 
—T T — 
xxA A x -
8o 
_T _. T 
the expression e -e would, be the same as the dot product. A represents 
the transposed matrix of A. 
This last expression for e is a continuous function of x and 
the'minimum can be obtained by setting its derivative equal to zero. 
^ = 2 A A x - 2 A a = 0 or A A x = A a (55) 
dx 
The obtained form is apparently the requirement for the minimum in a 
least square sense, and it is possible to solve the equation for x 
x = A^a where A1" = [ATA]_1AT (56) 
t 
The matrix A which has m rows and n columns could be compared with an 
inverse of A and is called a 'pseudoinverse." Using basic matrix calcu-
T 
lus, it can be shown that, if A is non-singular and n > m, then also A A 
is non-singular and is an m X m matrix which has a non-vanishing determi-
T -1 t 
nant and an inverse [A A] . Therefore, A does exist and yields a unique 
solution for x. It will be shown later that the solution is unique only 
for a matrix with independent column vectors and that it do^s not matter 
whether or not it has any dependent row or column vectors. however, so 
far only a non-singular matrix should be considered with no dependency 
in the columns or in the rows. 
If one considers equations (53) and (55) from a different viewpoint, 
T it could be said that the multiplication with A represents the aim of 
transforming the system of equations in (53) into something that is non-
linear and quadratic and, therefore, has a solution for x- The resulting 
system should be reversible, or in other words, the matrix A must form an 
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t 
orthogonal system to the pseudoinverse matrix A' such that 
AfA - I (57) 
which can be proven by substituting for A from equation (5^). 
It is also of some interest to investigate the case in which n < m 
or where there are more unknowns than equations. 
C x = E (58) 
T 
Here the form C C will become singular because the multiplication of the 
dependent column vectors will form again a dependent system of vectors. 
T T 
Therefore, no inversion of C C does exist. However, the form C C is 
found to be non-singular and can be inverted. But it is not possible to 
show a similar relation as in equation (57)- If following a similar 
pattern, the solution for x and the pseudoinverse would become 
x = Ĉ b where C1" - CT[ C C T] - 1 (59) 
If one could prove the identity when substituting equation (59) into the 
left hand side of equation (55), then the found solution could be con-
firmed as a least square solution to the problem. It is possible to set 
T t— T T T -i — T— 
C C C b - C C C [C C ] xb - C b 
which proves the identity with equation (5;)- However, here equation 
(59) does not represent the only solution and the received result does 
represent only one of the possible values satisfying equation (58). 
Because matrix C has fewer elements in its column vectors than it 
has columns, the column vectors must be dependent and, at best, there 
can be only as many independent column vectors as there are rows or ele-
8.2 
ments in these vectors. If, for example, m = n-KL, then the column vec-
tors must have a relation 
a-c-! + 3-Ca . . . a-cn = cn+1 (60) 
in which the va lues ot, $, , . . a a re to be s e l e c t e d to s u i t the v e c t o r s 
"c. Wow, us ing the column v e c t o r s "cj_ , c"2, . . . c"n+i i n s t e a d of the ma-
t r i x C, equat ion (58) can be r e w r i t t e n i n t o the form 
c i ' x i + c2*x2 • • • c n ' x n + cn4-i 'xn+i = "̂  
S u b s t i t u t i n g equat ion (60) for c + 1 w i l l supply 
c1-(xl+a.xn+1) + c~2. ( x 2 +3 .x n + 1 ) . . + c n . ( x n + a . x n + 1 ) = b (6 l ) 
which shows a new equation with only n variables shown in the parenthesis 
expressions as ^ = {x1+a-xn+1) , l2 = (x2+3.xn+1) , . . . . and 
^n = (xn+CT'xn+i ̂ ' They are found by the solution to the n X n matrix of 
C equated to b and have only one solution. If each new variable is solved 
for the original unknowns, it can be seen that they will allow an arbi-
trary choice for xn+1 and in this form permit an infinite number of solu-
tions. The multitude becomes °=2 if m is larger than n by a factor of two. 
This conclusion is obtained not only for the case n < m but also for cases 
in which the rank of the matrix A is smaller than m. The demonstration 
of the proof may not be the shortest one, but It can easily be modified 
to show the possible solutions for a square matrix with any type of de-
pendency in the columns. t may be demonstrated by a similar equation, 
as shown In (oO), and will allow a least square solution to a rectangular 
matrix similar to the square form of C in equation (6l). And again, it 
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will be possible to find a multitude of best solutions. 
Now the most general matrix inversion can be considered, which 
may include matrices with dependencies in both the columns and the rows. 
The standard inversion procedure developed for the square matrix will 
record the numbers of the rows and columns which are independent and 
will permit sorting out those vectors which cause the singularity. Then 
matrix A can be replaced by 
A - B H C for n > m (62) 
where B is an n X r non-singular matrix containing the independent columns 
of A, and C is also a non-singular but r X m matrix of all independent 
rows. H is a square matrix of the dimensions r X r. Following equations 
(56) and (59); °ne can set 
t t 
B'B = c c1 = i 
The relations 
t t 
L = B B and L = C C 
J-J A 
are called the left and the right indentity matrix because, substituting 
for the pseudoinverse from equation (56) 
and from (59) 
IT B = B B B = B [B
T B]" 1 B T B - B 
i j 
C I = C C C = C CT[C CT] XC = C 
K 
And i t i s a l s o p o s s i b l e t o show t h a t 
IT A = B [B
TB] 1 B T B H C = B H C = A (63) 
A I = B II C CT[C C T ] _ 1 C - B H C - A (6k) 
Qk 
Considering the identity of equation (62) as a product of three matrices 
which can be inverted by the least square method and should follow the 
same inversion rule as the non-singular square matrices, one should ob-
tain for the pseudoinverse 
A1" = Cf H"1 Bf (65) 
Checking the form 
A A+ = B H C C1" H"1 Bf = B Bf - I (66) 
because C C = H H_1 = I 
and A1" A = Cf H"1 Bf B H C = C1" C - ID (67) 
It can be seen that the two forms agree with the previous equations (63) 
and (6k) because 
t 
T A - B B B H C = B H C = A 
Li 
A T = B H C C t C = B H C = A 
h 
It should be noticed that none of the two forms (66) and (67) can become 
a unit matrix because of the singularities in the matrix A which do not 
exist in the matrix A of equation (57)-
In order to apply this method effectively, one has to find a con-
venient way for locating R., or even better, H • Using two new matrices 
J and J , which have only ones a d zeros as elements and will allow the 
li 1 
transformation of the matrix A into the matrices B and C by using the 
equations 
B = A J and C =•• JT A (68) 
JA J_I 
Both J and J are constructed to bring only the independent columns of 
t\ Jj 
A into B and the independent rows of A into C. Premultiplying with C 
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and pastmultiplying with B, equation (65) yields the form 
C Af B = C Cf H"1 B1" B - H"1 
Substituting the forms of equation (68) into the above 
J. 
H"1 = J A A A JD = JT IT A Ĵ  = JT A J L K L L K L -K 
which indicates that the inverted matrix H can simply be found by taking 
all elements of the submatrix common to B and C. 
And now it is pc-jsible vo state the solution to the equation 
A x = a 
t t -1 t 
in the most general form by using the pseudoinverse A = C H B in 
_ t x - A a 
The pseudoinverses of B and C are 
t T -i T t T_ T 1 
B' = [B B] B and C = C [C C ] x 
The method outlined for the general inversion appears to be rather 
complicated but, in fact, comes out as a simple procedure. Using basic 
T 
matrix calculus, one can see that the matrix A A is symmetric and has the 
T 
same dependency in the columns as the original matrix A. The matrix A A 
has always a dependency because its rank is at the best equal to the num-
ber of columns m and all (n-m) vectors depend on the first m ones. How-
ever, if there was a row dependency amongst the first m rows, then this 
T 
dependency will also be reproduced in the product matrix A A and recog-
nized by the matrix inversion program. When the inversion procedure 
haults because of the existing dependency, the inversion up to this part 
T -1 
of the program becomes the matrix [C C ] . But before this is checked, 
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T T -l 
the first form A A undergoes the test and will render either [ A A] or 
T -l 
for similar reasons [ B B] . When there is no dependency detected, then 
the form of 
Af = [ATA]_1 AT 
T -i 
will be found. In case of a dependency, [ B B] is stored for use in the 
t t T T -l 
general form of B and the second test is performed rendering C = C [ C C ] . 
It is then not too difficult to find H and to compute the finished form 
of 
t t -l t A = C1 H B1 
Here the diversity of the inversion program shows at Its best and does 
make it possible to get by with only one or at the most two executions 
f 
of the one-loop inversion procedure for the computation of A m its most 
general form. 
The Pseudoinverse Method with Exact Solutions 
for a Selected Set of Equations 
This procedure will complete the application of the inversion pro-
cedure together with the pseudoinverse and shall be added here to the 
presented material. First, it was thought to be of an advantage to the 
synthesis of the path-generator but did not contribute any additional 
convergency speed in the synthesis. Therefore, it was dropped from the 
program for a reason best understood later in the chapters on the gradient 
and the relaxation methods. 





as proposed by Diederich [68], then the equation A x = a can be divided 
into two matrix equations 
Ax 5q + A2 x3 = ax (69) 
AQ XJ, + A+ x2 = ag (70) 
A-i j &Q > and ax do not need to be composed of the first few rows. They 
simply contain those rows which represent equations to be kept exact and 
the remaining rows or equations are contained in A3, A4 , and ag. This 
means that the vector a is divided in an equal manner into two subvectors 
ax and â  . However, Aj_ must be a non-singular square matrix with as many 
columns as it has rev•. The columns are selected by a dependency test 
in the stadard matr: c inversion by inverting the form A1 Aj to [A1A1 ] '. . 
-x-
In this stage, Ax will contain all row elements of A1 and A2 • After this 
the independent elements are picked for Ax to assure an equal amount of 
independent columns to the selected rows and the remainder is collected in 
the matrix Ag. Also the variable vector x is divided equally into two sub-
vectors xa and xs. The matrices A3 and A^ contain the remaining elements 
not included in the first two but have the same columns as the ones used 
for Al or Ag, respectively. 
When the four submatrices and subvectors are selected in this 
manner, it is not too difficult to solve the two matrix equations (69) 
and (70) for the unknown vectors xx and x2. Solving (69) for xl, it becomes 
x~i = Ax"1 (li - A2 xa) (71) 
which, if substituted into equation (70), will render a solution for x3. 
A3 Ax (ax - Ag x2) + A,, xs - ag 
_ - - f -
or Q x2 - q and x2 = Q q 
where Q = A^ - A3 A1
-1 Aa 
and q •- â  - AQ Aj 1 ax 
After the computation of x2, it is not difficult to substitute these 
values into equation (71) to find xx. This method will require only one 
extra matrix inversion for Ax" and one pseudoinverse for Q, . The rest 
consists of ordinary matrix multiplications and summations which can be 





The synthesis method presented is based on actual error measure-
ments taken from trial runs of the analog simulation which had to be 
used as substitute for the performance of a hybrid computer. It was not 
possible to use analytical expressions because of their complexity and 
because it was impossible to find the required explicit forms. Under 
those conditions one can consider the entire computer program as a func-
tion which does produce the desired sum e of all measured errors e for 
a given set of physical dimensions of the four-bar mechanism. There are 
nine such dimensions or parameters which specify a mechanism and which 
have to be fed to the program, to obtain the desired result for e. These 
parameters are independent from each other and can be considered as ele-
ments of a nine dimensional vector. In such a way the sum of all errors 
e would form a function of the type 
e = f(p) (72) 
The symbol f could stand, for any type of f unci'.on but in this case 
stands for the part of the computer program which does simulate the motion 
of the mechanism and takes an account of each error s between the obtained 
coupler point position and the actually desired position at each listed 
precision point. (See chapter IV for error definition and analog simu-
lation. ) 
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This condition makes it impossible to use a standard differentia-
tion method for the function f. The trend found most often is to use 
an approximation based on a polynomial substitution for the function f. 
For example, the expression 
e. = a + a p. + a p . 2 + . . - a. p.r •••-p. a 
1 o 1 1 2 1 r i I 
would represent such a polynomial. The vector p. has the components 1, 
p., p.2, . . . p.r and the constants a , a , a . . . . a would have to 
i i l o i 2 r 
be found by calculating e. for various values of p.. When using the 
matrix relation the required equations are 
e = [P] a or a = [ P] _1 e~ 
For a given matrix P and a computed el, the constants a can be found. 
There are r+1 equations needed for computing all r+1 coefficients of a. 
The row elements in P could have the form 1, p, p2, p3, . . . pr but they 
also could have an increasing negative power. Any form is useful as long 
as the components represent a linear independent set of polynomials. 
For a better accuracy, a larger number of a's could be needed, in 
spite of a skillfully selected set of polynomials in P. Each equation 
in P will require a complete run of the analog simulation and, therefore, 
becomes a time consuming item in the computer program. There is even one 
additional run needed for a supplementary coefficient in "a which is gener-
ally used to determine the accuracy of the polynomial approximation. If 
the value of e do s ot considerably change by adding this one more term, 
then the polynomial will not need to be expanded any further and the dif-
ferentiation of the obtained function can be performed. 
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In order to eliminate this time consuming cycling < f the analog 
simulation,, an effort was made to replace this method by a completely 
different type of analysis for obtaining the derivative of the function 
in equation (72). 
Standard Estimate of Differentiation Accuracy 
In order to comply with the standard symbols for the dependent and 
independent variables, equation (72) is changed to the form 
y = y(x) (73) 
in which the vector x could represent the nine independent parameters of 
the mechanism system and y the objective variable which should be minimized. 
The method at hand would be to alter x by an increment Ax and to check the 
effect on y. This could be expressed best by the Taylor expansion 
A_ By, (Ax-V)
2 , , (Ax-V)3 / x /r7, x 
y2 = Yi + Ax-^- + • (yi) + ̂ — - J - (yi) + . . . (7*0 ^T " 2T~
 UlJ " 3" 
This series remains bounded for a small Ax and -JQ- actually represents the 
gradient at the point y1. Because of the fact that no differentiation can 
rW 
be executed, the value for -~- will have to be approximated by an ex-
ox 
p r e s s i o n 
dyi _ y2-y± ( A x - v ) 3 (.r \ f7 S> 
This gradient vector can be broken down into the individual components 
of Ax and then each partial differential would have the form 
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dyi _ Ya-yi Ax d y1 _ Ax^ 3 y: _ ^ /^N 
Sx Ax 2! dx3 3! 5x3 
If one would plot the curve y = y(x) in a plane coordinate system, then 
the factor -^^- becomes -^- and is the direction of the tangent at the dx dx & 
point y-j , whereas the expression ~^"> * is "the direction of the secant 
between the points yx and y2 , Figure 21. It can be seen that the slope 
of the secant and the slope of the tangent are not the same and the slope 
difference is expressed in equation (76) by the higher order terms which 
may be a negli.Ible amount for flatter curves or for a smaller Ax. Because 
there is no cc. trol over the shape of the curve, the problem becomes to 
select the value of Ax for a desired accuracy of -~̂ - or in our case of 
Syi 
dx' 
The first step of improvement would be to select a third point for 
the estimated differential. Figure 21 shows quite clearly that, for a 
reasonably small Ax_, the approximating secant would replace much better 
a tangent at a midpoint x0 between xx and x2. Such a change is introduced 
Ax 
by adding the point XQ W! ;h a distance of - -— ~o xl and a distance of 
Ax 
-+- -5- to x2 . For this arrangement, the partial differential will become 
"I?" = ^AT^"1" - (higher order terms) 
The accuracy f this expression can be shown again by the Taylor expan-
sions 
^i ̂ Za + Ax" 5 Yo Ax d y0 
2 Bx 222! dx3 233! dxc 
,r - v + ** ^ 4 *±- 5_Zo. Axf__ ofy^ 
Y2 " y° 2 dx ' 232! Sx3 233! 3x
3 
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tg a „ ^y_i 
dx 
t 3 „ 12111 6 p Ax tg Y 
dy_o 
dx 
Figure 21. Various Differentiation Methods 
9̂  
And the difference divided by Ax becomes 
^y0 = yg-yi Ax
s 63y0 _ Ax
4 a5y0 , s 
dx ' Ax 223! dx3 ~ 245! dx
5 " * ' ' U U 
which shows quite clearly an improvement against the form of equation 
(76). There the error started with a term ^- whereas in the new 
w y 2 ! dx2 
A 2 -v3 
form it starts with the term — P — — ̂
g-. This proves the findings from 
223! Sx & 
the diagram in Figure 21, but it still does not show what the error is 
from neglecting all higher terms in equation (77)• For estimating 
these terms, one would need to calculate the third and possibly fifth 
derivatives which would require the addition of further points on our 
curve y = y(x) and again would cause additional computer time. The 
three points, as needed for the proposed method of the first derivative, 
would permit the approximation of the second derivative, but for the 
higher derivatives further points are needed. It is for this reason that 
the proposed circle point method, shown next, became so useful, because 
it requires only three points and still allows an estimate for its ac-
curacy. 
Circle Point Method 
The described method will be most effective for smooth curves but 
may also be applied within limitations to other curves. However, it will 
be a complete failure for cusps with only one tangent direction or a very 
small angle between the tangent lines. A smooth curve should be under-
stood mathematically as a curve with a continuous derivative. As it is 
known, it is possible for the coupler curve of a four-bar mechanism to 
have as many as three cusps and in general cannot be considered, for that 
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rare case, as a smooth curve. The function for e of equation (72) is 
shown in more detail in the paragraph on Error Definition in chapter IV 
which indicates that it includes the coupler curve coordinates and their 
derivatives. The circle point method proved effective with the exception 
of the Joukowski profile problem which ordinarily has one cusp. Here, 
some logical expressions had to be built into the program in addition to 
the developed circle point method. 
Coming back to the representation of equation (73) and considering 
only one variable of the vector x, the partial derivative can be seen as 
a simple plane problem and could be worded as follows: 
A function y = y{x) shall be given by three closely spaced 
points. Find the derivative at the midpoint (x0,y0) and 
space the points to suit the required accuracy. 
If a smooth curve has three closely spaced points, then it should always 
be possible to put an approximation circle through those points. The de-
rivative of such a circle equation should then become a good approxima-
tion for the desired derivative of the original curve, that is provided 
it was possible to fit the circle very close to the desired curve area. 
The checking of this feature will be done later, but first the computa-
tion of the circle equation and its derivative shall be discussed. 
A. Derivative of the Approximation Circle 
Figure 22 shows an approximation circle to a curve related to a 
cartisian coordinate system with its y-axis through the point P0. This 
special orientation becomes imperative for making the calculation less 
sophisticated but has no effect on the general end result. The deriva-
tive -—- does not depend on the location of a coordinate system as long 
y = y(x)^ 
approx. circle 

























Figure 23. Finite Increment Selection 
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as the angular direction is maintained. For the coordinate system (§,T|) 
with its origin in P0, the equation of the approximation circle becomes 
(?-a)
2 + ^ - b ) 2 - r2 = 0 (78) 
where a2 + b2 = r2. The differentiation of this equation gives the values 
for the sought derivative. 
2 (5-a) d̂  + 2 (Tj-b) dT| = 0 and 
dy = dT| = £-a 
"dx _ d§ b-Tl (79) 
The general equation for the approximation circle through three 
given points can be found by the evaluation of the determinant 
t ^ , § , T] , 1 
5i+t ,51,^1,1 
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 
•2 , n 2 
lt+% , §2, \> 1 
= 0 
or what is the same 
{f^2)(li%-^\) - I [(§i2+11i2)lV(?2
2+Tl2
2)Tk] 
+ TI c ( 5 i s + , n 1
a ) § s - ( § s s + ' n a
a ) 5 i : - o 
The second point has the coordinates (0,0) and the first and third points 
have the coordinates carrying the subscripts 1 and 2. The values for a 
and b of equations (78) and (79) can now be calculated as 
P a _ (§1 +^1i )T15 - (^
2+T12
3 )1 l l 
§ifla - §8% 
2 b ( g i
a +Tji ^ - ( g s + V * )§x 
§1^3 " U \ 




and substituting the values for a and b 
dJb. _ ( § i a + ^ 2 ) 7 1 2 -(§ a
a+Tb a)Tl1 _ TUTkCTk-TTa) + ^
2113-g5
2T]1 
d§ (§iS+Tli 3)§ 3 - ( f ^ + T l s
2 ) ^ " ^ ^ ( § x - § a ) + T]1
2?2-T12
S?1 
Finally, it is necessary to transfer the coordinates back to the general 
coordinates x,y and to substitute the quantities 
Zi = —£• > Tli = yi - yo > d? = dx 
Ax 
5s = "2" > Tk = ya - yo , dT] = dy 
This will bring the derivative for the point (0,y0), as shown in Figure 
22, to the form 
dyQ _ 2 ( y 1 - y 0 ) ( y a - y o ) ( y i - y 5 ) + Ax
2/2 ( y 3 - y x ) / ^ 
dx Ax3/2 + A x [ y 0 - y 1 )
2 + ( y 2 - y 0 )
2 ] 
= ( y s - y i ) [Ax
2 /2 + 2 {y0-y1)(y2-y0)] 
Ax [Ax2 /2 + ( y 0 - y i )
2 + ( y s - y 0 )
2 ] 
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Comparing this equation with the expression of equation (77)> one finds 
that the factors of higher orders are now replaced by a rather simple 
multiplying factor and can be shown as 
Axf_ dVo„ + Ax
4 a 5y 0 + 
223! bx3 2 45! dx5 
(ya-Yi) (Ax
2/2 + 2(y 0-y 1)(y 2-y 0) 1 
Ax W a / 2 + (y0-yi)
2+(y 2-y 0)
2- [ 
because the partial derivative of equation (77) actually has the same 
meaning as the total derivative of equation (80). The replacement of 
the infinite sum by a finite product becomes a definite advantage pro-
vided that the approximating circle does represent an exact replica of 
the curve at the point y0 and its immediate surrounding. This condition 
will depend entirely on the selection of the value for the increment Ax, 
and it shall be shown next how to check this selected value for Ax. 
B. Selection of the Finite Increment for the Desired Accuracy 
Figure 23 shows the approximation circle with its three points 
pi j ?o > anc^ Ps o n tk e actual curve. It is obvious that the circle will 
approximate the curve at the point P0 best when the three points are 
infinitely close together. This means that also the angle between the 
Ax 
two secants will become zero, or (3-a -* 0 for -p- -* 0. That is, a certain 
conformity of the circle to the curve will require smaller increments for 
smaller radii, but the angle difference |3-a will remain the same for any 
radius r. That means that a flatter portion of the curve with a larger 
radius will have a good approximation with larger values for Ax whereas 
a portion with a smaller r can give only a poor approximation if the 
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value Ax is not considerably reduced. However, this argument cannot be 
applied to the angle between the two secants at the point P0. This angle 
will always indicate the quality of the approximation circle whether it 
has a larger or a smaller radius. Selecting its value close to zero will, 
therefore, always render a good approximation. 
The experience showed that a value of 8 to 9 degrees was satisfac-
tory. The computer program will first select a small estimated value for 
Ax and then check the obtained angle. Should it become too large, the 
program will reduce Ax by an appropriate amount and renew the checking 
process. 
It is not very complicated to calculate the angles a and 8 using 
the trigonometric relations 
, fQ N tgB-tgc* iQ I ItgB-tgal 
tg(3-a) = ., T. Q T_— or tg B-a -= ' r_ Q °_ ' 
1+tgB-tga &]y ' 1+tgB-tga 
and because of the needed relation 8 > B-m it follows 
t„8 > teP:t8al and 1 + tEB.tea > ItsP-tB*! 1+tgg-tga — " ' "B,"-6U tg3 
Dealing only with tangent functions, one can substitute for them the 
values 
tga = 2 ̂ ^ and tgB = 2 y\~yQ to Ax &K Ax 
and the following inequality can be obtained 
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h 1 i i 2 
1 + ZP" ( y ° ~ y * ^ y 2 _ y o ) > t^Hl(y2-yo)-(yo-yi) 1 - ^ 
or 
^ + 2(y0-yi )(ya-y0) > T§JI (ys-y0)-(y0-yi) I <
81) 
This relation turns out to be very handy because it contains the numera-
tor of equation (80), which needs only to be compared with the right hand 
side of equation (8l) to determine whether one has made an adequate choice 
for Ax or not. 
If one would make the inequality (8l) an equality for an attempt 
to find the needed minimum Ax, one would receive a very poor result, be-
cause it should not be overlooked that also the two values of yx and j 2 
are dependent on the choice of Ax. Any other attempts for a better esti-
mate of Ax, if it were found not to satisfy inequality (8l), involve 
quadratic equations, and it appears that a mere second guess is just as 





Essentially there are two types of gradient method which could be 
applied to the problem; their advantages and disadvantages will be ex-
plained in this chapter. Many researchers [hk,66,71] who have applied 
the gradient method to this problem have discovered that it was not a 
foolproof method for problems with hard-to-guess initial approximations. 
And further, it was discovered that this method will not converge at all, 
for cases in which the Initial stages are too far off the sought end 
result. This behavior will be explained later. However, one cannot deny 
the good results which eventuate when this method Is used with a good 
initial guess or for only the final steps of any given problem. 
It was found that there is no need for introducing the limiting 
conditions which are mentioned as added features in numerous other pub-
lications, because the problem setting of this investigation is consider-
ably different from most others. Here the question is whether or not 
there is a four-bar mechanism which is able to synthesize best the given 
path with no concern given to the mechanical features of such mechanisms. 
When implying certain restrictions to the physical dimensions of the 
mechanism, one is risking the elimination of the only good solution to a 
given path problem. If, with the solution at hand, it is felt that it 
does not meet with the physical or dynamic requirements, one could still 
investigate the two cognate solutions which are different in their dimen-
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sions but, as one knows, will trace exactly the same coupler curve. 
Hence, the problem setting in this paper is not concerned with 
the applicability of any solution but only with what is the solution with 
a minimum accumulated error. However, it is important to observe that 
none of the dimensions of the links forming the four-bar ring could be-
come negative. This, in a sense, represents a restriction and at the 
beginning it was felt that it might be necessary to introduce an expres-
sion which would safeguard the computations against such a trend. But 
the experience proved that the small steps of each iteration which might 
have such a prevailing trend would lead sooner or later to very small 
dimensions of one link. This would produce a ring of a very limited 
mobility and would for this reason ordinarily not at all improve the 
fitting of the generated path, and because each iteration will represent 
an improved approximation to the desired path, one does not need to fear 
that one of the link dimensions could become too small or even worse, 
turn out to be negative. 
It is hard to demonstrate that here one actually has to deal with 
a nine dimensional space which is basically divided into the regions of 
the three cognates. It was interesting to observe that, once the approxi-
mation got under way in the area of one cognate, it never would result in 
another area and will stay within its bounds. It may well be that the 
reason for this behavior can be found in the fact that for switching 
from one area to another one of the link dimensions inside the mechanism 
ring, it would have to change from positive to negative, or what would 
represent the same, turn by 180 degrees without changing the positive 
sign. This, together with what was said earlier, should be able to ex-
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plain why the approximation appears to divide the hyperspace into three 
parts. Future research efforts may well be able to show some relations 
between the. facts of having three cognate mechanisms for a system which 
combines four links and the changing sign of links inside the mechanism 
ring. This might bring a new approach to the existence of cognates as 
shown by Roberts and Cayley [9*10]. 
Hyperspace of Four-Bar Mechanism 
As it was shown earlier, there are nine parameters or informations 
needed to specify completely all dimensions of a four-bar mechanism. 
Figure 24 shows these dimensions as they are used in the computer program. 
There are eight lengths and one angle (X or zg ) which indicate the angu-
lar orientation of the mechanism frame z1 . The angles §, 9, and \Ji are 
not needed for the specification of the mechanism but indicate the momen-
tary position of the links z2 , z3, up to z6. The nine parameters are 
fully independent from each other whereas the three angles §, 8, and \Ji 
are not. Either one of the angles would specify the momentary position 
of all links. If the angles $ or \|i are used, the positions would be 
equivocal for a possible symmetry position of the coupler link. If, for 
example, the angle $ is specified, it would leave two alternate positions 
for the angles 9 and ty. But once a selection between the two possibili-
ties 8 and 9' is made, the last angle \|i becomes defined unequivocally. 
Figure 24 shows the two alternate positions of the coupler point C 
marked C and C for a selected angle §. It is not too difficult to see 
that both positions of C are on the same coupler curve if z:+z2 = z3+z4 
that is the case in which link z2 has a limited motion. If, however, 
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Figure 2k. Z-Components of Nine Dimensional Hyperspace 
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two different curves which have no connections with each other and where 
the second position cannot be reached once the mechanism is assembled 
and set in motion on the first of the two alternate positions. 
For the actual synthesis, only these nine parameters are impor-
tant. Being independent from each other, they could be seen as filling 
a space of nine dimensions. Each point of this space would specify a 
certain mechanism with two different assemblies of the coupler link as 
shown above. We know that the first four coordinates of this hyperspace 
can only be positive, but the remaining ones could also become negative. 
Let us stop here for a moment and evaluate all the possible mech-
anisms in this space. Suppose that we had to consider only a three di-
mensional space with only positive coordinates. The number of all possible 
points in such a space would depend on a grid which is applied to the 
count of variations and on the volume or the maximum dimensions allowed. 
It has no meaning to permit any link to become infinite long if one has 
no intention of including crank slider motions. Suppose the maximum 
length is f and the fineness of the grid is counted in q_ points per 
one unit of f. Then this space would be filled by (fxq)3 points. Com-
ing back to the nine dimensional problem and again considering only posi-
tive dimensions, the number of points has increased to (fxq)9. If one 
adds the possible negative dimensions of the coordinates z5, z6, z7, and 
z8 (the negative angle X could be replaced by a respective positive supple-
mentary angle), the result becomes 
(fXq)5x(2XfXq)4 = 24x(fXq)9 
This Indicates a rather large number, even for this computer age! The 
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reciprocal of this number gives an estimate of the probability to re-
ceive at random a particular linkage system out of the possible combi-
nations and makes it hard to understand that any of the proposed random 
solutions will yield answers in a reasonable time [71^72]. It might 
help to find an initial mechanism to which a convergent minimization 
procedure could be applied. However, if there is a well performing mini-
mization process, then almost any estimate for the initial mechanism 
would be sufficient. 
Any point of the nine dimensional hyperspace will carry a certain 
value for the total error 
n n 
2 
e = 2_ |e. | or e = ) V (82^ 
i i 
th 
where e. is the error at the desired i precision point on the given 
path. All points with equal values for e are on a surface and the gra-
dient has the direction normal to this surface. The gradient vector 
would present itself by the vector equation 
— Se ? Se * Se ? Be ? / 0^>. 
g = air Xl s^" l2 + 5^" l3 + ' • ' 357 lB (83) 
in which z-±, z2 , z3 , . . . z9 are the nine independent parameter coordi-
nates. The vector g is pointing in the direction with a maximum change 
of the value for e. However, is there really such a smooth surface to 
which the gradient has a unique direction? The summation of the absolute 
values in equation (82) will not have a continuous derivative and, for 
this reason, the second equation with the summation of the squares must 
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be applied. 
But there is also another reason why equation (83) does not be-
come too promising even when a summation of the squares is used. The 
needed derivatives for the vector g will be continuous but cannot give 
any account for a sign change in the error elements e.. This can lead 
to misrepresentations and could bring about a wrong component for the 
gradient vector. 
To understand this better, the diagram of Figure 25 was drawn and 
shows the errors e. in relation to the coupler curve length. To sim-
plify matters, it is assumed that the distance s between the coupler 
point positions required for each precision point is a constant unit and 
can be stretched out along the abscissa of the shown diagram. This will 
make the area under the diagram curve el approximately equal to the value 
n 
e1 = ) ei(z'-Azr/2) 
î l 
The approximation will become better if more precision points are added 
in between the unit spaces of s, or what is the same, if n approaches 
infinity in the above sum. Changing one of the mechanism parameters z 
for an amount of Az , a second such curve £2 is obtained and the area can 
r 
be represented by a sum 
n 
e2 = 2. ei(z"+Azr/2) 
i=i 
This change may also have some effect on the total length of the coupler 
curve and was indicated in the shown diagram. Now, squaring the ordinates 
Figure 25 • Analysis of Gradient Vector o 
VO 
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of both curves will generate some new areas with the meaning 
n n 
ex = V [ £ i ( z - A z r / 2 ) ]
2 and e2 = V [ e±(z+^r/2) ]
2 
i= i i= i 
J-V: 
The r g r a d i e n t component of g w i l l become 
Se_ = e 5 - e x 
dz Az 
r r 
and can be found by dividing the area difference of the diagram in Fig-
ure 25 by Az • A correction factor, as shown in equation (80), should 
be applied but is not essential for the intended consideration. 
Now, it is not too difficult to see that the actual effect from 
the parameter change Az was largest between the points 5 and 10, whereas 
the area after the squaring between the same points actually becomes 
smallest. There are positive and negative area sections, but even then, 
when all sections are taken as absolute values, the total area will never 
be able to represent the effect from the change of Az and will, there-
fore, render an erroneous gradient component. It is true that the 
squaring process will minimize small values and increase larger ones and, 
in this fashion, help to correct the larger errors first, but as the ex-
ample shows, the cancellation of the signs will upset considerably the 
represented effectiveness of any parameter change. It Is for this rea-
son that this gradient was not used and a different method, which con-
siders much better each Individual precision point, was used. 
Ill 
Definition of the Ninefold Optimization Vector Ah 
As it was shown in the previous paragraph, the minimization of 
the value e is hampered by a process which does exclude the signs of 
each individual e.. Only when these signs can be included for the com-
putation of the gradient vector g will the result be a true representa-
tive of the actual effects from any parameter changes. This cognition 
required a different type of gradient which was found in a combination 
of gradient vectors for each precision point. Any one of those indivi-
dual gradients will point in the direction of the largest change at the 
precision point for which it was defined. All these gradients together 
will form a cluster of vectors of which a new direction Ah has to be 
found which will satisfy best the required changes at each precision 
point. 
Because of the analog simulation, it was not difficult to estab-
lish a sign convention for the individual values of e. and in this form 
i 
a record was made for whether or not a particular parameter change would 
go beyond the zero error line. This, together with the developed circle 
point differentiation method, made it possible to calculate the partial 
differentials of e. for the i precision point and became from equation 
(80) 
6e. e. -e. Az 2/2+2(e. +e. )(e. -e. ) 
i 12 n r ' 10 n 12 io dz 
r Azr Az r




After the check from inequality (8l) is made for each partial derivative, 
th 
the gradient for the i precision point will read 
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;i + ^T 1 1 + 5 ^ - ^ + • • • + siT1* (81° 
Comparing this expression with equation (83), it is evident that the 
values of e. are differentiated instead of e and in this manner the 
1 
signs of the error corrections are maintained. 
th 
In order to eliminate e., that is the error at the i precision 
1 
point, the parameters z~ must be changed by an amount Ah. Following the 
Taylor relation 
Be. (Ah-V)2 (Ah-V)3 
e* = e. + Ah-—^ + (e.) + (e.) + . . . (85) 
1 1 52 2! 1 3 ! 1 
Be. 
it can be seen that the first term -^— represents the gradient vector 
oz 
and the remaining terms can become negligible for a small Ah. This indi-
cates that, for larger values of e., the value ef cannot become zero be-
1 1 
cause Ah has to be kept small. It is for the high nonlinearity of the 
involved function that only very small steps can be made and only a very 
slow progress in reducing ef can be expected. The equation shows clearly 
that the higher order terms can only be neglected with small values for 
Ah. Therefore, the gradient vector can only be used for computing Ah 
when e. is already reduced by other methods to a very small quantity. 
Each precision point will have such a gradient which can be put 
together as the row vectors of the matrix G. This matrix will have as 
many rows as there are precision points and will have nine columns, the 
number of independent parameters of our four-bar mechanism. If now, all 
e. became small and, therefore, the required Ah would also be reasonably 
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small, one could eliminate all higher order terms in equation (85) and 
set for the i precision point 
e* = e. + Ah-g. 
1 1 1 
Introducing now the fact that all e. are assumed to be small and that 6* to 1 1 
could be reduced to zero, the relation for all precision points is ob-
tained by the matrix equations 
e" - -G.Ah and Ah = -G ."e (86) 
in which G is only a regular inverse for the case of nine precision 
points and becomes a pseudoinverse for all other cases. 
Analyzing the equation (86) for nine precision points and for an 
"e with only small components, it is seen that the vector Ah will repre-
sent a vector which does satisfy all gradients of the matrix G and will 
cause the elements of the vector "e to vanish. One could also give the 
vector Ah another meaning. If the components of all gradient vectors 
are taken in the direction of Ah and multiplied with the scalar |Ahj , 
then they do form a vector equal to -"£. That is -"e and those components 
of all dot products g\ •Ah as a vector must have the same direction if 
they were in the same vector space. This direction would be exactly 
equal to -e for nine or fewer precision points but will be only approxi-
mately equal if there are more than nine such points. The applied method 
yields a least square approximation and will be less accurate for a 
larger number of points. But it is held that the direction will always 
be in the direction of the negative e vector. 
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If, however, the n elements of the vector "e are not small, 
then it is seen from equation (85) that the assumption ef ~ 0 cannot be 
held any longer because, for larger elements in Ah, one cannot ignore 
the higher order terms. Each equation of the n precision points should 
then be formulated as 
ef - e. = -Ae. = (Ah-v)(e.) + higher order terms 
1 1 1 v ' y i' 
This shows that for those cases equation (86) would have to be changed to 
the form A"e = -G-Ah and would only be good for an unknown and for small 
A"e. It indicates that for larger values of "e the permissible values of 
A"? may also become too small to obtain an effective convergency and for 
those cases a different optimization method will be discussed in chapter 
VIII. But also for the well behaved case of small elements in ¥ it was 
found that the vector Ah cannot be applied to its full extent and a search 
for its applicable step length had to be made. In general, it was found 
that Ah became most useful if its length remained rather small, which 
always was true for situations close to the desired absolute minimum. 
Definition of Stepsize by the Use of a 
Modified Regula Falsi Method 
Once the stepping vector Ah is found by the application of the 
gradient or the relaxation method, it is advantageous to make as much use 
of this vector as possible. It will point in the direction of lower 
values of the total error e and it is now the question to find out for 
what extent it can be applied. 
Taking the direction of Ah as abscissa on which the length h=|Ah| 
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can be plotted in relation to the total error e, it is possible to draw 
a diagram for the function e = e(h) as shown in Figure 26. Here e is 
meant to be the sum of all errors e2. The values e. were squared for 
making the iteration steps more effective for larger errors and to ne-
glect the smaller ones. Hence, e will never be able to become negative 
but it could, for a perfect solution, become zero. In general, it will 
have a positive minimum which had to be found by the use of the differ-
entiated curve, as shown underneath in Figure 26, and a modified regula 
falsi method. 
The regula falsi method can only be effective for curves with a 
Se 
zero value as it is possible In the second diagram at the value ^— = 0 
which becomes the condition for the minimum of the first diagram. Also 
the exceptional case in which the function for e becomes zero will have 
in this area a minimum and will still show a zero value in the derivative 
function of the second diagram. This permitted the use of the second 
curve for the detection of the relative minimum. At the same time, checks 
were ma.de by the computer to stop the proceedings when no further improve-
ment between the last iteration steps in the value for e was achieved, 
that is, when the absolute minimum was obtained. Here the difficulties 
in applying this method were of different nature than those shown in the 
paragraph on the Analog Simulation of chapter IV. Starting from the 
point 0 with a unit step along the abscissa h , a second point 1 is 
found for the calculation of the required next step leading towards the 
zero point. As one can see from Figure 26, the same precautions as in 
equation (26) of chapter IV were needed. 
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d = d(h) 
Derivative of Error Function 
Figure 26. Modified "Regula Falsi" Method 
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d. . 
Ah. = I Ah. I -n r ... in which d = ~ (87) 
1+1 ' 11 d. -d. Sh 
1 1-1 1' 
The absolute signs were still needed because of the possibility of an 
increasing slope on the e-curve which could lead in the wrong direction, 
see points 0 and 1. And also the maximum step size had to be restricted. 
No appropriate damping factor as in the previous application 
could be established and only a simple check was possible to reduce the 
oversize steps for Ah. Following the example of Figure 26, one can see 
that the point 2 would have gone out of range if no such check were made. 
The program will also check the signs of d at the points 1 and 2. If 
they are found to be of opposite sign, then the values for the variable 
h are set as the lower and upper boundaries between which the desired 
minimum for e is to be found. The next point 3 has such an opposite 
sign with the point 2 and will be memorized as the upper boundary and 2 
as the lower one. Next the point h will be substituted for the point 3 
as upper boundary because its d value is found also positive and smaller 
than the one of 3« At this moment, the boundaries will be at the points 
2 and U. The next computed point would be 5 % which is outside the es-
tablished boundaries. This will cause a swap of the point 3 against the 
previous point 2 and will result the point 5 at a much improved location. 
Because the new point 5 is still positive as h was, the upper boundary 
will be moved from k to 5* 
In this fashion the boundaries together with the point position 
will be moved towards the desired minimum of the error sum e and the 
desired minimum will be reached faster than without the newly introduced 





The main problem in the attempted solution remained the high non-
linearity of the involved expressions which in these proceedings, to make 
the situation worse, cannot be expressed by analytical equations. Most 
texts on numerical analysis concentrate on linear relations expressed by 
matrix equations and sometimes include quadratic forms [ 58,59*73,7̂ -] ; 
however, many quit when it comes to functions of higher order. The re-
laxation method seems to be originated by Gauss, who mentions it first 
in a letter to one of his students. He did not have any particular type 
of problem in mind but simply explained how easy it is to find the de-
sired solution to a set of equations. It appears that he was also apply-
ing this method to linear equations only and that the application to 
nonlinear problems came much later. Dr. Stiefel, et al. [ 57] states 
(p. 105) that a comparison of many other iteration methods resulted in 
the discovery that the relaxation method seemed to work in all cases 
where other methods failed and it was also observed that in Russia more 
and more researchers rely on the relaxation method for general optimiza-
tion problems [75]-
It is peculiar for this method that it has no part of any high 
powered theoretical considerations and was simply found as a useful method 
which is simple to apply. As Gauss says, "it can be done while dreaming." 
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It has only one shortcoming which is to determine when the final solu-
tion is found. In simple applications, one can tell the end result 
by comparing the left side of an equation with the right side. If they 
match, the end result is reached. However, in the presented application 
the stipulation of the final end result is not that simple. The equa-
tions formulated here may or may not equate from one side to the other, 
and it becomes a delicate problem to determine when the best solution is 
reached. For this reason, it was decided to use the relaxation method 
for the initial approximation only and to use the gradient method whenever 
possible for the final condition. 
Introduction to Relaxation 
The principle of the relaxation method can be best demonstrated 
by the use of a set of linear equations of the form 
A x + a = o 
This equation will not equate to o (that is a zero vector) for an inade-
quate vector x but will equate to a remainder vector r". 
A x + a - r (88) 
The vector r will vanish only for a perfect selection of x and may never 
vanish for a nonsquare matrix A. The problem reduces now to the task of 
how to make the vector r vanish and how to find a proper selection for x. 
A could represent any type of matrix; however, using the relaxation 
method for a rectangular matrix with more rows than columns, it may be-
come difficult to establish when the vector r became a minimum. 
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The initial conditions of the mechanism allow here a better 
start than what is commonly in use, that is to start x as a zero vector 
o~, which at the beginning will make "r equal to "a. The largest element 
of this initial vector "r=a can be found by inspection and also the 
largest element of that particular row in A can be spotted and a correc-
tion value Ax can be calculated by the simple relation 
a. .Ax. = -r. or Ax. = -r./a. . (89) 
U J 1 j i7 IJ y> 
The matrix element a.. would be the largest row element of the i row 
which had the largest remainder element in r. The remaining elements of 
x are not altered, but the ti element now is to be changed to x .+Ax . and 
the result of this new vector x is checked for its effect on r in equa-
tion (bo). It is obvious that in this case the introduced change in the 
i row will render a perfect solution for this row but not for the re-
maining rows of the matrix A. Next, there will be another row which will 
have the largest element in "rafter the previous change of x, and the pro-
cess has to be repeated until a satisfactory solution for x with an almost 
vanishing or perfectly vanishing r" is found. 
This method may lead to a good solution with relatively few steps 
if the matrix A is well behaved but may lead to complications if A is 
not of that type, even in a simple linear case. Various texts show the 
required changes of the basic method which are called "Over-Relaxation" 
and "Group-Relaxation." 
As there is no good analytical basis for this method, it should 
be noticed in the above description that there is no guarantee of any 
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type that when the i element of 7 is corrected no other element will 
become just as large or even larger than the i element was before the 
change. And it is possible to build such simple problems in which this 
behavior will occur. It can well be that for a change in the i ele-
ment the k one will become large and vice versa for the next change 
to reduce the k element again the i one will take its old size or 
become almost as large. It should be granted that the elements do have 
a tendency to become smaller and never become larger and this apparently 
is the only basis on which this system is successful. However, for such 
difficult cases, where the method does start to bounce back and forth as 
outlined, a group relaxation is suggested. This would mean to use two 
or three or more elements, whichever are larger compared to the others, 
th 
instead of one element in the i row of A. These elements are then com-
bined to a group for the correction of the i element in IF. Assuming 
three elements in the proposed group, this will change the equation (89) 
to 
a. Ax + a. Ax + a. Ax + . . . = -r. 
1 3 3 1 5 5 17 7 1 
which should include all larger elements of A. But this equation has 
no unique solution for Ax and it is difficult to teach a computer to gain 
an experience element which will make "him" choose the best solutions for 
the group in x. 
Another idea is the overrelaxation which does purposely choose a 
too large correction element and in such a way does eliminate the criti-
cal area of the computations. Geometrically this would mean that the 
search for the solution became bounded by an area which excludes the de-
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sired solution, and by a single overrelaxation was able to cross these 
boundaries and to continue the search outside in an area which was not 
accessible before. 
In general, the experience shows that it is possible to produce 
a method in which the vector r is gradually reduced to a minimum by di-
rected changes of the vector x. If such a method is available, it cer-
tainly becomes impractical to use a random selection of any type with 
no guidance at all for the next iteration step. Even a very poorly work-
ing relaxation method would represent a tremendous improvement as the 
result on page 106 shows. It appears that so far there were no outstand-
ing efforts to provide the relaxation method with a well founded analy-
tical and geometrical background which should prove the failure or success 
of its application and which should show what could be done for its im-
provement. It is not enough to show the fact that the method does work, 
an explanation should be offered to show why it is successful. It is 
unfortunate that mathematicians often disregard the physical meaning of 
a mathematical analysis and a geometric representation of a given problem. 
For example, it may become possible to represent the relaxation 
method as a process which is feeling out the immediate neighboring area 
of a surface for valleys and follows these directions until the desired 
minimum is found. Such an end result will be effected by the nature of 
the surface, that is whether it is basically convex or concave. In the 
case of a concave surface, it could be said that no further reduction of 
the vector ~r is possible once the absolute minimum is reached and any 
attempt for a further relaxation should result In an overall increase 
of the vector T- It might well be that a resemblance to the differential 
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calculus could be established and would contribute for a better under-
standing of the present relaxation method. 
Relaxation for Computer Use 
When experimenting with path generators, it is soon realized that 
the given path will either be generated perfectly with all given preci-
sion points or it will be approximated with deviations forming groups of 
points. Each group of neighboring precision points will slightly miss 
the generated path either to one side or to the opposide side. This was 
actually to be expected after the experience with straight line genera-
tors. The pattern becomes especially apparent when approaching the final 
stages of the desired approximation. At the beginning of the operation, 
groups of distinct larger errors do exist and can easily be detected. 
As the synthesis of the path generator progresses with a successful re-
laxation, these protruding errors become smaller and are eventually al-
most of equal magnitude with the remaining ones. This, plus the fact 
that the relaxation method becomes more effective if applied to a group 
of larger errors instead of to a single point, leads to the difficulty 
of how to form these groups. 
There may be other methods which will render good end results but 
the one used in here seemed to be very attractive in its simplicity. The 
integer 'KT' used as a count for the successive iterations was included 
in the following logic expression 
IF U I ' ^ 1 i n < le-l THEN QC[j] «-' i (90) 
1 max' KT + 10 ' i' LdJ ^y ' 
First the maximum error e r was found by a simple loop checking all 
max 
values for the errors e.. Then the above inequality is compared and 
if found true an account for the particular error number is placed in 
consecutive order into the integer array 'QC". At the beginning, KT 
will be one and QC will show all index numbers of errors which were 
larger than e *T̂ T • As the convergency progresses, KT will become 
' max1 11 
larger and, if for example equal to 20, QC will show only the numbers 
I P • TT . The attached quotient will 
lllOA 3 
approach the number one with increasing values for KT and the array QC 
will include only fewer error positions. This is exactly the feature 
desired in the relaxation process as the errors get more and more ba-
lanced in their magnitude. The speed by which this number approaches 
the value one can be controlled simply by changing the summation factor 
of the denominator. 
After finding these largest errors, it was felt that a similar 
process should be applied to the coefficient matrix G, which is the 
same as in equation (86) used for the gradient method of the previous 
chapter. These elements of G are the components of the gradients for 
each precision point and indicate the effectiveness of one parameter 
change to a particular point. From this point of view, a large coeffi-
cient would mean a larger effect on the error and a small coefficient 
would mean almost no effect at all. 
For this reason, it was planned to use the largest ro~w elements 
of G only for the intended correction. But the results proved more ef-
ficient when all row elements were included of those rows with a larger 
error. This seemed to have a similar effect as the Group-Retaxation 
mentioned earlier. A simple least square solution was used for each 
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individual column with those row elements only which needed to be re-
laxed and which were found by equation (90). When returning to equation 
(89)* the factors have to be changed from a.. to g.., from Ax. to Ah., 
and from r. to e.. The factors g.. are taken from the known gradient 
1 1 bij 
matrix G and the computed Ah. will play the same role as it did before 
J 
when calculated by using the gradients for each precision point. If i 
runs through all rn indexes of the larger errors stored in the array QC, 
the least square solution becomes 
Ah 
m m 
where j assumes all values from one to nine to include all nine parameters 
of the mechanism. The computed vector Ah is used for the required changes 
of the mechanism parameters after the value h* is found by the modified 
regula falsi method as shown on page 11̂ -. The new parameter vector z" 
becomes 
z = z + Ah-(h*) r r-i 
for the r iteration. Each iteration will require a new calculation of 
Ah and h*. 
Summarizing the above, the following points should be observed. 
a. The matrix G is reduced to the rows which have the compara-
tively larger errors e. and in such a way a correction of the larger 
values is achieved. 
b. The required corrections are computed independently for each 
mechanism parameter, as if it had to do the entire correction needed for 
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the chosen error group. 
c. The selected least square method will also follow the relaxa-
tion idea which is a concentration on the larger values and a reduction 
of the smaller ones. 
No special reasoning can be offered for the effectiveness of this 
method other than its correspondence to the known relaxation idea. That 
is to use a computed set of changes which should at least apply some cor-
rections to the largest errors, hoping that the excluded smaller errors 
will not "become too large at the same time. However, checking back once 
more into the gradient method, one can see from the Taylor series (see 
also equation (85) of chapter VIl) 
~e* = ~& + [ G] • Ah + higher order terms 
that for highly nonlinear functions it will almost never be possible to 
neglect the higher order terms because the assumption IT* = o~ may require 
larger vectors for Ah. In general, the steps Ah should always be kept 
small and the method will only become convergent near the desired optimum 
itself. The relaxation method, however, becomes effective for larger 
steps and for areas farther from the desired path optimum. It was further 
discovered that neither one of the methods above could solve a problem, 
but that it was best to apply an alternating system. That is, when one 
method reached an area in which the iteration did not make any further 
progress, to switch to the other one and in turn when this one did get 
stuck again to switch back to the first one. This idea should be in line 
with the so called overrelaxation and apparently does succeed in getting 






The complex number 
z = x + iy (91) 
will represent the coordinates of a circle if the real numbers x and y 
are dependent on each other, for example by the relation x2+y3 - r2 which 
is a circle with its center in the coordinate origin, or by a relation 
of any other circle with its center in a more general location in the 
x-y plane. Equation (91) could also be considered as a transformation 
from real to complex coordinates. It shall be shown how it is possible 
to obtain an analytical and also a geometrical method for the construc-
tion of the Joukowski profile by making use of such a transformation. 
Consider the complex variables z and £, and the real variables x, 
y, I, and T] together with the transformation 
£ = z + 4 (92) 
in which the complex variable £ - § + ill will represent the Joukowski 
profile if the variable z = x + iy does represent a circle which inter-
sects the base circle k, . The above transformation will allow one to 
relate the airfoil shape to a simple circular curve. 
The graphical construction can best be explained by the represen-
tation of the complex number in terms of its norm |z| and and argument $ 
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such that 
z = |z|-e and l/z = (l/|z|)-e"" 
Introducing these forms into equation (92), it is possible to set 
G = z + (a2/|z|)-e' 
-l 
which indicates that Q becomes the sum of the vector z and a vector in 
a direction of the mirror image of z about the positive x-axis and of a 
length a2/|z|. 
Figure 27 shows two typical points P and Q, for the construction 
of £ with the points P' and Q'. The value a becomes the radius of the 
base circle k. and the triangle OSP with a 90° angle at S permits the 
relation 
|zp| = â /|z'p| for the point P 
and also the triangle OTN will have a relation of 
z'| = a2/|z I for the point Q 
Now with the lengths |zp| and |z'| plotted in the mirror image directions 
the points for 
zp = (a2/|zp|)-e
_1 and z' = (a2/|zQ|)•e
-1^ 
are obtained. Finally, the two complex numbers Zp and Zp are added as 
vectors to obtain C-, and the numbers ZQ and zA to obtain the point Q' 
for CQ. 
This method would allow one to transfer graphically any group of 
points P into their new position P' for obtaining the new curve derived 
P(x,y) 
P, Q • 
P\ Q' 
base circle 
points before the 
transformation 
points after the 
transformation 
5, n 
coordinates before the 
transformation 
coordinates after the 
transformation 
Transformation C ~ z + a2/z 
Figure 27. Graphical Representation of Transformation 
C = f(z) 
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by the transformation in equation (92). 
Analytically, it is possible to represent the transformed coordi-
nates by the two relations 
5 = x.(l+^) and 71=y.(l-^) (93) 
and there are three distinct cases worth mentioning which are defined by 
the positions of the points P in relation to the base circle k, . 
A. Base Line 
Assume that the coordinates (x,y) of the point P coincide with 
the base circle and have the relation 
2 2 2 
YT + Y = a 
then the coordinate transformation in equation (92) will give the values 
for 
§ = x- (1 + ̂j-) = 2x and T] = y. (l - %)= 0 
a a 
which is a line on the x-axis with a length of 2a to either side of the 
coordinate origin. See the base line R'P' in Figure 28. 
B. Core Line 
The circle k with its center in M has the equation 
•J? + (y-s)
2 = rS 
and the radius r is related to the base circle radius a by 
a2 + s3 = r2 
. profile circle 
4- to centre point D 




which can be introduced into the above circle equation and will bring 
x2 + y2 - 2sy - a2 (9k) 
First a few characteristic points of the core line. The intersection 
with the y-axis, the point T, will be found by setting £,=0 in equation 
(93) and will show a solution for x in x=0 and T] will become T) = y(l-a2/y)« 
But there is also from equation (9̂ -) y - 2sy = a2 because x=0 and will 
produce the relations 1 - a2/y2 = 2(s/y) and T\ - y-2(s/y) = 2s which 
show that the intersection point T is at £=0 and T)=2s. 
The intersection with the x-axis P' and Q,' can be found by setting 
T|=0. This will bring two possibilities from equation (93), either y=0 
or a2+y2=a2. Equation (9h) shows that both conditions must be filled at 
the same time and render the coordinates on the circle x = ±0 and y=0. 
The sought coordinate 5 becomes 
I = ±a. (1 +a2/a2) = ± 2a 
Finally, it is claimed that the curve derived from the core circle 
is again a circle through the points T, P', and R'. If D is a circle 
center and q the distance 0D, then the square of the radius p of such 
a circle should equate to 
ps = q2+l+a2 = (q+2s)2 or s2 + sq = a2 (95) 
From equations (93), (9*+)> an^ (95), it is found that 
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53 + (T|+q.)3 = 5a+T13+2TlqH-qs 
( x 2 + y
2 ) 2 y ( x 8 + y
S ) 2 + 2 W x 2 + y
2 + q 
2 . 2 A 8 \ 2 ) . 2 2 2 , 2 2 
x +y -a ) 4-a x „ x +y -a 2 
- + 2qy - / — + q^ 
2 , 2 2 , 2 ^ 2 , J3 
x +y x +y x +y° 
= %*-4^ + ^ 2 - 2 ^ + ^ = ^ + <f - (q+2s); x +y x +y 
= p = const , 
which proves the c i r c u l a r shape of t he core l i n e . 
C. A i r f o i l P r o f i l e 
I f t he c i r c l e k i s chosen wi th i t s cen te r i n the p o i n t C of the 
P 
coo rd ina t e s ( -m,n) , t he equat ion of t he c i r c l e becomes 
(x+m)2+(y-n)2 = x2+y2+2xm-2yn+m2+n2 - r 2 
and the Joukowski p r o f i l e has then the coord ina tes 
(x 2 + y
2 +a 2 ) 71 = _ X _ . ( x
2
+ y
2 - a 2 ) 
x 2+y 2 x 2+y 2 
Because of the r e l a t i o n r 2 = n2+(m+a) , the c i r c l e equa t ion can be 
changed t o 
x2+^+2x111-2^ = a(2m+a) 
Again, it is of interest to find the points PT and Q' for 7]=0. This will 
make y=0 or x2+y2 = a2. The above equation for the circle k shows that 
x cannot become -a but has the two values 
13U 
xt = a and x2 = -(2m+a) 
Substituting these results into equation (93) will give 
5i = xi + a2/x! - 2a 
xs
2+a3 -2-(2m2+2ma+a3) 
^3 Xo " 2m+a 
= -2-(2m+a-2m-^^) < -2-(2m+a-2m) = -2a v 2m+a/ v ' 
but the same value can also be approximated by 
as 
x2+a
3/x2 = -(2m+a+7)——) > -(2m+a+a) = -2(m+a) 
which indicates an estimated location for ^3 between 
-2a > l2 > -2(m+a) 
A similar process would show that the point T is not in the center 
of the profile along the y-axis. But still, the curve through R', T and 
P' does take a core position in the profile because, if the circle k is 
made smaller by moving its center C towards M but keeping its periphery 
point P fixed, then the profile will become thinner until it eventually 
will coincide with the core line itself. 
It should be observed that the point P must be a periphery point 
of the circles k, and k if the profile should have a cusp at P'. But 
it cannot be made to have two cusps, one at each end, because then it will 
become a single line only and will not show a thickness any more. 
Actual Profile Coordinates 
With the known circle transformation, the method for calculating 
any number of coordinates for the Joukowski profile can be best demon-
strated by introducing the angle a for the coordinates of the input 
circle k . 
P 
x = r cos(a)-m and y = r sin(ck')+n 
The coordinates of the profile become 
S = x (1+nr-j) and 71 = y (l—^j) 
x V x2+y2-
The radius r can be calculated from the relation 
= / n3 +(m+a); 
The computer calculated these values in a small procedure which 
used the relation n = (m+a).s/a and was arranged with a DO statement 
with C the number of points desired and PO an array for all profile 
coordinates. 
PROCEDURE JOUK(A,S,M,C,PO) 
N - (M+A) X S/A 
Lot - 2TT/(C-1) ; (*! - -ARCTAN(S/A) 
P 0 [ 1 , 1 ] - P 0 [ 1 , C ] - 2 X A ; P 0 [ 2 , l ] - P 0 [ 2 , C ] 
R - SOJ^T(N2 +(M+A)3) 
FOR i - 2 STEP 1 UNTIL C - l DO I 
0 
a. - a. n + Aa 
I i - l 
X - R X COS(a.)-M ; Y - R X S IN(a . )+N 
DI - A 2 / (X 2 +Y S ) 
P O [ l , i ] - X X (1+Dl) ; P 0 [ 2 , i ] •- Y X ( l - D l ) 
The f i r s t p o i n t i n t h e a r r a y PO w i l l be t h e same a s t h e l a s t one 
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in order to ensure a closed curve for the path generated by the four-
bar mechanism. 
Profile Synthesis 
The effectiveness of the combined relaxation and gradient method 
is demonstrated by the synthesis of a Joukowski profile. In order to 
make efficient use of the available computer time, only nine precision 
points were selected for the preliminary iteration steps. They were 
measured from the sketch shown in Figure 29 and are listed in Table 2. 
The points were distributed to obtain a good accuracy at important pro-
file sections. The initial coupler curve c0 was chosen from a first guess 
but had to have approximately the same extensions as the desired profile. 
This was needed to eliminate any confusing results from the error defini-
tion. However, it was found that the cusp end of the profile still pre-
sented a difficult section because it will easily permit two different 
error readings. The progressing approximation, as shown in curve c30, 
permits an error reading to the lower curve section but also one to the 
upper section. Both coupler point positions can be obtained accident-
ally because they follow in the mechanism motion so close to each other. 
The previous approximation shown as cie has a similar alternate error 
reading possibility, but they cannot be confused because they are much 
farther apart in the angular motion of the driver link and therefore are 
easier to control. If such alternate readings occur, it is possible for 
the differentiation procedure to become a continuous loop and will re-
quire special attention. 
Figure 30 shows the Initial mechanism in dotted lines and Table 1 























Figure 30. Airfoil Path Generation, Initial and Final Stages 




Zl Z2 Z3 Zii Z5 z6 Z7 z8 A = Z9 
0 12.50 4.45 13.91 11.60 4.71 -6.18 8.65 -15.30 126.87 
3 13.56 4.35 14.88 11.83 6.47 -6.26 10.31 -14.97 137.09 
9 15.50 3.94 19.81 20.01 10.69 -7.30 9.78 -20.74 133.94 
18 29.37 7.21 22.72 34.47 12.41 10.22 10.80 -19.78 131.20 
30 28.82 6.12 15.27 34.64 7.06 7.00 9.51 -23.80 116.76 
Table 2. Coordinates and Approximation Error of the Precision Points 
Coordinates of Precision Points 
Point 
No. 






















ation Individual Precision Point Error 
0 -0.373 1.496 0.914 -0.064 -0.068 0.790 2.141 2.679 -0.373 
3 -0.382 1.634 0.766 -0.404 -0.596 0.126 1.379 1.741 -0.382 
9 -0.467 1.317 0.430 -0.457 -0.538 -0.031 0.865 1.122 -0.467 
18 -0.218 0.161 -0.138 -0.164 0.016 -0.004 0.273 0.182 -0.218 
30 -0.039 -0.004 -0.010 -0.010 -0.002 0.003 0.002 -0.001 -0.039 
Table 3. Link Dimensions for Table 4. Coordinates and Errors for 




X Y Begin 
Itera-
tion 7 
1 12.42 0.0 -0.010 -0.001 
2 12.23 0.08 0.019 0.026 
3 11.73 0.32 0.046 0.051 
4 11.0 0.69 0.047 0.053 
5 10.09 1.11 0.026 0.033 
6 9.06 1.54 -0.008 0.002 
7 7.94 1.93 -0.041 -0.029 
8 6.78 2.22 -0.064 -0.051 
9 5.62 2.41 -0.072 -0.058 
10 4.48 2.46 -0.062 -0.049 
11 3.41 2.38 -0.037 -0.026 
12 2.44 2.18 -0.003 0.005 
13 1.59 1.87 0.028 0.034 
14 0.91 1.47 0.046 0.052 
15 0.40 1.02 0.037 0.045 
16 0.10 0.55 -0.008 0.003 
17 0.01 0.10 -0.068 -0.056 
18 0.15 -0.28 -0.090 -0.084 
19 0.51 -0.57 -0.047 -0.052 
20 1.10 -0.73 0.033 0.016 
21 1.93 -0.74 0.099 0.073 
22 2.98 -0.61 0.111 0.084 
23 4.26 -0.36 0.055 0.036 
24 5.73 -0.05 -0.035 -0.042 
25 7.34 0.23 -0.084 -0.089 
26 8.96 0.38 -0.046 -0.060 
27 10.41 0.37 0.036 0.013 
28 11.53 0.23 0.091 0.066 
29 12.21 0.07 0.042 0.069 
30 12.42 0.0 -0.010 0.048 


































l i + 1 
shows in the row, headed by iteration zero, its dimensions by using the 
same symbols as shown in Figure 2k. Table 2 lists the coordinates of 
the nine precision points and the initial errors. Figure 29 also shows 
a few sample curves, illustrating the approximation after the third, 
the ninth, the eighteenth, and the thirtieth iterations, and they are 
also listed in Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen that the approximation 
progressed very well but was not able to sense the lower part of the 
profile end as shown by the curve c30« This shortcoming was finally 
remedied by the addition of further precision points which were not in-
cluded initially to save computer time. 
After receiving this approximate synthesis of the airfoil profile, 
the 'Jouk procedure, described earlier, was used to calculate 30 point 
coordinates along a Joukowski profile with the values for 
A - 3 ; s - 0.575 ; M - 0.65 
which were roughly of the same profile as the one used for the initial 
nine point approximation. The initial and final link dimensions are 
shown in Table 3, and a sketch of the final mechanism is also represented 
in Figure 30. Table k shows the individual coordinates of all thirty 
points and the error readings at the beginning and after seven itera-
tions. The overall totals of all errors indicate the seven iterations 
were enough to improve the approximation by roughly 10 percent. Figure 
31 shows the very good fit of the synthesized curve against the actual 
profile and shows seven Intersecting points between the generated and 
the desired curve. There is one additional point which cannot be found 
from the changing error signs in Table k but can be seen on the sketch 
16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
18 19 20 21 22 28 29 30 




at the profile end. It is known that any two closed curves must inter-
sect at an even number of points. But it was also established that, if 
the Joukowski profile does not represent a perfect coupler curve, it 
can have not more than nine intersections. Therefore, the seven marked 
intersections with the eighth unmarked one at the profile end indicate 
already a good approximation for the desired profile. 
It should be understood that with the increased number of point 
coordinates the computer time has to be extended by a multiple and it 
becomes a question of time allowance to bring the approximation to a 
point where no further reduction of the error can be obtained or the 
calculated gradient vector becomes a zero vector. This result was ob-
tained with a simpler nine precision point problem in which the iteration 
process was stopped by the computer itself after a coupler curve was ob-
tained which went exactly through the selected points and where no fur-





The computer program was written in Extended Algol for the Burroughs' 
B-5500 and consisted basically of various procedures which were called by 
a rather short main program but also by other procedures. The grouping of 
the procedures was partly caused by the repeated use but also by the devel-
opement process of the entire program in various sections. 
First, a special square root routine was needed to eliminate small 
negative arguments which stopped the computer calculations but merely re-
presented a zero value with an accumulated negative random error. 
REAL PROCEDURE SRT(X) 
SRT «- IF (X<0 AND -X<@-7) OR X<@-9 THEN 0 ELSE SQRT(X) 
This will set the square root equal to zero for small negative arguments 
but should also help to reduce some of the positive random errors which 
are expected to be of a different magnitude. 
Similar reasons lead to another procedure representing the difference 
between the cosine function and one. 
REAL PROCEDURE COM(X) 
COM + IF ABS(X)<.2 OR ABS(TT-X)<.2 THEN -2xSIN2(X/2) ELSE 
C0S(X)-1 
1̂ 5 
There was also a need for a function which will produce the angle 
for any point on the unit circle in all four quadrants. The available arc-
ustangent function of the computer can only produce positive or negative 
results which are smaller then IT/2 taken as absolute value. 
REAL PROCEDURE ARG(X,Y) 
AX «- ABS(X)>1.5(?-9 ; AY 
IF AX AND AY THEN 
ABS(Y)>1.5@-9 
i 
|AG +• ARCTAN(Y/X) 
ARG «- IF X<0 THEN AG+TT ELSE 
IF Y<0 THEN AG+2TT ELSE AG 
+ ELSE 
IF AX THEN 
ARG +- IF X>0 THEN 0 ELSE TT 
ELSE 
4. 
|IF AY THEN 
ARG <- IF Y>0 THEN IT/2 ELSE 3TT/2 
+ ELSE . 
ARG «- 0 
The mobility or motion limits are determined by another procedure 
which can work out either the motion limits of the driver or of the follow-
er by simply interchanging the positions for the values Z2 and Zk and by 
using the negative supplementary angle of $ instead of <J>. 
PROCEDURE SWIKL(Z1,Z2,Z3,Zlf,«t),BO,a1,a2) 
<j>' «- IF 4>>TT THEN <£-2TT ELSE 
IF -<}>>JT THEN <J)+2TT ELSE <j> 
B01 +- Z1+Z2=<Z3+Zl+ ; B02 <- ABS (Z 1-Z 2)>ABS (Z3-Z4) 
— IF B01 AND B02 THEN GO TO L2 
— IF B01 THEN GO TO LI 
(-TT<<j>'<7T) 
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X*- ( ( Z 3 + Z 4 ) 2 - Zx2 - Z 2
2 ) / (2XZJXZ2) J Y <- SIGN(<})')xSQRT(l-X2) 
6 «- ARG(X,Y) 
IF 6>TI THEN 6 «- 6-2ir (-7r<6<Tr) 
aj -*- 6-<j)' 
IF B02 THEN , 
a2 «- -a-^^TrxSIGN^') 
GO TO L2 
L>L1: X «- ( ( Z 3 - Z 4 )
2 - Z i 2 - Z 2
2 ) / (2xZ L xZ 2 ) ; Y «- SIGN(<f>' )xSQRT(l -X
2 ) 
6 «- ARG(X,Y) 
IF 5>TT THEN 6 «- 6-2w (-TT<6<TT) 
a 2 •«- 6-^' 
IF BOl THEN , 
= r . . 
04 +• - S - ^ 1 
—»L2: BO -»- NOT (BOl AND B02) 
IF ABS(ai)<l. 5@-9 THEN a ^ O 
IF ABS(a2)<l. 5(?-9 THEN a2 «- 0 
The Boolean BO will indicate whether or not their were any limitations 
and the angles 04 and a2 will show the amount of those limitations measur-
ed from the link position indicated by the angle <J>. 
1̂ 7 
Four Accuracy Point Method 
This procedure called ACPONT could be used in place of the READ 
statement for the initial mechanism dimensions and it follows, with the 
exception of the end portion, the same computations as shown in Sandor's 
publication [38]. If it is used, a few subroutines are to be included and 
are listed below. The use of complex variables which are available with 
some computer languages would simplify many of the quoted statements. 
The first subroutines of this list is the procedure SWINKL. It 
establishes the angular motion range and is almost the same as the proce-
dure SWIKL, however, it has a few modifications to allow the use of a 
general coordinate system which is not in line with the frame link. The 
array Z contains the coordinates of the mechanism links. The Booleans BOl 
and B02 will indicate the detected mobility of the mechanism and the array 
OTP will contain its restricting boundaries. 
PROCEDURE SWINKL(ZN,BOl,B02,OTP) 
ZR1 «- SQRT(Z1«-ZN[1,1]2+ZN[2,1]2) 
ZR2 <- SQRT(Z2 ̂  ZN[1,2]2+ZN[2,2]2) 
ZR3 *- SQRT(Z3«-ZN[1,3]2+ZN[2,3]2) 
ZR4 «- SQRT(Z4«- ZN[1,4]2+ZN[2,4]2) 
B «- ARG(ZN[1,2],ZN[2,2]) - ARG(ZN[1,1],ZN[2,1]) 
IF 8<X-7r) THEN 0 ^ - 6 + 2 T I ELSE IF 6>TT THEN B « - 3 - 2 T T (-7r<6<7r) 
BOl «- (ZR1+ZR2) 4(ZR3+ZR4) 
B02 «- ABS(ZR1-ZR2) >^ABS(ZR3-ZR4) 
i " IF BOl AND BO2 THEN GO TO L2 
| IF BOl AND NOT B02 THEN GO TO LI 
X «- ((ZR3+ZR4)2-Z1-Z2) / (2xZRlxZR2) ; Y +- SIGN(e)*SQRT(l-X2) 
6 «- ARG(X,Y) 
IF 6>TT THEN 6«-<5-2TT (-TT<6<IT) 
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0TP[1] «- 5-B ; 0TP[3] -*- - 6 - 6 
0TP[5] «- 2 T T X S I G N ( B ) + 0 T P [ 3 ] 
- — IF NOT BOl AND B02 THEN GO TO L2 
^Ll: X «- ((ZR3-ZR4)2-Z1-Z2) / (2xZRlxZR2) ; Y «- SIGN(8)XSQRT(1-X2) 
6 «- ARG(X,Y) 
IF 6>TT THEN 6«-6-2TT (-TT<5<TT) 
OTP[2] «- 6-6 ; OTP[4] <- -6-3 
-+L2: END 
The procedure ANGL will determine all possible output angles in-
cluding those of the symmetry position for a given input angle of the com-
patibility "linkage". The input angle is recorded in the array INP[1]. The 
array DT contains the needed values for the minors of the augmented matrix 
which form the compatibility "linkage". The two remaining positions of the 
array INP will be filled with two additional angles which are derived from 
the motion the coupler and follower of the compatibility "linkage" have 
due to the displacement caused by the first input angle. The array OTP 
will receive the angles for the same linkage system but for the symmetry 
position and will carry in its first position the same angle as in the 
first position of INP. Here, it was not possible to use a coordinate sys-
tem parallel to the frame link and, therefore, a few extra statements are 
needed fo account for all possible configurations. 
PROCEDURE ANGL(INP,DT,OTP) 
CW +• C0S(INP[1]) ; SW «- SIN (INP [1]) 
DR «- DT[1,1] + DT[l,2]xCW -DT[2,2]xSW 
DI «- DT[2,1] +DT[2,2]xCW+DT[l,2]xSW 
DT3 -*- DT[1,3]2+DT[2,3]2 ; DT4 «- DT[1,4]2+DT[2,4]2 
D <- DR2+ DI2 
X + (DT4-DT3-D) / (2xSQRT(DT3xD)) 
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a3 «- ARG(X,SQRT(1-X2)) 
X «- (DT3-DT4-D) / (2*SQRT(DT4><D) ) 
ah + ARG(X,SQRT(1-X
2)) 
AR3 «- ARG(DT[1,3],DT[2,3]) 
AR4 «- ARG(DT[1,4],DT[2,4]) 
ARD <- ARG(DR,DI) 
0TP[1] +• INP[1] 
IF AR3<ARD THEN AR3 <- AR3+2TT 
INP[2] «- ARD-AR3+a3 ; OTP[2] + ARD-AR3-a3+2iT 
IF AR4>ARD THEN ARD «- ARD+2ir 
INP[3] -*- ARD-AR4-a4 '> OTP [3] •*- ARD-AR4+a1+-2ir 
The procedure WINKEL is used for the needed selection of compatible 
positions for the compatibility "linkage" and will include several solu-
tions as they may become possible in various angular ranges. The array 
INP has to contain the selected angular displacements. The array FU is 
filled by the values cos(AiJ))-l and sin(A<J>) computed from the displacement 
angles listed in INP. The array OTP becomes a list of the desired first 
displacement angle of the coupler or the follower with all alternate so-
lutions and the integer variable KN gives the number of solutions shown 
in OTP. The variable RAT permits the selection of the angle in its permis-
sible range. The array DT is filled with all minor determinants of the 
augmented matrix (See Fig. 33). And finally the array DL is needed which 
must contain the coordinates of the coupler point displacement vectors. 
PROCEDURE WINKEL(INP,FU,OTP,RAT,DT,DL,KN) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO 
FU[l,i] «- COM (INP [i]) 
FU[2,i] «- SIN(INP[i]) 
DT[1,1] «- DT[2,1] «- 0 
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FOR i«-2 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
J ^ IF i>3 THEN i-3 ELSE i ; K «- IF i+l>3 THEN i-2 ELSE i+1 
DT[l,i] *- FU[l,J]xDL[l,K] - FU[2,J]xDL[2,K] 
-FU[l,K]xDL[l,J] +FU[2,K]xDL[2,J] 
DT[2,i] *• FU[l,J]xDL[2,K] +FU[2,J]xDL[l,K] 
- FU[l,K]xDL[2,J] -FU[2,K]xDL[l,J] 
DT[1,1] + DT[1,1] - DT[l,i] 
DT[2,1] «- DT[2,1] - DT[2,i] 
SWINKL(DT,B01,B02,AGL) 
IF NOT B01 AND NOT B02 THEN 
OTP[1,1] 
0 T P [ 3 , 1 ] 






IF NOT B01 AND B02 THEN 
0TP[13 1] +• AGL[1]5 <RAT 




IF B01 AND NOT B02 THEN , 
—— 
OTP [1,1] *• AGL[2]xRAT 
0TP[3,1] •*- AGL[4]xRAT 
KN 4-2 
1 ELSE , 
0TP[1,1] «- TTXRAT 
KN«-1 
FOR i«-l STEP 2 UNTIL 2xKN DO 
ANGL(OTP[i, *1 ,DT ,OTP[i+1, 
+ 
*]) 
The mechanism solution for one angle set is found by the procedure 
SOL. It will render the linkage dimensions with its position coordinates 
in the three dimensional array Z. The obtained coordinates are those of 
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the position for the first accuracy point. The array PSA holds the com-
puted angles for \p. The arrays FU and FV contain the required cosine and 
sine functions for the angles <t> and 9 as they were calculated in the pro-
cedure WINXEL. DS and DT are arrays with the minor determinants of the 
augmented matrices and are also obtained from the procedure WINKEL. The 
array RP holds the coordinates of the four selected precision points and 
DL represents again the coordinates of the displacement vectors. K is an 
integer which gives an account for the number of solutions. 
PROCEDURE SOL(PSA,Z,FU,FV,DS,DT,RP,DL,K) 
CS1 +- C0M(PSA[1]) ; SSI +- SIN(PSA[1]) 
CS2 «- C0M(PSA[2]) ; SS2 «- SIN(PSA[2]) 
DLR5 +- F V [ 1 , 1 ] X F U [ 1 , 2 ] - F V [ 2 , 1 ] x F 0 [ 2 , 2 ] - F V [ 1 , 2 ] * F U [ 1 , 1 ] 
+ F V [ 2 , 2 ] x F U [ 2 , l ] 
DLI5 «- F V [ l , l ] x F U [ 2 , 2 ] + F V [ 2 , 1 ] X F U [ 1 , 2 ] - F V [ l , 2 ] x F U [ 2 , l ] 
- F V [ 2 , 2 ] x F U [ l , l ] 
DLR6 «- F V [ l , l ] x C S 2 - F V [ 2 , l ] x S S 2 - F V [ l , 2 ] x C S ] + F V [ 2 , 2 ] x S S l 
DLI6 +- F V [ 1 , 1 1 X S S 2 + F V [ 2 , l ] x C S 2 - F V [ l , 2 ] x S S l - F V [ 2 , 2 ] x C S l 
DL5 «- DLR52+DLI52 ; DL6 «- DLR62+DLI62 
I IF DL5<@-9 OR DL6<@-9 THEN GO TO LI 
DLR3 -e D L [ l , l ] x C S 2 - D L [ 2 , l ] x S S 2 - D L [ l , 2 ] x C S l + D L [ 2 , 2 ] x S S l 
DLI3 <- DL[2 , l ]xCS2 + D L [ l , l ] x S S 2 - D L [ 2 , 2 ] x C S l - D L [ l , 2 ] x S S l 
K +• K+l 
Z [ 1 , 2 , K ] <- (DT[ l , 4 ]xDLR5+DT[2 ,4 ]xDLI5 ) /DL5 
Z [ 2 , 2 , K ] +• ( D T [ 2 , 4 ] x D L R 5 - D T [ l , 4 ] x D L I 5 ) / D L 5 
Z [ 1 , 4 , K ] 4- (DT[l ,4]xDLR6 + DT[2 ,4]xDLI6) /DL6 
Z [ 2 , 4 , K ] *- (DT[2 ,4]xDLR6- DT[ l , 4 ]xDLI6 ) /DL6 
Z [ 1 , 5 , K ] *- ( -DS[l ,4]xDLR5 - D S [ 2 , 4 ] x D L I 5 ) / D L 5 
Z [ 2 , 5 , K ] +• (-DS[2,4]xDLR5 + D S [ l , 4 ] x D L I 5 ) / D L 5 
Z [ 1 , 6 , K ] «- (DLR3xDLR6+DLI3xDLI6)/DL6 
Z [ 2 , 6 , K ] -*- (DLI3xDLR6-DLR3xDLI6)/DL6 
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FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO , 
±_ 
Z [ i , 3 , K ] *- nu 5,K] - Z [ i , 6 , K ] 
Z [ i , 1 ,K] - z[i, 4,K] - Z [ i , 2 , K ] - Z [ i , 3 ,K] 
[z[i , 7 ,K] «- RP[3 - , 1 ] ~ Z [ i , 6 , K ] - Z [ I , 4 .KJ 
FOR i«-8 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
. £ 
Z[l,i,K] +• PSA[i-7] 
^Ll: END 
The procedure LINK will calculate all available solutions of the 
mechanism for one computed set of the angles 8. The array THA has to hold 
the values for 0. The coordinates for the linkage system with its position 
for the first accuracy point will be received in the three dimensional 
array Z. RAT is a proportionality factor which is required for the proce-
dure WINKEL. The array DS has to hold the values for the minor determinants 
used in the procedure SOL. FU is the same array as it was in the procedure 
WINKEL. RP holds all precision point coordinates and DL all displacement 
vector coordinates. K is an integer accounting for the number of solutions 
found by the procedure SOL. 
PROCEDURE LINK(THA,Z,RAT,DS,FU,RP,DL,K) 
WINKEL(THA,FV,PSA,RAT,DT,DL,KN) 
FOR I-KL STEP 1 UNTIL 2*KN DO 
|KR«-K 
SOL(PSA[i,*],Z,FU,FV,DS,DT,RP,DL,K) 
IF KR+K THEN 
|F0R j*-8 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO Z[2, j ,K] *- THA[j-7] [ 
The last procedure of this group ACPONT is the actual four accura-
cy point routine and is used to find a solution for the selected input 
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Figure 32. Vectors in Complex Number Notation 
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Figure 33* Compatibility Configuration 
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set of four points. It will compute a few possible solutions and select 
of those the ones with all four choosen points on one closed coupler curve. 
However, it was not possible, at this point, to include a check for the 
obtained point sequence. But the solutions are also screened for the pro-
portions of the link dimensions. Mechanisms with a large ratio between 
the longest and the shortest link are discarded and the one with the most 
balanced proportions is finally selected. 
The array R contains the coordinates of all precision points. PHA 
is an array for all choosen displacement angles of the driver. RAT is a 
ratio to permit a choice for two additional angles in the computations. 
The array ZA will receive the desired mechanism dimensions and the vari-
ables 6 and \p will position this mechanism for the first accuracy point; 
they are the angles for the driver and the follower in relation to the 
frame. The integer N indicates the number of precision points contained 
in R. 
PROCEDURE ACPONT(R,PHA,RAT,ZA,<}>,<//,N) 
K «- N DIV 4 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR j«-0 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO 
I " — ^—1 
[ RP[i,j+l] <- R[i,jxK+lI  
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR i+2 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
_ :L__ 
DL[i,j-l] <- RP[i,j]- RP[i,l]  
I >L1: WINKEL(PHA,FU,THA,RAT,DS,DL,K) 
M«- 0 
FOR i+-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2xK DO 
*  
LINK(THA[i,*],Z, RAT,DS,FU,RP,DL,M) 
(M is the number of solutions shown in the array Z with the 
coordinates of the mechanism links as shown in Fig. 32) 
KN^-0 
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FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO (begin of the solution evaluation) 
)R i<-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO , 
Z N [ j , k ] «- Z [ j , k , i ] 
SWINKL(ZN,BOl,B02,LIM) 
N +0 
IF NOT BOl AND NOT B02 THEN 
GA1 «- LIM[1] ; GA2 «- LIM[2] 
ELSE 
IF NOT BOl AND BO2 THEN 
GA1 «- LIM[1] ; GA2 «- LIM[5] 
ELSE 
IF BOl AND NOT B02 THEN 
GA1 «• LIM[4] ; GA2 -*- LIM[2] 
ELSE 
GO TO L2 
IF GA2>0 THEN 
4-
FOR j - e l STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO 
IF PHA[j]>GA2 OR PHA[j]<GAl THEN N « - l 
•* T7T CT? 
i 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO , J -J-
IF PKA[j]<GA2 OR PHA[j]>GAl THEN N«- 1 
GO TO IF N=0 THEN L3 ELSE L4 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO , 
Z N [ j , l ] 
Z N [ j , 2 ] 
Z N [ j , 3 ] 











IF NOT BOl AND NOT BO2 THEN 
IF GA2>0 THEN 
±. 
FOR j«-8 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
SAM + z[i,i,i] 
IF SAM>GA2 OR SAM<GA1 THEN 
4-
SAM +- IF SA1K0 THEN SAM+2TT ELSE SAM-2TT 
IF SAM>GA2 OR SAM<GA1 THEN N«-l ELSE Z[l, j ,i]«-SAM 
T ELSE 
FOR j«-8 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
SAM *• Z[l,j,i] 
IF SAM<GA2 OR SAM>GA1 THEN 
SAM + IF SAM<0 THEN SAM+;1TT ELSE SAM-2TT 
IF SAM<GA2 OR SAM>GA1 THEi-; N«-l ELSE Z[l,j,i -SAM 
IF N=fO THEN GO TO L4 
KN •*- KN+1 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO 
FOR k*-l STEP .1 UNTIL 10 DO 
Z[j,k,KN] «- Z[j,k,i] 
IF KN=0 THEN 
4-
IRAT «- RAT/2 
IF RAT^.l THEN GO TO LI ELSE WRITE (message) 
GO TO L5 
(if no solution was found it will be necessary to change 
the input angles of the array PHA) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL KN DO (begin of dimension check) 
TN«-TM*-SUM <- Z[l,l,i]2+Z[2,l,i]2 
FOR j«-2 STEP 1 UNTIL A DO 
IF TN<(SAM ̂ Z[l,j,i]2+Z[2,j,i]2) THEN TN^SAM 
IF TM>SAM THEN TM «-SAM 
RA[i] «- TN/TM 
SAM «- RA[1] ; M «-1 
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FOR i«-2 STEP 1 UNTIL KN DO 
I 
I F SA;•'!> (SUM «- RA[ i ] ) THEN 
SAM +• SUM ; M «- i 
(the choosen mechanism is transferred into the array ZA, see 
Fig. 12) 
FOR I«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO , 
ZA[i] «- SQRT(Z[l,i,M]2+Z[2,i,M]2) 
ZA[9] + IF (RAT-e ARG(Z[1,1,M],Z[2,1,M]))>TT THEN RAT-2TT ELSE RAT 
(-TT<RAT<TT) 
3 «- ARG(Z[1,3,M],Z[2,3,M]) - ARG(Z[1, 5,M] ,Z[2,5,M] ) 
ZA[6] «- ZA[5]*SIN(£) ; ZA[5] «- ZA[5]xCOS(B) 
ZA[7] «- Z[1,7,M] ; ZA[8] «- Z[2,7,M] 
<J> «- IF (<*+• A R G ( Z [ 1 , 2 , M ] , Z [ 2 , 2 , M ] ) - Z A [ 9 ] ) > T T THEN <j>-27r ELSE <|i 
ij; «- A R G ( Z [ 1 , 4 , M ] , Z [ 2 , 4 , M ] ) - Z A [ 9 ] (-7r<<f><7r) 
END 
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General Matrix Inversion 
The matrix inversion program is a matrix manipulation which per-
mits the determination of the matrix rank and of the independent rows or 
columns. The input matrices are A and B, where B becomes a unit matrix if 
A is to be inverted. The result is obtained in the matrix ANS. However, 
if B is a simple vector then ANS becomes also a vector which satisfies 
the equation Ax ANS = B. The integer NR is the rank of the Matrix A and 
the elements of the integer array DEP indicate the index of all independ-
ent rows or columns. The integer N represents the required basic array 
size of A and the integer Q accounts for the number of columns in B. The 
array space of A must permit one additional row for tracking any inter-
changes of the columns. 
PROCEDURE INV(A,N,B,Q,ANS,DEP,NR) 
FOR jt-1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO . 
A[N+l,j] «- j 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DC 
* 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO , 
4-
ANS[i,j] «- B[i,jJ 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO (start of algorithm) 
IF k=N THEN GO TO LI 
TEST «- ABS(A[k,k]) 
R«-k 
FOR j-t-k+1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
IF TEST<ABS(A[j,j]) THEN 
TEST <- ABS(A[j,j]) ; R+j 
IF R=k THEN GO TO LI 
FOR j«-k STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
R E S + - A [ R , j ] ; A[R, j ] <«- A[k, j ] ; A [ k , j ] ^ R E S 
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FOR j<-l STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO ̂  
| RES+ANS[R,j] ; ANS [R, j ] *- ANS j k, j ] ; ANS [k,j ] *- RES | 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N+l DO 
| RES <r A[i,R] ; A[ i, R] + A[i ,k] ; A[i ,k] -<-RES | 
IF A[k,k]=0 THEN , 
^______ -ir 
I NR «- k-1 
- | GO TO L3 | 
RES «- 1/A[k,k] 
FOR j-ek+1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO ̂  
| A[k,,j] +• A[k,j]'RES | 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO ; 
| ANS[k,j j -•• ANS[k,j]xRES ] 
FOR i«-l STU: 1 UNTIL N DO , 
± 
IF i=k THEN GO TO L2 
RES -«- A[i,k] 
FOR j*-k+l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO ̂  
E *• A[i, j] 
D +• E -R ESxA[k,j] 
A[i , . ] - IF ABS(E)@--9 .> ABS(D) THEN 0 ELSE D 
FOR j+1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO 
|ANS[i,j] «- ANS[i,j] - RESxANS [k,j] 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO (rearranging of matrice A and ANS) 
. i -.,.., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
R«-k 
TEST «- A[N+l,k] 
FOR 1+-k+l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO , 
_ _ _ 
IF TEST>A[N+l,j] THEN , 
: _ . 
| TEST + A[N+1, j] ; R<-j | 
IF R=fk THEN 
|A[N+1,R] «- A[N+l ,k ] ; A [ N + l , k ] «- TEST ~~j 
FOR j-i-1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO 
I R E S + - A N S [ R , J ] ; ANS[R,j] ^ A N S [ k , j ] ~ ANS[k,j]«- REsI 
i6o 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO , 
DEP[j] + A[N+l, j] 
_ j 
< ~4 ' " x " " " " ± 
IFOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO , 
K *• DEP[j] 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO , 
A N S [ i , j ] «- ANS[i ,K] 
The least square method for the inversion of rectangular matrices 
requires an additional procedure in whicl1. AR represents the matrix, M the 
number of rows, N the number of columns and PR and XR are vectors to sat-
isfy the relation AR x XR = PR. For a given PR- it is possible to approx-
imate the relation by an XR which is computed by the least square method. 
The shown method may not be the simplest one but becomes very versatile 
when a few extras are added. The approximation of the vector PR can be 
changed to receive a few elements exact and to approximate the remaining 
ones by the least square. In order to help the operation of the computer 
the array AR was inverted to carry the larger number M for the row ele-
ments in its second position and the smaller number N in its first position 
but the procedure will also work for cases where M becomes equal to N. 
PROCEDURE LSQ(AR,M,N,PR,XR) 
FOR lw-1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
-V 
1 FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
•i 
SUM<-0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
SUM «- S U M + A R [ k , i ] x A R [ j , i ] 
A ] k , j ] <- SUM (represents [A A]) 
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FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
i_ 
FOR j-KL STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
Q[i,j] -*" IF i=j THEN 1 ELSE 0 
INV(A, N, Q, N,RES,DRUP,NO) 
IF NO=N THEN , 
(represents [I]) 
(RES = [A^A]"1) 
(routine for nonsingular matrix) 
IF M=N THEN 
± 
(inversion of square matrix) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
A 
B [ i , l ] + P R [ i ] 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
-1 x 
A [ i , j ] <- A R [ j , i ] 
INV(A,N,B,l,RES,DRUP,NO) 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
XR[j RES[j,l] 
GO TO L2 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
GO TO LI 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
J «- DRUP[k] 
FOR i-f-1 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
B[i,k] <- AR[J,i] 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
FOR i+-] STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
4-
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO ^ 
SUM «- 0 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO , 
4-
SUM 4- SUM + R E S [ k , j ! x A R [ j , i ] 
Ar r [ k , i ] <- SUM 
SUM «- 0 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
SUM 4- SUM + R E S [ k , j ] * B [ i , j ] 
Br r [ k , i ] <- SUM 
(AT= A+= [A^l-iA1) 
(BT= B+ = [BTB]~1BT) 
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FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
FOR i^-1 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
SUM- 0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO , 
T 
SUM «- SUM + A R [ j , k ] x A R [ j , i ] 
A [ k , i ] +- SUM 
INV(A,M,Q,M,RES,DROP,NO) 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
± 
FOR j-KL STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
SUM «- 0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
SUM SUM + C [ i , j ] x R E S [ i , k ] 
C T [ j , k ] *- SUM 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
± 
S «- DRUP[k] 
FOR i-c-1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
SUM «- 0 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
SUM <- S U M + C T [ i , j ] x C [ j , S ] 
A I [ i , k ] +- SUM 
4-
I «- DROP[k] 
FOR j + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
C [ k , j ] «- A R [ j , I ] 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
_± 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
SUM+- 0 
FOR i-t-1 STEP 1 UNTIL NO DO 
SUM «- S U M + A I [ k , i ] x E T [ i , j ] 
A T [ k , j ] «- SUM 
(A= [AA1]) 
(CT = C+= CT[CCT]"1) 
(AI= C + H _ 1 ) 
(AT= A+ = C+H~1B+) 
L.l: LI  FOR k-*-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
4-
1 SUM «- 0 
J FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO ̂  
SUM «- SUM+AT[k,i]xPR[i] 
|xR[k] <- SUM (XR= A+I) 
•L2: END 
Finally, to accomplish the selective approximation, an additional 
procedure is introduced in which AR represents the basic matrix with its 
dimensions M and N as before in the procedure LSQ. The array PR is a vec-
tor which represents the inhomogenuous part of the equations of which those 
listed in the integer array SE are to be supplied with an exact solution. 
The number R must indicate the number of equations listed in SE. The out-
put is obtained in XR which represents a single row vector. This last 
routine takes advantage of the inversion routine and can adapt itself to 
any type of column dependency of the coefficient matrix AR as long as there 
is a mathematical solution possible. 
PROCEDURE LSQF(AR,M,N,SE,R,PR,XR) 
IF R=0 THEN . 
LSQ(AR,M,N,PR,XR) 
GO TO LI 
P<-K<-1 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
+ 
1 IF SE[IF K>R THEN R ELSE K] = i THEN 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
Al[K,j] «- AR[jfi] 
PI 
K 
U[K] «- PR[i] 
«- K+1 
* ELSE 
(regrouping of equations) 
i 
FOR i«-l STEP I UNTIL N DO , 
A 3 [ P , j ] <- A R [ j , i ] 
PR2.[P] <- P R [ i ] 
P -e P+l 
MR +• M-R ; NR +• N-R 
FOR i<-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
JL 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
T [ i , j ] «- IF 3>j THEN 1 ELSE (represents [I]) 
DR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
[FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO ^ 
SUM+-0 
FOR k<-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
SUM «- S U M + A l [ k , i ] x A l [ k , j ] 
A [ i , j ] *• SUM 
INV(A,N,T,N,RES,DROP,NO) 
IF NO<R THEN , 
(A= [A^AJ) 
(testing the rank) 
WRITE(message) 
GO TO LI 
P «-K«-l 
FOR i-t-1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
± 
(grouping of equations) 
IF DROP[IF K>R THEN R ELSE K] = i THEN 
FOR i-t-1 STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
± 
Al[j,k] + Al[j,i] 
FOR j-c-1 STEP 1 UNTIL MR DO 
[A3[j ,k] + A 3 [ j , i ] "J 
K «-- K+l 
* ELSE , 
|FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
A 2 [ j , P ] <- A l [ j , i ] 
F( )R j^ -1 STEP 1 UNTIL MR DO 
A 4 [ j , P ] <- A 3 [ j , i ] 
P «- P+l 
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INV(A1,R,T,R,RES,DRUP,N0) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL MR DO 
(RES= [Al]-1) 
± 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO 
SAM«-0 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
SUM«-0 
FOR s«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
T 
SUM +• SUM + R E S [ k , s ] x A 2 [ s , j ] 
SAM «- SAM+A3[i,k]xSUM 
E +• A 4 [ i , j ] 
G «- E - SAM 
Q [ j , i ] + IF ABS(E)x@-9 >_ABS(G) THEN 0 ELSE G (Ak-A3AY
1A2) -1 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL MR DO 
SAM«-0 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO , 
i_ 
SUM+-0 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
SUM «- SUM+RES[j ,k]xPRl[k] 
SAM + SAM + A3[i,jlxSUM 
E «- PR2[i] 
G «- E - SAM 
QR[i] «- IF ABS(E)x@-9 2.ABS(G) THEN 0 SLSE G (a2-A3A1
1a1) 
LSQ(Q,MR,NR,QR,XR2) 
FOR !-*-! STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
SAM<-0 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL R DO 
SUM<-0 
FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NR DO 
SUM «- SUM+A2[ j ,k ]xXS2[k] 
E - P R l [ j ] 
G «- E - SUM 
G *- IF ABS(E)x@-9>=ABS(G) THEN 0 ELSE G 
SAM + SAM + R E S [ i , j ] x G 
XRl[i] «- SAM (AjMai-AaXa]) 
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P + K < - 1 
FOR i-KL STEP 1 UNTIL N DO , 
x __.„ 
IF DROP[IF K>R THEN R ELSE K] = I THEN 
XR[i] -*- XR1[K] 
K •*- K+l 
+ ELSE , 
. £ 
XR[i] «- XR2[P] 
P <- P+l  
-•LI: END 
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Analog Computer Simulation 
The procedure which actually produces the error readings is the 
one which follows the coupler point motion and can be considered as an 
analog computer simulation. The required input values are XP and YP the 
coordinates of the desired precision point, an array ZA containing all 
physical dimensions of the mechanism including its position and angular 
orientation, 04 and a2 the two lira,cations of the rotation of the driver, 
a Boolean B01 characterizing the motion limitations and finally i the 
index number of the precision point. The output from the procedure is e 
the measured error between the desired and the obtained coupler point 
position in a direction normal to the obtained coupler curve and further 
the angles <$± and ty± indicating the end positions of the driver and the 
follower links. See Fig. 20. 
PROCEDURE ERR0R(XP,YP,ZA,a1,a2,BOl,i,e,^i,ijJi) 
OWN REAL 6j, 62 
(rotation of coordinates) 
XM «- XP*COS(Zg) + YP*SIN(Z9) ; YM <- -YP*SIN(Zg) + YP*COS (Zg) 
K«-l ; p «-G «-0 
(checking of the mechanism position with a possible cor-
rection and setting of time variable; cf>, 0 and \p are 
global variables) 
TM «- TIME (2) 
IF i=l THEN 
J IF B01 THEN ^ ~~[ 
IF a!<0 AND a2<0 THEN ^ 
| I F a ! < a 2 THEN 
<j> -<•- a2+<J> ; 04 •*- a ] - a 2 ; a 2 "*" 0 
+ ELSE 
i 
<$> +• c4+cf> ; a 2 <*- a 2 - a j ; 04*- 0 
+ ELSE . 
I F C M > 0 AND a 2 > 0 THEN 
I F a x < a 2 THEN ^ 
cf> +- aj+cf> ; a 2 •*- a 2 - a i ; a i «- 0 
* ELSE . 
, , T 
4> -<- a 2 + $ »
 a l "*" a i ~ a 2 "» a 2 -«- 0 
6 [ +- a\+<i> ; 62 +• a2+<}> 
Dx «- Zt+ Z2*COS(<f>) ; D «- Z2xSIN((f>) 
D 4- SQ.'T(DX
2+Dy
2) ; yD <" ARG(Dx,Dy) 
X + (Z4
2-Z3
2-D2) / (2xZ3xD) ; Y *- SRT(1-X
2) 
a3 «- ARG(X,Y) 
X «- (Z3
2-Zi+
2-D2) / (2xZ4xD) ; Y <- SRT(1-X
2) 
CLL, +- ARG(X,Y) 
IF D„>0 THEN 
I F 7T>^-YnlO THEN , 
• 
6 «- y D + a 3 ; ip «- Yo-a^-Hr 
* ELSE , 
6 * ^ D ~ a 3 ' ^ "*" YD + C I I +" H T 
ELSE , 
I F -7T<ij;-Yn<P THEN , 
6 *• YD~ a3 J $ •*• YD+ct^-TT 
ELSE , 
1 
0 * YD+t*3 J ^ "*" YD-a^-TT 
(an extra routine is used to keep 
limits 0<8<2TT and 0<I^<2TT> 
6 and i> within the 
DIF «- e—«ff 
SIG «- SIGN(DIF) 
(this section is repeated until the desired coupler point 
position is obtained or the time constant is exceeded) 
P* •«- P ; e* *• e 
XT «- Z5xCOS(e) + Z 6 x S I N ( e ) ; YT <- Z 5 xSIN(e ) - Z 6 x C O S ( e ) 
^ + IF «j,<0 THEN $+2* ELSE $ (0<<},» <2TT) 
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IF ABS(SIN(DIF))<(3-8 THEN 
IF ABS(DIF)<@-7 THEN , 
X -«- -YTxSIGN(Aip)xSIGN(A4>) ; Y *- XTxSIGN(AiJ/)xSIGN(A<J>) 
ELSE 
X + YT*SIGN ( A S S I G N (A<j>) ; Y «- -XTxSIGN(A\|;)xSIGN(A<J>) 
T 
ELSE 
0 «- -<J>xZ2xSIN(<J>-i/;) / (Z 3 xSIN(DIF) ) 
X «- -Z2
xixSIN(<J>) - YTxQ ; Y •*- Z2
xi*COS (<J>) + XTx8 
(the variable DM and DN are global and represent the rotated 
coordinates zy and Z3) 
X «- DM +Z2xCOS(4>) + XT ; Y «- DN +Z2
XSIN(<J>) + YT 
p «- (Xx(XM-X) + Yx(YM-Y)) / SQRT(X2+Y2) 
IF ABS(p)<(9-8 THEN GO TO L4 
(the next statement will prevent extended cycling) 
IF TIME(2)-TM >100 THEN . 
WRITE(message) 
GO TO L4 
IF p*+0 THEN , 
, I i_ 
B03 «- ABS(DIF)<.15 OR ABS (ABS (DIF)-ir) <. 15 
IF B03 THEN , 
(control is given to the follower) 
Aip + ABS(Ai];)xpxSIGN(<J) / ABS(p*-p) 
IF <j)'<7T THEN 
IF 8><t>' EQV ((IF ABS(DIF)<(a-9 THEN '̂ *>9 ELS1 |f»>G) OR 
(IF ABS(ABS(DIF)-7r)<@-9 THEN ^*+TT<6 ELSE ijH-n 9)) THEN 
L 
Ai|; « — A ^ J 
ELSE 
IF e«J>' EQV ( ( I F ABS(DIF)<@-9 THEN i//*<8 ELSE ^<Q) OR 
( IF A B S ( A B S ( D I F ) - I T ) < @ - 9 THEN <JJ*-TT>6 ELSE ^—rr>8)) THEN 
A\|J 4- —A4J 
IF ABS(A^)>.5 THEN 
^ 4- .35xSICN(A^) / SQRT(K) ( -0 .35<A^<0 .35 ) 
SWIKLCZ^Z^ , Z 3 , Z 2 , ^ - ^ , 8 0 2 , 3 ! , B2) 
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IF B02 THEN 
( c h e c k i n g t h e c o m p a t i b i l i t y and c o r r e c t i n g t h e de-
r i v e d v a l u e of A<|J) 
IF (6 i^O AND 8 2 H)) EQV Atp>0 THEN 
IF 62=0 THEN 
Ai|; «- -A^ ; GO TO L2 
ELSE 
IF ABS(Aip)>ABS(32) T H E N A^ "*" 2 2 
T ELSE 
I F 3 2=0 THEN 
Ai|; «- -Aij; ; GO TO L2 
T 
ELSE 
I F ABS(Aip)>ABS(6 i ) THEN Ai|/ «- $i 
\p* •<- ^ ; ij; -f- i j r fA^ 
Dx «- Z^xCOSC^)- Zj ; Dy <- Z^xSINCip) 
D -«- SQRT(DX
2+Dy
2) ; Y D «- ARG(Dx ,Dy) 
X «- ( Z 3
2 - Z 2
2 + D 2 ) / (2xZ3xD) ; Y «- SRT(1-X
2) 
ct3 «*- ARG(X,Y) 
X «- ( Z 2
2 - Z 3
2 + D 2 ) / (2xZ2xD) ; Y *• SRT(1-X
2) 
a i+ «- ARG(X,Y) 
DAF + cf>-e ; I F -DAF>TT THEN DAF «- DAF+2TT 
I F DAF<TT AND DAF>0 THEN 
A4> + -^-hTD+ a i+ 5 9 +" YD~ a3 
+ ELSE , 
t, 
A<f> «- -<$>+yv-an ; 9 «- YD+«3 
I F ABS(A<J))>TT THEN A<j> «- A<{>-2TrxSIGN(A<i>) 
(J) «- <f>+A<fi 
Dx «- Zj + Z2xCOS(<j>) ; Dy «- Z2xSIN(<}>) 
yD <- ARG(Dx,Dy) 
ELSE 
A<}> «- ABS(A<J>)xpxSIGN(<{>) / A B S ( p * - p ) 
I F ABS(A<J>)>_.1 AND e*=fO THEN 
. ~ •» 
A<j> «- AcJ> / ( 1 + A B S ( A B S ( 6 / 8 * ) - 1 ) / A B S ( p * - p ) ) 
( - T T < D A F ) 
(-•IT<A<J><TT) 
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IF 1=1 OR i=NU THEN 
A<J) <- A4>xK/(K+.2) (statement required for the cusp 
IF ABS(A<£)>.5 THEN 
end of the Joukowski profile) 
± 
A<}) * . 5*SIGN(A(J0/SQRT(K) (-0.5<A<{><0.5) 
IF BOl AND NOT (p*+0 AND B03) THEN 
i+L3: 
( c h e c k i n g t h e c o m p a t i b i l i t y and c o r r e c t i n g t h e 
v a l u e of A<j>) 
IF ( a !<p AND a 2 > 0 ) EQV A<J>>0 THEN 
d e r i v e d 
IF a 2 = 0 THEN^ 
A* *• ~H I GO TO L3 
* ELSE . 
IF ABS(A<J>)>ABS(a2) THEN A(j> «- a 2 
* ELSE x 
I" F C4=0 THEN 
A(j> «- -A<J> ; GO TO L3 
+ ELSE ^ 
IF ABS(Acf))>ABS(a1) THEN A<£ «- a ! 
^ t 4 
D y* «" Dy 
<j> •*- 4>+A<|> > ^* "*" ty 
Dx «- Zx +Z2xCOS(4>) ; Dy +• Z2 xSIN(<j>) 
D <- SQRT(DX
2+Dy
2) ; YD <" ARG(Dx ,Dy) 
X <- ( Z u
2 - Z 3
2 - D 2 ) / (2xZ3xD) ; Y «- SRT(1-X
2) 
a 3 «- ARG(X,Y) 
X «- ( Z 3
2 - Z 1 +
2 - D 2 ) / (2XZ4XD) ; Y «- SRT(1-X2) 
a 4 «- ARG(X,Y) 
IF D *>0 THEN 
y — *• 
IF TT>DIF>0 THEN 
— — 4-
0 •*• YD+a3 ; »|' "*- YD-aif-Hr 
* ELSE , 
4-





IF -TTjiDIFiQ THEN 
. ~ — i 
9 +~ Yp~a3 > j ̂  Yp+o^-rc 
* ELSE , 
. * 
6 <- TD+a3 ; i|; «- YD-a4-TT 
(an extra routine keeps the values in between 0<8<27rand 0<I^<2TT) 
DIF «- 9-ij/ ; Aî  «- ij;-ip* (A^ is kept within -TT<A^<IT) 
IF NOT (ABS(DIF)<@-9 OR ABS (ABS (DIF)-rr) <@-9) THEN , 
. . . + 
IF SIG*SIGN(DIF)<0 THEN $ «- -<j> 
SIG «- SIGN (DIF) 
_ ^ _ — _ _ - ^ — ^ — ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ - ^ — — ^ ^ _ 
IF BOl THEN , 
a2 "*" ̂ 2"^ » al "*" &l~$ 
K «- K+l 
GO TO LI 
-L4: (routine to establish the size and sign of e) 
E «- SQRT((XM-X)2 +(YM-Y)2) 
IF (ABS(X)>@-9 AND ( (X<0 AND (YM-y)>0) OR (X>0 AND (YM-Y)<0))) 
OR (ABS(Y)>@-9 AND ( (Y<0 AND (XM-X)<0) OR (Y>0 AND (XM-X)>0))) 
THEN e «- -e 
4>i -*• 4> ; ^ i •*• i> 
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Computation of Gradient and Relaxation 
The procedure for the calculation of the gradient is doing both, 
it determines the gradient and also a relaxation vector, whichever is of 
better use for the minimization process. The array ZA contains the re-
quired mechanism information, the array RA has the coordinates of the de-
sired precision points. The output is contained in GRA the gradient vec-
tor, the real number SOM is its length and ORR is a listing of the errors 
between the precision points and the actual coupler point position. But 
the two last variables are also used as inputs, as it is required by the 
main program. 
PROCEDURE ; R A D ( Z A , R A , G R A , S 0 M , 0 R R ) 
S <-0 ; CO «- COR <- COS(Z 9) ; SI <- SIR +- SIN(Z 9) 
CT <- IF SOM=0 THEN 0 ELSE 1 
Q«-9 
FOR i-*-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO KC[i] •*- i 
-LI: FOR k«-l STEP 1 UNTIL (IF CT=0 THEN 1 ELSE Q) DO x / 4-
IF CT+0 THEN , 
Y 
KS «- KC[k] 
SAM *- ZA[KS] 
ZA[KS] «- ZA[KS] + (IF CT=1 THEN -DEN[KS]/2 ELSE DEN[KS]/2) 
(DEN is global and holds the differentiation increments) 
IF KS=9 THEN , 
CO «- COS(Z 9) ; SI +- SIN(Zg) 
+ ELSE ; 
KS «- 1 ; SAM <- ZA[1] 
4> «- 1 
<J> «- <£+. 25 (for a proper error reading at the cusp of 
the Joukowski profile) 
SWIKL (Zi, Z 2 , Z 3 , Zk , <f>, B01, a j, a 2 ) 
Dl •1 < i- Z 7 x C O + Z 8*SI + ZX ; DN •*- -Z 7xS] [+ ZQ*CO 
17^ 
FOR i-KL STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO 
A<J) *- IF i=l THEN -.05 ELSE (IF CT-0 THEN .5*<f> ELSE 
ABS(PHI[i]-PHI[i-l]) x (IF i=NU THEN .5 ELSE 1) x SIGN(4>)) 
ERROR(RA[l,i],RA[2,i],ZA,ax,a2,BOl,i,ER[CT,KS,i],PHI[i],PSI[i]) 
<J> +• PHI[1] ; ty «- PSI[1] 
ZA[KS] «- SAM 
CO <- COR ; SI «- SIR 
CT *- CT+1 
IF CT42 THEN GO TO LI 
IF SOM=0 THEN , 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO ORRfi] «- ER[0,l,i] 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO 
ERR[0,l,i] -*" ABS(ORR[i]) 
CT + Q ; Q «- 0 
IF S>3 THEN 
= — 4, 
K<-2 ; KS <- NU-1 
* ELSE ̂  
|K + I ; KS «- NU 
(KS and CT have now a new meaning) 
(required for cusp of Joukowski profile) 
)R 3' (-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO , (checking the increment size 
4-
) 
SAM •*- DEN[j] ; B02 <- B03 «- FALSE 
FOR i^K STEP 1 UNTIL KS DO , 
+ 1 
DER[j,i] «- (ER[2,j,i]-ER[l,j,i])/SAM xSIGN(ORR[i]) II 
(the sign of DER[j,i] =8ei/9zj will indicate whether or 
not the increment DEN[j] = AZJ represents an improvement) 
ERR[j,i] «- SAM2/2 + 2x(ORR[i]-ER[l,j,i])x(ER[2,j,i]-ORR[i]) 
IF ERR[j,i]<0 THEN + 
B02 *• TRUE 
* ELSE A 
IF ERR[j,i]<SAM/.15xABS(ER[2,j,i]-2xORR[i]+ER[l,j,i]) 
THEN B03 «- TRUE (see equation 81) 
E] *R[j,I] + ERR[j,i]/(SAM2/2+(ORR[i]-ER[l,j,i])2 
+ (ER[2,j,i]-ORR[i])2) 
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1 IF B02 OR B03 THEN + 
Q + Q+l ; KC[Q] *• j 
DEN[j] * IF B02 THEN SAM/4 ELSE SAM/2 
S «- S+l 
IF Q>0 THEN ̂  
(count for differentiation attempts) 
CT «- IF S=3 THEN (SOM-K)) ELSE 1 
GO TO LI 
~ u : : _ ± _ 
|FOR i*l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO ^ 
DER[j,i] * DER[j,i]xERR[j,i] (DER[j,i] = 8ei/8Zj) 
LSQ(DER,NU,9,ER[0,1,*,],GRA) 
SOM+-0 
FOR i-t-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
SOM +- S0M+GRA[i]2 
SOM «- SQRT(SOM) 
IF SOM<15 THEN 
BU FALSE 
T ELSE 
IF SOM*<SOM THEN BU «- NOT BU 
IF BU THEN 
(length of gradient vector) 
(BU is a global Boolean) 
(SOM* is a global variable) 
(begin of relaxation method) 
SAM*- ER[0,1,1] (establishing the largest error e) 
FOR i«-2 STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO 
IF SAM<ER[0,l,i] THEN 
SAM +• ER[0,l,i] 
SAM * SAMxKT/(KT+10) (KT is a global count of the iterations) 
KS*0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO . (find the group of larger 
* errors for the relaxation) 
FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO 
E R R [ j , i ] * D E R [ j , i ] x E R [ 0 , l , i ] 
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SAM «-SUM <- 0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL KS DO , 
Y 
SAM «- SAM + ERR [ j , QC [ i J ] 
SUM «- SUM + DER[j,QC[i]]2 
|GRA[J] «- sAM/SUM (relaxation vector) 
SOM* «- SOM 
SOM +• 0 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
SOM <- SOM+GRA[i]2 
SOM <- SQRT(SOM) 
IF S0M>1 THEM 
i 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
GRA[i] + GRA[i]/SOM 
S( )M+ 1 
(length of relaxation vector) 
(reduction to a unit vector) 
IF S>4 THEN - ^ T * W . ^ , V 0 . V.£,^lH.-^ t J.l.a.H 6 V-
[FOR i-1 STEP 1 UNTIL CT DO 
DEN[KC[i]] + DEN[KC[i] j x 2*(S-1) 
(regenerating the increment size Azi) 
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Main Program 
The main program needs a certain number of read-in statements 
which were given by data cards but also by a tew constant values and state-
ments in the program itself which have to be modified to suit the attempt-
ed synthesis problem. Explanatory notes are given in parenthesis at the 
appropriate locations. 
READ (NU) (NU is the number of desired precision points) 
READ (FOR j«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO FOR L«-l, 2 DO RA[i,j]> 
(RA contains the coordinates oi E all desired precision point J) 
JOUK(a,s,m,NU, RA) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO RA[1 ,1] - RA[1, i]+ Ax 
(an alternate method to calculate the precision point coordinates, 
here for the Joukowski profile with a suitable transformation for 
proper positioning) 
READ (FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO ZA[i]) 
(ZA contains the physical dimensions of the initial mechanism as 
shown in Fig. 12, but this read statement could be replaced by 
an initial four-accuracy point procedure with its subroutines as 
shown earlier) 
READ (<)>,i|/) 
(these angles will indicate the initial position of the mechanism 
and have to be given or calculated from other datas) 
READ (FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO DEN[i]) 
(re.;ds datas for increments suitable for the differentiati m) 
<0M* i SOM «- 0 ; KT<- KO «- 0 
BU «- FALSE 
->B1: KT *- KT+1 (count for number of iterations) 
GRAD(ZA,RA,RES,SOM,ER[0,*]) 
< IF SOM<2(a-3 THEN GO TO B4 (the small size of the gradient vector 
d*«-d«-h«-Ah*«-Ah _ 0 indicates the end of the minimization) 
KN«-0 
BD1+- 0 ; BD2«-8 (BD and BD2 are boundaries for h) 
9h <- SOMx.03 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO ZA [i] <- ZA[i] 
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•B2: S «-CT «- 0 
d** +- d* ; d* «- d 
•B.3: IF CT+O OR d+0 THEN 
IF CT=0 THEN 
FOR i-t-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO ZO[i] +- ZA[i] 
i ELSE ̂  
FOR i*-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO 
ZO[i] «- ZA[i] - (IF CT=1 THEN -RES[i]x3h/2 ELSE RES[i]x3h/2)| 
1 
<J)+.25 (needed for Joukowski profile) 
SWIKL(Z01 ,Z02,Z03,ZOit,<J>,BO,ai ,a2) 
DM «- Z07xCOS(Z9) +Z0 8xSIN(Z g) + ZO } 
DN «- -Z07xSIN(Z9) +Z0 8xCOS(Z 9) 
FOR i«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO . 
A<J) -*- IF i=l THEN -.05 ELSE ABS (PHIf iJ-PHI[i-lJ) 
x (IF i=NU THEN .5 ELSE 1) x SIGN(J) 
ERROR(RA[l,i],PvA[2,i]>ZO,a1,a2,BO,i,ER[CT,i],PHI[i],PSI[i]) 
<$> «- PHI[1] ; ty *• PSI[1] 
CT «- CT+1 
IF CT<2 THEN GO TO B3 
DAM-*-DUM <-DOM «- 0 (start of differentiation method) 
FOR 1+1 STEP 1 UNTIL NU DO , 
DAM <- DAM+ER[l,i] 2 
DUM «- DUM+ER[2,i] 2 
DOM «- DOM + ER[0,i] 2 
DAM •*- SQRT(DAM) ; DUM -*- SQRT(DUM) ; DOM «- SQRT(DOM) 
(this should help to increase the slope towards the desired min.) 
DER «- (DUM-DAM) /3h 
BO «- FALSE 
ERR «- 8h2 / 2 + 2x (DOM-DAM) x (DUM-DOM) 




IF ERR-O h / . 1 5 x ABS(DUM-2xDOM+DAM) THEN 
4-
| BO *<- TRUE ; 8h <- Sh/2 
ERR -*- ERR/(8h2/2 + (DOM-DAM)2 + (DUM-DOM)2) 
d «- DERxERR (d = 8e/9h, see Fig. 26) 
IF BO THEN 
(S is a count for the differentiation 
attempts, not more than 4 will be allowed) 
4-
I d «-l ; S <- S-> 
IF S<J> THEN GO TO B3 
IF d<0 THEN BD1 «- h ELSE BD2 
IF d*=0 THEN 
[ i F ABS(d) c@-6 THEN GO TO B4 
Ah«-1 
i , ELSE 
J_ 
At «- -dxABS(Ah/(d-d*)) (checking boundaries for increment 
IF BDl>h+At OR BD2<h+At THEN . 
Ah) 
d* <- d** Ah <- Ah*+Ah 
Ah* «- Ah 
Ah «- -d*ABS(Ah/(d-d*)) 
IF Ah>10 THEN Ah <- 10 
IF ABS(d)<2xlO*(-4-2 DIV((SOMxl5)*.3)) THEN 
IF ABS(h)<@-4 THEN KO +- KO+1 (KO is a count for iterations 
IF KO>2 THEN GO TO B4 w i t h Smal1 S t e p S i z e s ) I 
h «- h+Ah 
FOR ±<-l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DC ZA[i] * ZA*[i] -RES[i]xh 
KN «- KN-fl 
IF KN>15 THEN , 
. £. 
SOM «- 0 
GO TO Bl 
IF ABS(h)<5(?-5 THEN 
KO <- KO+1 
GO TO IF KO>2 THEN B4 ELSE Bl 





It wa found that the method related ^o the steepest descent or 
gradient method is not powerful enough to warrant a solution to any 
given problem. Reasons for this behavior are quoted and explained. It 
is trusted that the addition of the relaxation method represents a more 
powerful tool in optimization attempts and Its behavior can be explained 
by its tendency to take into consideration :>nly major trends or charac-
teristics of the given problem, even when the problem has a multitude 
of variables and is of a highly nonlinear character. 
The material presented shows that a hybrid computer combination 
would have been a very effective means of solving the synthesis problem. 
The limitations of equipment required other methods to be developed 
which can never achieve as fast an operational speed. But the basic 
ideas here presented should be transferable later to hybrid use without 
too many difficulties, once the required hardware becomes available. 
It was interesting to observe that, although a given set of nine 
points should specify uniquely a plane four-bar mechanism with its addi-
tional two cognate solutions, it is difficult to establish the proper 
sequence of the given nine points because of the various forms the 
coupler curve can assume. This accounts for the failure to obtain a 
perfect solution for any given set of nine accuracy points. Generally, 
it should be possible to apply an analog system for the solution of nine 
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variables given by nine equations. This method, however, would restrict 
itself to a maximum of or.ly nine points and because of this limitation 
was not considered in this investigation. 
If there exists an obtainable maximum of only nine accuracy points, 
then it is noted that there are only eight intersection points between 
the desired and obtained curve in the presented airfoil problem. Every 
pair of closed curves can have only an even number of intersections, but 
here the limit is nine, hence only eight can occur. A number smaller 
than eight would indicate a poor approximation and so could be used as 
a measure for the quality of an obtained result should the computer pro-
gram be interrupted before its fi:j al steps. 
We turn now to consider a possible future development which may 
lead to a better simulator. This germ of an idea derives from consider-
ation of the tricircular nature of every four-bar coupler curve, and the 
three cognate linkages for every curve. An analogy is drawn to the mo-
tion of a point following three circles which correspond to the absolute 
rotation of the driver, the follower, and the relative rotation of the 
coupler. This idea might lead to the discovery of a suitable transfor-
mation technique to enable the coupler link motion to be expressed as an 
absolute motion and so strip the computations of a large number of logic 
and numerical statements. Such a discovery would increase the achieved 
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